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S. Doc. No. 156, 29th Cong., 2nd Sess. (1847)
~th CoNGREss, 
2d Session. 
IN SENATE OF' THE UNlTEO STATES. 
FEBTIUARY 19, 18,17. 
Sl'lbmitled, and onlered to be printed. 
Mr. BAGBY made the following 
REPOR'r: 
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The Committee on [11,dian AJJa.irs, to whom were referred sundry petitions 
and memorials ftorn citizens of !'lew York, and others, praying that the 
Tonawanda banrJ of the Seneca trib·e of lndiarts may be e.xemptedfrom 
the opet·ation of tlte treaty of the 20th May, 1842, 1·epu1·t: 
That the ohj8ct of the petitioners is to permit the Ton a wanda band of 
Indians to remain ou the lands on which they now reside, notwi1hstanding ., 
the provisions and stipulations of the treaty of the 2Llth of May, 1842. 
'l'he pre-emption right to the land · referred to in the various petitions ~ 
and memorials refHrred to the committee Wi'IS in the State of .Massachusetts, . 
and MussadJUsetts assigned her interest to Thomas L . Ogden and Joseph> 
Fellows. To this treaty of the 20th May, 1842, there appear, from the -
face of the treaty, to have been four parties: tbe United States, acting · 
through her commission-er; the Seneca natif'n or tribe, acting through their 
chiefs and headmen; the S[ate of Massachusett~, acting through her com. 
missioner; and Ogden and fellows, assignees under the State of Massa- -
chusetts. The ohject of this treaty seems to have been to settle finally all' 
the questions of difficulty among the several parties to it, and to carry out· 
and coQsummate the various contracts and treaty stipulations in regard to· 
the lands in question, and from which the memorialists pray that the Ton-
awandas may not be removed. 'The treaty ha~ been ratified and published; · 
and the main question submitted to the committee, and now to the Senate, 
is, whether it is competent for the government of the United States to annul' 
the provisions of a treaty upon the application of one of the parties to it1, 
or without the concurrence and approbation of all the parties. The com-
mittee are clearly of opinion that it is not, and that the treaty can only be· 
dissolved by and with consent of all the parties to it. It is said that no·-
one of the chiefs of the 1,ona-.vanda band ever signed the treaty, and that 
it was a fraud upon them j and that fraud vitiates the treaty, and renders: 
it void ab initio. -
The committee have no means of knowing to what extent, or whether-
at all, the Tonawandas were represented in the treaty of 1842. But, in· 
substance, the same evidence was before the Senate when tl:le treaty was: 
ratified, that is now offered and relied apon to exempt the Tonawanda: 
band from its operation. With the substance of this evidence before them;: 
aitchie & Heiss1 print, 
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the Senate ratified the treaty; and the committee are of opinion that upon 
the allegation of fraud or of misrepresentation, or of non-representation, to 
annul or set aside an Indian trea.ty would not only tend strongly to unsettle 
the whole of our Indian policy, but would open a field of interminable dif· 
ficulty, embarrassment, and expense. '!'hey therefore recommend the adop-
tion of 'the following resolntion : 
Resolved, That the prayer of the petitioners ought not to be granted. 
Memorial of chiefs of the Ton1oanda band of Seneca Indians. 
To the Hon. JoHN TYLER, President of the United States: 
'rhe undersigned, being head chiefs of the Tonawanda reservation, feel· 
ino- ourselves aggrieved with the proceedings and decisions of the late 
tr;aty with the Seneca nation, think proper to give you a history of the pro. 
ceedings, hoping that you will investigate the subject, and aid us at Tona-
wanda to retain our native land, which is so dear to us. 
Last winter we sent a delegation to Washington for the purpose of pre· 
senting the subject of the pretended treaty with the ~enecas before the 
Houses for their consideration. When they arrived at New York, the So-
ciety of Friends were holding their annual meeting at that place, and on 
learning the business of our delegation, they requested them to return home; 
told them the reason they wished them to retnrn was, they (the Friends) 
had an intercourse with government on the subject of the treaty, and feared 
that if they (the delegation) should go to Washington, it would prove inju-
rious to their breaking up the treaty. The Seneca nation had furnished 
their delegates with all their papers relative to the treaty, and gave them 
orders to carry them to Washington themse-lves, and present them before 
the Houses. 'l'he delegates were unwilling to return, when requested, on 
:that acconut. But the QualHlrs told them they would take the papers and 
pre~ent them to Congress, and wished the delegates to~ return home and 
inform the chiefs, and keep the thing secret for one month. Jr. that time 
they thought the subject of the treaty would be "settled. 'rhe next we heard 
of the subject, we receiv,ed a letter from the Quakers, requesting the Seneca 
nation to send a delt>gation of two or three chiefs from each retiervation.to 
meet them in council at Farmington. We complied with their request, and 
our delegates met them in council. The Friends addressed them, and said, 
"Brothers, we have met in council, agreeable to appointment," and said that 
one of the Fri~nes from Baltimore would read a paper which he hau from 
the Secretary of War office, and he read it ; and stated that the Quakers 
had arranged it so that the lndiaQs might know beforehand what the Secre· 
tary of War would do; he also said the Ogden Company had a ritficulry 
with the Seneca Indians for three years, and they would uegotiate a treaty 
with them, and restore to the IHdians Cattaraugus and Allegany reservations, 
and retain the Buffalo and Tonawanda reservations. He told us that the two 
hundred and t\VO thousand dollars was to be paid to us for the two reserva. 
tions, Buffalo and Tonawanda; one hundred and two thousand dollars for 
the improved lands; and one hundred thousand dollars for the unimproved 
lands. If the Seneca nation would not agree to the proposed treaty then, 
the Ogden Company wonld do it at any other time. He also stated to our 
-tdelegates that the Secretary of War would send a c9mmissioner to hold a 
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rneral council with the Seneca nation, and that the object the Friends had 
m calling the council was, that the Indians might be prepared for the com-
missioner. He further said that the Friends did not want to advise them, 
but merely to read the compromised treaty. The delegates that went 
from 'ronawanda arose and stated that the proposed treaty had been ex. 
plained to them, and if the commissioner should come the chiefs would 
not agree to any such treaty; they were determined to remain on 'their 
land: it being the place where they were born, they were unwilling to leave 
it,; and they would say the same when the Secretary came. The chi2fs 
had sent a number of letters to Washington, stating that they were willing 
to give np all the land which belonged to the emigration party, but theirs 
they would keep. We were then told hy the Friends that the Secretary 
of War would send a man to hold a council with us. But the first we 
knew they came themselves, and appointed a day to meet the Seneca na-
tion in council on the Buffalo reservation. We met them, agreeable to np· 
pointment. One of the Friends arose and addressed the council, stating 
that they had come for the purpose of explaining the compromised treaty. 
That in this treaty the Ogden Company was to restore to the Senecas the 
Cattaraugus and Allegany reservations; and all that resided on the Tona-
wanda and Buffalo reservations should emigrate to th~ two remaining TPS-
ervations. rrhis was all tbat the Quakers cou Jd do f.lT ns. After the 
Friends haGl read the proposed treaty, l~rael Jamieson, of Cattarangns, arose 
and said that he was opposed to the treaty, and should hold his land. The 
subject of the treaty was discussed for quite a length of titue-some in fa-
vor of it, and some opp9sed to the treaty. 'rhe Seneca chiefs concludea 
that as they had no voice in the framing of the treaty, they would propose 
alterations and amendments, which should be sent to the Secretary of War. 
'rhey proposed to give up a part of each reservation~ reserving to each na~ 
tive that wished to remain twenty acres of land ; and, through the infiu· 
ence of G. M. Cooper, consented, if government would not comply with 
our request, to give our signatures to the proposed treaty, without altera-
tion. We did not understand tb.e subject as it was ; had we, we should 
not have given our consent. Council adjsurned to the 16th of May, at 
Bu1fttlo reservation. The Secretary of War was to be notified to meet us 
at the same time. Counctl met, agreeably to adjournment, on the 16th 
May, at Buffalo reservation. Present, Ambrose Spencer, agent of the Sec-
retary of War; superintendent from Massachusetts; one from New York, 
and the Ogden Company. Council opened by Mr. Spencer stating that 
the Indians had sent a letter to the Secretary of War for the purpose of ne-
gotiating a treaty wtth the Seneca nation, and he was sent by govern-
ment for that purpose. The commissioner from Mas<~achusetts arose and 
remarked, that if the proposed compromised treaty did not snit them, (the 
Indians,) they might make such alterations as would satisfy them; that 
he was sent by the government of Massachusetts to see that the Iudians 
had justice done to them, and not to advise them to sign the treaty, or 
not sign. Judge Spencer said that his opinion corresponded with what 
had been said by the commissioner fro~ Massachusetts. Judge Spencer 
stat~ to the council that they must keep all interested white people out, 
because there were so many that came for the purpose of gain, under tbe 
pretension of aiding them in breaking up the ol~ treaty. The council was 
adjourned, and time given for the private consultation of the Indians npon 
the treaty. After they (the commissioners) had retired, we wer~ informed 
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that the Ogden Company and Friends commenced conversation with Mr. 
Spencer, and Mr. Hoar, from Massachusetts, the company saying they were 
opJJose6l to what they had remarked in council to the Indians relative to 
their altering the treaty. The commissioners returned to the council. Mr. 
Spencer said they had heard there was some misunderstanding in the re-
marks they had made, and wished to explain them. The explanation was 
different from what they had said first. ,.rhe Friends then said· that the 
commissioners from Massachusetts and New York had no authority to alter 
the treaty. And on the 20th of May Judge Spencer put the question, that aU 
those who were in favor of accepting the compromised treaty should make 
it manifest by rising. The majority was in favor of and signed the com-
promised treaty, but none from Tonawanda would accept it. Mr. Spencer 
assumed the office of chairman of the Seneca nation, which was contrary to 
the wishes of many of the chiefs. '!,here are about forty of the chiefs of tbe 
Seneca nation who did not sign the late treaty. 
We have given a statement of a few of the difficulties with which w~ 
are surrounded. Our rights are as dear to us as the white man's, and all 
we ask is to enjoy them the few remaining days we have to spend in this 
world~ and not to be driven from place to place, but that we may die where 
our fathers died, and be buried wirh them. May the Great Spirit di-
rect yon in aiding us in this our persecuted and afflicted situation. We 
. wish you to write to us on the receipt of this, ar.1d let us know what yon 
will do for us, or what can be done. Direct your communication to East 
Pembrooke. 
Your brothers, head chiefs of 'l,onawanda, 
ToNAWANDA, June 1, 1842. 
JIMMY JOH~~SON, his x mark. 
JOHN BLACKSMITH, his x mark 
JOHN LUKE, his x mark. 
BLUE SKY, his x mark. 
JESSE TAFFANY, his x mark. 
ELY S. PARKER. 
Petition cif citizens of Alabama, Genesee county, New 1Tork. 
To the SENATE oF 'l'HE UNITED STATES: 
The undersigned, citizens of Alabama, Genesee county, in the State of 
New York, humbly represent that we believe great injustice is about to be 
done to the ,.ronawanda band of the Seneca Indians, by the execution of 
the treaty of 1842. We believe that treaty to be in valid, for the following 
among other reasons : 
Almost every signature was obtained on the assurance that if it were no& 
signed, the treaty of 1838, driving them from all their lands, would be im-
n•ediately executed. The company then knew, and now acknowledge, thal 
that treaty could not be legally enforced. Less than two hundred Indians, 
on all the reservations, could be found willing to sell, and the chiefs who 
&igned the treaty did so not to part with, but as far as possible to save their 
homes. It they had known their rights ai they now do, not t\vellty signa· 
tures could have been obtained. 
. . . 
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Of the Tqnawanda band, not one chief ever signed either treaty, nor 
~ould a single Indian be induced to consent to departure. The treaty gives 
them for their lands but one-tenth of their value, and nothing for one of the 
finest water privileges in the State. They have no place to go to except 
the Indian territory; and of two hundred who went there from Cattaraugus 
last spring: over eighty died within four month~, from the unhealthiness of the 
climate. They are a moral, indn~trious, honest people, rapidly improving 
in their condition, possessing good farms, and are strongly attached to the 
home~ of their fathers. ']'he people of the State of New York do not desire 
their removal, and have no sympathy with their spoilers. 
· In view of these facts, we humbly and earnestly petition your honorable 
body to except the Tonawanda ~and of Iodians from the execution of the 
treaty of 1842. 
R. B. Warren 
H. Pettibone, jr. 
\Vm. G. M )rse 
'l."homas W. Allis 
Jeremiah Horning 
A hiatba W. Green 
H. H. Stage 
John M. \TV arren 
Chester Miller 
G eorg-e C. Alf-'x ander 
SamLH-'l Pipf'r 
Cn nis B::trnes 
William Carr 
Wyntt Vf. Goodrich 
H. H. Hatheway 
J acob K . Bartld t 
0. S Hrttha way 
Joseph Webster 
N. A. Ensworth 
W. R. Hopkins 
Samuel Winchel 
James Matteson 
Guy B. Shepard 
A . B. Palmer 
Allen Rice 
Eleazer Bemis 
E. 11. lHg·alsbe 
Selah V~sburgh 
i .evi 1nl;!abhe 
Charies Adams 





Petition of the Tonawanda band of Seneca Indians. 
To the honorable the SENATE OF THE UrnTED STATES: 
The petition of the Senecas residing- 11 pon the Ton a wanda reservation, 
in the county of Genesee, and State of New York, respectfully represents: 
1'hat in further illnstration of the facts set forth in a petition presented to 
the President of the United States, onr Great Father, the gnardian of his 
wards, the petitioners, and to your most honorable body, and sent to your 
honorable body, accomp:mied by a message relating thereto from our Great 
}<.,ather the President, are the following: 
'rhnt we hold our reserved lands separately and in severalty as a dis-
tinct band of the Senecas. That as such we have unanimously protested 
against the sale of our reservation to the O,sden Land Company, or any 
persons; and more particularly did we protest, solemnly protest, ag-ainst 
th61 treaties of Jttnuary 15th, l838, and May 20th, 1842, in .which the 
United States, other portions of the Senecas, and the Ogden Land Com-
pany, were parti es. 'rhat said treaties were made without any of our par-
ticipation whatever, we being their constant and strenuous opposer~; and 
tbal no single chief or individual oi our band ever approved of them, or 
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executed them, or entered into any contract, or agreement, or sate, under 
them. 1,hat no chief, warrior, or individual of our band ever at any time 
or place, or under any circumstances, sold to the Ogden Land Company, 
or their agents, an acre of our reserved lands, or received a cent for the 
same from them, or ever made an agreement or treaty of any kind with 
them. 
That the said treaties were made in pursuance of a resolution of your 
honorable body of June lltn, 1838, under which we, as a distinct band of 
the Senecas, were to be assenting parties to make them valid and operative 
upon us; which provision has not been complied with, we having nevet 
assented to or acquiesced in them. 
It has also been represented to your honorable body, that since the rati. 
fication of .these treaties a large number of settlers have attached rights, 
and that in consequence the United States should not reconsider lhe trea-
ties under which they claim. 'ro this we answer ~hat we are not to blame .. 
Since we are not parties to the vile aud iniquitous treaties under which 
they claim, we ask, what Jaw founded in justice, and what moral princi-
ple, can alienate our just rights of title to our lands aud homes 'J ·We beg 
that the Senate of the United States may not deprive us, by their action, of 
the last heritage left us by our fathers, who received it at the hands of the 
Great Spirit, merely because a fe\v persons may have squatted on our lands. 
We assert that they are squatting, 1or they profess to have no title to the 
lands; but they are paid by the Ogden Land Company to thus settle upon 
our lands and disturb the public peace. They have settled under our re-
peated prohibitions and remonstrances. There continues to be the strongest 
disposition on the part of the Ogden Land Company to steal into the pos· 
session of our lands, thus virtually robbing us of our sacred rights, which 
we pray the Ser1ate, who have the power, may not allow. 
We would again urge upon the Senate to consider, that if we leave 
Tonawanda we have no homes to go to. The Cattaraugus reservation is 
now full to overflowing, by the addition of a large number of Senecas from 
the Buffalo Creek reservation. 1\'luch of the land at Cattaraugus is poor 
and hilly, and not capable of sustaining many families. The Allegany 
reservation is much poorer in proportion than the Cattaraugus, and there is. 
not a sufficiency of good and fertile soil there to support more families than 
are already settled there. To these facts the Senecas residing upon those 
reservations will testify, if appealed to. The United States have become 
aware, also, of the trouble and difficulties ensuing from the condensed state 
of the Indians at Cattaraugus, and we pray that the Senate will not com. 
pel us to remove to a land where constant trouble, misery, and starvation 
would be our lot. We believe that it would not only be a great injustice~ 
but a great outrage upon our rights, shoulu the United States enforce these 
treaties, being, as they are, infeeted with the vilest deception, fraud, and 
bribery. Wtlen we remember that of the number who emigrated under 
these treaties to the western country last summer more than sixty have 
already died, and the few who survive are almost daily returning to the 
homes of their relatives in this State, we again say that the treaties of 
January 15th, 1838, and May 20th, 1842, are most ruinous and destructive 
in their operation, and should not be enforced upon us if the principles of 
justice are to be followed, and if, as we have bren repeatedly told, the policy 
of the government is beneficent, generous, and humane. 'The United States 
cannot have failed to perceive that the. operation of those treaties, so far as 
they extend, has been auended with the most ruinous effects. We fore-
E tss J 
saw all these consequences, and hence we would not participate in any of 
the treaties, or implicate ourselves in any way by becoming parties to them. 
We prefer our present homes. \Vitfu the ruinous operation of these trea. 
ties, and the sad fate of our brothers who were compelled to remove under 
their contracts, before our eyes, we cling with a stronger tenacity to our ancient 
homes, formerly guarantied to us hy the United States by treaty covenants. 
They covenanted never to disturb us in the peaceable enjoyment of our re-
servation, and that they would never claim the ~arne uutil we should vol-
untarily agree to sell. We complain now that we are disturbed in our 
homes and upon our lands by your citizens, and that our lands are claimed 
by citizens of the United States, although we have nev~r voluntarily agreed 
to convey our title to our reserved lands to any person or persons. 
Therefore, your petitioners most earnestly and respectfully pray that 
your honorable body, taking into full and solemn consideration the facts 
herein set forth, will exercise your power of revi5ion and construction to 
the above treati~s, being, as you are, a part of the treaty-making power of 
these United States, aHd so revise and act upon those treaties as you may 
think fit, and as the immutable principles of justice and equity require, 
giving to your petitioners an immediate relief from their most unjust and 
ruinous operation, and establishing us in the permanent and peaceable 
pos~ession of our lands forever. \Ve have seen with regret the unstable 
and wavering course of the United States towards us, and for many years 
the non performance of trraty covenants; and we now ask, that, our peti-
tion being granted, the chain of friendship may be renewed and brightened 
again, thus establishing and strengthening yotH beneficent policy towards; 
the Indian race. 
And your petitioners, us in duty bound, will ever pray, &c. 
Chiefs. 
Jimmy Johnson, his x mark. 
John rllacksmith, l:J.is x mark. 
Blue Sky, his x marlr. 
Jesse Tiffany, his x mark. 
Isaac Shanks, his x mark. 
John Sky, his x mark. 
Lewis Poodry, his x mark. 
Samuet Parker, his x mark. 
Win Washington, his x mark. 




James Williams, his x mark. 
George Sky, his x mark. 
Lewis Kennedy, his x mark. 
Benjamin Jon as. 
Warriors. 
David Printup, his x mark. 
Henry Bigfire, his x mark. 
Joseph Taylor, his x mark. 
George Moses, his x mark. 
John Griffin, his x mark. 
Dennis Sky, his x mark. 
Johnny John, his x mark. 
Gee-ta-no, his x mark. 
Daniel Carpenter, his x mark. 
Young Hiram, his x mark. 
William Kennedy, sr., his x mark. 
'Viltiam Kennedy, jr., his x mark. 
WiHiam James, his x mark. 
Lewis Hotbread1 his x mark. 
Daniel Fish, his x mark. 
John Johnny John, his x mark. 
Daniel Peter, his x mark. 
Henry Peter, his x mark. 
Benry Hill, his x mark. 
Billy Stewart., his x mark • . 
James Stewart, his x mark. 
Joseph Jemison, his x mark. 
William Jemison, his x mark. 
Henry Jemison, his x mark. 
'rommy Jemison~ his x mark. 
Tommy White, his x mark. 
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Lewis White, his x mark. 
Isaac Johnson, his x mark. 
Squire 1\1. Jonas, his x mark. 
Bill Snyder, his x mark. 
William Clute, his x mark. 
George Clute, his x mark. 
Cornelius Jimmy, his x mark. 
Martin Spring, his x mark. 
Ephraim Thomas, his :x: mark. 
Levi Moses,.his x mark. 
Judson Moses, his x mark. 
Peter Beaver, his x mark. 
John Beaver, his x mark. 
Ha-gwe-yais, his x mark. 
Gen-de-o-queh, his x mark. 
Ha-n a- to-da-go, his x mark. 
John Possum, his x mark. 
John Jack, his x mark. 
William Jack, his X mark. 
Allen Kennedy, his x mark. 
Gilson Suyder, his x mark. 
William Snyder, his x mark. 
'Villiam Bigfire, his x mark 
Da.ga-sa-gars-ta, his x mark. 
Samuel Taylor, his x mark. 
John Moses, his x mark. 
Ho-ha-teh, his :x mark. 
Squire Brooks, his x mark. 
Isaac Doxtator. 
Samuel Parker. 
. James Ganoscrang, his x mCJ,rk. 
. John Hatch, his x mark. 
Henry Moses, his x mark. 
William Moses, his x mark. 
'Isaac Doctor, his x mark. 
'William Jimmy, his x mark. 
William Parker, his x mark. 
. John Shanks, his x mark. 
Hiram Tommy, his x mark. 
James Reuben, his x mark. 
Harrison Printup, his x mark. 
George Shanks, his x mark. 
Erastus Printup, his x mark. 
Alexander Printup, his x mark. 
Henry Snow, his x mark. 
Charles Snow, his x mark. 
William Taylor, jr., nis X marie 
John Blarkchief, his x mark. 
William Moses, jr., his x mark. 
Charles Doctor, his x mark. 
Jacob Doctor, his X mark. 
John Lone2 his x mark. 
s 
Chauncey Lone, his x mark. 
Oak-ta-go, his x mark. 
Go l'!n je-daro, his x mark. 
Henry Carpenter, his x mark. 
John 'Villiam, his x mark. 
George Elkinton, his x mark. 
Jacob Shongo, his x mark. 
James Sundown, his x mark. 
William Shongo, his x mark. 
William Clute, jr., his x mark. 
William Fish, his x mark. 
George Reuben, his x mark. 
Levi Reuben, his x mark. 
John Reuben, his x mark. 
Tommy Hill, his x mark. 
John Hill, his x mark. 
John Miller, his x mark. 
William Sundown, his x mark. 
Joseph Miller, his x mark. 
James Johnson, his x mark. 
Henry Johnson, his x mark. 
John Infant, his x mark. 
John Brooks. 
David Poodry. 
John P. Poodry. 
Edward Poodry, his x mark. 
George Cooper, his x mark. 
Adolphus Cooper, his x mark. 
Charles Cooper, his x mark. 
Abram Moses, his x mark. 
John Big Tree~ his x mark . 
John Farmer, his x mark . 
Andrew John, his x mnrk. 
Alexander Abrams, his x mark. 
Ga-go-oh, his x mark. 
Joshua Ganoscrang, his x mark. 
De -ya-go, his x mark. 
Harrison Sundown, his x mark . 
Git-gwa-eh, his x mark. 
John Jones, his x mark. 
Eton Sky, bi5 x mark. 
James Tommy, his x mark. 
Amos Snyder, his x mark. 
Henry Snyder, his x mark. 
Cbar!es' Taylor, his x mark. 
Orin Bigfire, his x mark. 
W. Blackchief, his x mark. 
vv·illiam Taylor, sr., his x mark. 
Go-gwa-yeh, his x marie 
George Beaver, his x mark. 
William Brooks. 
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I hereby certify that all persons who signed this paper are men of the 
Seneca nation, and that they did severally and personally sign and make 
their marks in my presence. 
ELY S. PARKER, lnterpreter. 
Petition of the d~legation of the Tonawanda band of Seneca Indians. 
To the SENATE oF THE UNITED STATES: 
The petition of the undersigned, a delegation of the ,.rona wanda band of 
the Senecas residing upon the 'ronawanda reservatiem, in the county of 
Genesee, and State of New York, respectfully represents : 
That in addition to ~he facts set forth in a petition presented to our 
Great Father the President, addressed to himself and your most honorable 
body, and sent to your honorable body accompanied by a message relating 
thereto from our Great Father tbe President, are the following: 
That the 'l . ,onawandas hold their reserved lands separately and in sev-
eralty as a distinct band rif the Senecas; that as such they have unani-
mously protested against the sale of their lands to the Ogden Lc1nd Com-
pany; and more particularly did they protest, solemHly protest, against the 
treatir·s of January 15, 1838, and of May 20, 1842, in which the United 
States, other portions of the Senecas, and the Ogden Land Company, weie 
parties. 
'1'hat the said treaties were made without any participation of the 
'ronawandas in them, (they constantly and strenuously opposing them,) no 
single chief or individual of said band having ever approved them, executed 
them, or entered into any cDntract, or agreement, or sale, under them. 
That no chief, warrior, or individual of the Tonawanda band of Senecas 
ever, at any time or place, 01' under any circumstances, sold to the Ogden 
Land Company, or their agents, an acre of their reserved lands, or ever re-
ceived a cent for the same, or ever made a treaty or ngreement with them 
of any kind~ 
That the said treaties were made in pursuance of a resolution of the 
Senate of June 11, 1838, under which the Tonawanda as well as other 
bands were the assenting parties to make them valid; which provision has 
not been complied with, they never having assented to or acquiesce~ in 
them. . 
That at and before the time the said treaty of January 15, 1838, came up 
before the Senate for confirmation, the Ton a wand as protested against its 
confirmation; but which protest, as your petitioners are informed, \WS not 
presented to the Senate, or its co~<nmittee; otherwise, as they firmly believe, 
said treaty would never have been confirmed; and, in fact, was not con-
firmed by the constitutional majority of two-thirds of the Senate, as the 
Journal will show. 
Notwithstanding all these facts, the said treaties purport to sell and con· 
vey to the said Ogden Land Company, without adequate compensation, the 
reserved lands of the Tonawandas, and to cruelly and unjustly compel their 
removal from their lauds, their f~ums, and homes, and from the gra\7es of 
their fathers. 
Therefore, your petitioners most earnestly and respectfully pray that 
your honorable body, taking into your solemn consideration the facts here-
in set forth, will exercise your fullest power of revising, annulling, or defi.· 
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ning these ·treaties, or taking such other action upon them as in yonr sa. 
cred character of guardians of the rights and protectors of- the interests of 
your red children, or in your capacity of the treaty-making power, you may 
think will best further the ends of justice, remedy the evils complained of, 
suffered under these treaties, and relieve your pet·itioners from thei'l'-"!ftost 
unjust and ruinous operfLtion. 
And your petitioners will ever pray. 
Witness: WM. LINN BROWN, 
W. D. PoRTER. 
Witness: W M. LINN BRowN, 
W. D. PoRTER. 
Witness: W M. LINN BRowN, 
W. D. PoRTER. 
JOHN BLACKSMITH, his X mark. 
ISAAC SHANKS, his X mark. 
ELY S. P ARK.Ii:R, 
Delegation of the Tonawanda band of the Senecas. 
Message from the President of the United States, co-mmunicating a peti· 
tion of the Tonawanda band of Seneca Indians, praying that steps may 
be taken to abrogate the treaties of 183t; aud 1842. 
To the Senate of the United States: 
In compliance with the request of a delegation of the Tonawanda band 
of the Seneca Indians, now in this city, I herewith transmit for your con· 
sideratiou a memorial addre~sed to the President and the Senate in relation 
to the treaty of January 15, 1838, with the" Six Nations of New York In. 
dians," and that of May 20, 1842, with the ':Seneca Nation of Indians." 
WAsHINGTON, April I, 1846 •. 
JAMES K. POLK. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Ojji!e Indian Affairs, March 28, 1846. 
SIR: I have the honor to report to you on a memorial or petition of the 
Seneca Indians residing upon the Tonawanda reservation, in the county of 
Genesee: and State of New York, addressed to the President of the United 
States and the honorable the. Senate. 
The memorialists present their views on the subject of the treaties of 
1838 and 1842, complaining that these treaties were never signed by them, 
and that they are not binding upon them, although ratified by the Senate: 
they therefore pray that the proper steps mn.y be taken to abrogate these 
treatieE; and that the reservations may be again placed under the govern-
ment of their respective chiefs, setting forth their reasons why this should 
be done; 
This memorial it is the request of a delegation of these Indians, now 
in Washington, should be presented to the Senate by the President; and it 
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I 
herewith enclosed, to be laid by you before him for such action as he may 
.WOk proper to take upon it 
. Very respectfully, your ot'edient servant, 
W. MEDILL. 
on. WM. L. MARCY, :Secretary of War. 
Ttl his Excellency the Pre~ident and to the honorable the Senate of the 
United &tales: -
'l,he petition of the Seneca Indians residing upon the TonB;wanda res-
ervation, in the county of Genesee, and State of New York, respectfully 
~epresents: 
That we did unanimously oppose the treaty of January 15, 1838, and 
prevented its adoption in open council. That we did also unanimously 
oppose the treaty of May 20, 1842, and to the last. From the beginning 
10 the end of these movements to take away our lands, we have unitedly 
fWd unanimously resisted. 
We therefore believe that these treaties should not be executed upon us, 
·r the principles of justice are to be followed. We believe there is no moral 
qbligation upon us to adhere to them ; and for denying their force, and re-
isting their execution, we set forth the following reasons : 
lst. The Senate and President of the United States assumed to treat 
with the Seneca nation as an independent pe0ple having power to form a 
Jreaty, and bind themselves thereby; and then, by the resolution of June 
l, lti3S, to,ok away onr independence by prescribing the manner in which 
our as~enl s!Jould be given, namely, by the signatures of a majority of our 
ehiefs in opPn council; when, in fact, by our national laws, it was and still 
· necessnry that all of the chiefs shonld be of one mind ; that they must 
tl.nauimously agree to make a treaty-ot.herwtse it cannot be made. In this 
fundamental law of the Iroquois, and of our nation, we at Tonawanda 
would have fon nd protection. If the United States treat "ith us according 
to the laws recogni$ed among nations, and upon the principles of justiGe, 
e is a valid objection to the execution of these treaties, and a sufficient 
aason why th~y should be unmade. We never before were rrquired, in 
our treaties with the United States, to dPpart from our national forms of 
&SSf!nting to treaties which were to bind us. 
2d. If it is insisted by the United States government (which has all the 
power to carry them into execution) that these treaties are valid notwith-
Pding this objection, we present as another reaf-lon why these treaties 
tbould be broken Hp, that no equivalent is to be given to us for our lands. 
'!~peaceful possession of these lands has been guarantied to us by the 
Pfllled States government. The ownership and the title were in us. 'rhe 
~gden Company, to whom the government right to purchase has bef>n trans-
red, has a mere nctkPd right to purchase when we are ready to sell, and 
thing more. They cannot compel us to sell. Now we believe that, by 
principles of justice and equity recognised among white people, we are 
itled to the full value of our lands. We believe, further, that this rPser-
ation, if put in market, would bring $14 per acre on an average, including 
· provements, while these ~reaties pay us for the land and improvements 
a1lout $2 50 per acre on an average. By these treaties, then, we are about 
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to be despoiled of property which was undeniably ours at the rate of $11 50 
per acre, even if we had been willing to sell it at its market value. In a 
word, over -H-ths of all we possess has been taken from us by these tre~ties, 
and given to the Ogden Company. 'I'he same estimate will hold with ref. 
erence to the Buffalo reservation. How unholy this speculation! These 
facts alone must show that treaties so obviously unjust were never made by 
our nation willingly and fairly; and lead to the inference that our lands 
have been 'vrested from us so pointedly as to demand of the government 
of the United States, from a sense of j'ustice to itself, that the circumstances 
under which these treaties were obtained should be re-examined, and, if 
found as represented in this petition, that the treaties thlemsel ves should be 
unmade by the parties thereto. 
3d. In the third place, as further reasons why the United States should 
break up these treaties, at least so far as we at Tonawanda are concerned, 
we urge the following: If we leave Tona\vanda we have no homes to go 
to. The Cattaraugus reservation is now full to overflowing, by the addi-
tion of 450 Senecas from the Buffalo reserve ; so much so, that 250 still 
remain at Buffalo from necessity. The Cattaraugm11 re~ervation is small, 
and much of the land is hilly, and not capable of sustaining any families; 
and we believe that those already there can scarcely live. The Allegany 
reserve has also atfout as many as it can contain and support, and has more 
poor and hilly land in proportic'n than the Cattaraugus. It is absolutely 
impossible that we on this reservation, 500 in number, could live upon the 
All.egany with those alrendy there. Starvation and misery ·would be the 
inevitable result. We cannot go there, and do not intend to, at all hazards. 
'"rhe truth and force of these facts will be realized when it is remembered 
that our two best reserves, the Tonawanda and Buffalo, are to be taken 
from us; and if we are all collected upon the remaining two, the number 
of peeple will thns be more than doubled at once. It is horrible to believe 
that the United States government will bring famine and dl3ath upon us by 
executing these trea ties. vVe cannot believe it. It may be said we ought 
to emigrate to the western wtlderness. We answer, that there are less than 
one hundred at this time, and never have been more than 150, out of 2)500 
S~necas, willing to emigrate. We cling to the land of our birth. "\Ve are 
linked together by the ties of brotherhood and consanguini ty; and we must 
share a common destiny. We prefer to progress, as we do new, towards the 
customs of the whites, rather than to go into the wilderness again, and fall 
back to our natural or the hunter state. 
4th. It is not necessary for us to detail the circumstances by which the 
treaty of 1838 was carried through. The fact that a majority of the chiefs 
of onr nation did not sign the treaty in ':open council," as the r6solution 
of the Senate of June 11, 1838, directed; that some of those who did sign 
were bribed by money and promises of land ; that others were made drunk; 
that others were made chiefs illegally, for the express purpose of signing; 
are well known and now admitted. And further, as to the treaty of 184.2, 
although. a majority was then obtained, (without the votes of any of the 
cl1iefs on this reservation, who all refnsed either to vote or to•sign,) yet the 
compromise was made hy the Senecas under a mistaken knowledge of their 
rights. The only question settled hy that treaty was, whether they would 
unconditionally [sign, or] whether they woul.d lose all their reservations, or 
save two of them. It was a mere sacrifice of two to save two, believing 
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that the Jour were otherwise lostr The fact that a majority signed under 
aueb cir~.:umstances, gives no moral force to the treaty. 
6th. It may be said that under these treaties the rights of the Ogden 
Land Company have attached; and, if the United St~tes and the Senecas 
should abrogate these treaties by a new con neil, the cornpany could recover 
damages of the government. W e answer, that we are not to blame. \'Ve 
did not ask the United States to make i.l treaty with us. We did not ask 
the Ogden Company to buy our lands. The first treaty was absolutely 
thrust upon us, and the last extorted from us, when it was well known that 
twenty-three hundred and fifty out of twenty-five hundred Senecas were 
decidedly and nneqnivocaHy unwilling to sell any lands. 
6rh . We ma y be told that we mn st look for redress h) the courts of New 
York, or the courts of the Uuited S t tes; and that they will do us j1tstice 
if we are entitled to any. We answer, that we are also informed that the 
h'£Ul tribuuuls cannot look behind or below the outward face of trPaties 
which have been ratified, and inquire into the manner or means whereby 
they were obtained. The courts of law, therefore, cannot reach the edt 
or d t) us j 11 stice. If we look a way from the President and Senfttt>, our 
rights) our lands, aud our hopes are gone. rl'he United States government, 
which authonzed a commissioner to make these treaties, can antbonze an-
other r.ommissioner to UtH.n il ke them, and we, on our part as a nation, will 
most gladly assent. 
-Yom petitioners, in view of all the circums.tances, most humbly and 
f.arnestly pray, that before April, 1846, the Senate of tbe United States will 
pass a resolution recnmmet'lding to th e President that the case of the Seneca 
Indians demands a new and ft.lll investigation; and if the facts are found 
to be as represented in relation to these treaties, that the commissioner who 
investigates the facts shall then be aulhorized to make a new treaty, which 
shall abr11gate all past treaties, and res tore the Seneca uation once more to 
its rights, place each reservation for the future under the control of its sep-
arate chit>fs, and thus give, in effect, to the Seneca nation that redress which 
justice, equity, and humanity demand. 
Aud your petitioners, as in duty bonnd, will ever pray, &c. 
Chiefs. 
Number in family. 
John Blacksmith, his X mark 6 
James Johnson, his X mark 2 
Blue Sky, his x mark 19 
Jesse 'I'iffany, his X mark 3 
Lewis Poodry, his X mark 9 
Samuel Parker, his X mnrk 
Win Washington, his X mark 2 
John Shry, his X mark 7 
George Babcock, his x mark 
Richard Cooper, his x mark 
I" Benjamin Jones, 
Tall Peter, his x mark 
Isaac Shank, his x mark 7 
John Bigfire, his x mark 3 





Levi Parker, esq., 
John P. Poodry, 
Henry Parker, 
his x mark 




George Moses, · his x mark 6 
William Jimmy, 5 
I hereby certify that all persons who signed this paper are men of the 
Seneca nation, and they did severally and personally sign and make their 
marks in my presence. 
ELY S. PARKb~R, Interpreter. 
Case of the Tonawanda btdians in brief, accompanied with proofs. 
As requested by the committee of the Senate on Indian Affairs, the under .. 
signed has the honor to hand to the committee a list of- tae points in his 
argument made before them, and th~ accompanying proofs af facts. 
'rhe following are the points of the case, accompanied with conclusive 
proof: 
Point 1st. That the resolution of the Senate of 11th June, 1838, has not 
been complied with. 
Point 2t1. 'rhat the Tonawandas are no parties to these treaties, and never 
assenteiil to them as required by the Senate's resolution. 
Point 3d. That from the oommencement of these uojuRt treaties, up to 
this present time, they have been constant opposers and protestants against 
them. · 
Point 4th. That they strip them of their property without an adequate 
equivalent, and pla~e them in a situation iuadequate for their support, en· 
t11iling misery aud want upon them. 
Point 5th, lastly. That these treaties are so tainted with fraud and decep-
tion, so destructive of all right, and so manifestly cruel and unjust in their 
operations, as to make it imperative upon the Senate, upon every principle of , 
duty and faith, to grant the prayers of the petitioners, to act upon them and 
relieve them. 
In support of 1st point : -
I hand herewith a volume of Indian treaties, (marked A.) At pages 48 and 
49, &c., will be seen the treaties of the United States with the Senecas, nnd 
their mutual contracts. Also a speech on these Indian treaties, ( marli'ed C,) in 
which is the resulution of the Senate under which these treaties were made; 
and by ref~Sr~nce to the treaties, the tribe or band of the Tonawandas not 
being parties, (as it will be seen,) their lands cannot be taken away under it. 
To sustain the 2d point: 
I hand herewith a volume of the case of the Seneca Indians, (marked D.) 
At pages 93, &c., you will see all the partieR' names to the treaty of 1838 
\ set out. Also the treaty of 1812, (marked F,) with all the names thereto. 
Also the memorial of the Tonawandas, (marked L,) signed by all the chiefs 
and warriors of that tribe; by a comparison of which you will see that not 
an individual of the Tonawandas has signed either treaty, or assented to 
them, as required by the Senate's resolution. 
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In proof of the 3d point;: 
I present the same volume, (marked D.) At pages 139, 140, and 141, is 
the protest of all the Tonawa.nda <?hiefs and warriors against the treaty of 
1838; also the proceedings of the council of 1842. At pages 28, 73, and 
7 4, you will find the reiterated solemn remonstrance and rejection, in open 
council, of the treaty of l842, by the principal sachem, for himself and all 
the Tonawanda chiefs. Also a certified copy of letter to the President, 
signed by all the Tonawanda chiefs, charging the government of the United 
States not to receive treaty money from the company, (marked G,) and pro-
testing anew against the treaty of 1842. Also another remonstrance to the 
President, signed by all the chfefs, against all the acts of the Ogden Com· 
pany, and receiving treaty money, (marked H.) Also another public pro. 
test (marked l) against the sale of the Tonawanda lands at Batavia, address. 
ed to the Secretary of \Var. These, with those now before the Senate, 
prove a current of solemn protest, remonstrance,. and dissent to these treat· 
ies from the commencement to this time. 
To sustain the 4th point: 
I refer to the petition already presented, (marked. G:) in which the whole 
body of chiefs solemnly aver that their lands now held are fifty acres to 
each individual. In connexion with this, I present book marked B; at 
pages 190,191, and 193 are tnbles showing these assertions to be true, and 
an estimate (marked J) elucidating this and giving the result-showing that 
every assertion in this point is sustained, and that they are despoiled of 
their lands, and are in future to suffer want and misery in receiving not 
sufficient land for support, although they are, as stated in report in book 
marked B, in a high state of civilization; (pages 189 and 190.) 
To sustain the 5th and last point: • 
1 present the whole record, st.10wing fraud and deception throughout 
practised upon the lr1dians and the [{overnment. More _particularly to 
show this, I presAnt the document marked M, being the proceedings of the 
mass meeting of the peopJe o( New York, whose sense of justice and mora~ 
regard to right have been so deeply wounded by these treaties, that they 
have risen as one man against them. Take these, with the petition of th~ 
delegates, (marked L,) and that marked N, accompanying the President's 
message, and the foundation of it, every nverment in which is proved by 
documentary testimony presentecl. to the committee, and the whole charge 
in this point is fully made out-presenting a case that, indeed, in the opinion 
of the undersigned, makes it imperative upon the treaty-making power to 
grant the prayer qf the petitioners. · 
WM. LINN BROWN, Philadelp!tia, 
Counsel for the Tonawandas. 
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A. 
A treaty between the United States of America, mul the tribes of Indians 
called the Six Nations. 
The President · of the United States having determined to hold a con-
ference with the. Six Nations of Indians, for the purpose of removing from 
~eir minds all causes of complaint, and establishing a firm and permanent 
friendship with them; and Timothy P~ckering being appointed sole agent 
for that purrose, and the agent having met and conferred with the sachems, 
chiefs, and warriors of the Six Nations; in a general council: now, in 
• order to accomplish the good design of this conference, the parties have 
agreed on the following articles, which, when ratified by the President, 
with the advice and con~ent of the Senate of the United States, shall be 
binding on them and the Six Nations: 
ART. l. Peace and friendship are hereby firmly established, and shall be .· 
perpetual between the United States and the Six Nations, 
ART. 2. The United States acknowledge the lands reserved to the Oneida, 
Onondaga, and Uayuga nations, in their respective treaties with the State 
of New York, and called their reservations, to be their property; and the 
United States wil1 never claim the same nor disturb them or either of the 
Six Nations, nor their Jndian friends residing thereon, and united with 
them in the free use and enjoyment thereof; but the said reservations shall 
remain theirs until they choose to sell the same to the people of the United 
States who have a right to purcha:se. 
ART. 3. The land of the Seneka nation is bounded as follows: Beginning 
on lake Ontario, at the northwest corner of the land they sold to Oliver 
Phelps, the line runs westerly along the lalte, as far as Oyongwongyeh 
creek, at Johnston's Landing P lace, about four miles eastward from the 
40rt of Niagara; then southerly, up that creek to its main fork; then straight 
to the main fork of Stedman's creek, which emptiei into the river Niagara 
above Fort Schlosser ; and then on ward, from that fork, continuing the 
.same straight course. to that river; (this line, from the mouth of Oyong-
wongyeh ereek to the r iver Niagara, above Fort Schlosser, being the east-
ern boundary of a strip of land extending from the same line to Niagara 
river,' which the Seneka nation ceded to the King of Great Britain at a 
treaty heid about thirty years ago with Sir William Johnston ;) then the 
line runs along the river Niagara to lake Erie; then along lake Erie to the 
northeast corner of a triangular piece of land, which the United States con-
veyed to the State of Pennsylvania, as by the President's patent, dated the 
third duy of March, 1792; then due south to the northern boundary of 
that State; then due east to the southwest corner of the land sold by e 
Seneka nation to Oliver Phelps; and then north and northerly, along 
Phelps's line, to the place of beginning on lake Ontario. Now, the United 
States acknowledge all the land within the aforementioned boundaries to 
be the property of the Seneka nation ; and the United States will never 
claim the same, nor disturb the Seneka nation, nor any of the Six Nations, 
or of their Indian friends residing thereon and united with them, in the 
free use and enjoyment thereof; but it shall remain theirs until they choose 
to sell the same to the people of the United States who have the · ·right to 
purchase. 
ART. 4. The United States having thus described and acknowledged 
what lands beloqg to the Oneidas, Onondagas, Cayugas, and Senekas, and 
2 
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engaged never to claim the same, nor to disturb them or any of the Si ,.; 
.Nations, or their Indian friends residing thereon, and united with them in 
the free use and enjoyment thereof; now the Six Nations, and each of 
them, hereby engage that they will never claim any other lands within the 
boundaries of the United States, nor ever disturb the people of the United 
States in the free use and enjoyment thereof. 
ART. 5. The Seneka natwn, all others of the Six Nations eoncurring1 
cede to the United States the right of making a wagon road from Fort 
Schlosser to lake Erie, as far south as Buffalo creek; and the people of the 
United States shall have the free and undisturbed use of this road, for the 
purposes of travelling and transportation. And the Six Nations, and each 
of them, will forever allow to the people of the United States a free passage 
through their lands, attd the free use of the harbors and rivers adjoining-, 
and within their respective tracts of land, for the passing and securing of 
vessels and boats, and liberty to land their cargoes where necessary for their 
safety. 
ART. 6. In consideration of the peace and friendship hereby established7 
and of the engagements entered into by the ~ix Nat4ons, and because the 
United States desire, with humanity and kindness, to contribute to their 
comfortable support, and to render the peace and friendship hereby estab-
lished strong and perpetual, the United States now deliver to the Six Na-
tions, and the Indians of the other nations residing among and united with 
t hem, a quantity of good£ of the value of ten thousand dollars ; and for 
the same considerations, and with a view to promote the future welfare of 
the Six Nations and of their Indian friends aforesaid, the United States will 
add the sum of three thousand dollars to the one thousand five hundred 
dollars heretofore allowed t.hem by an article ratified by the President, on 
the twenty-third day of April, 1792, making in the whole four thousand 
five hundred dollars; which shall be expended yearly, forever, in purchasing 
clothing, domestic animals, implements of husbandry, and other utensils 
suited to their circumstances, and m compensating useful artificers, who 
shall reside with or near them, and be employed for their benefit. The 
immediate application of the whoie annual allowance now stipulated to be 
made by the superintendent, appointed by the President, for the affairs of 
the Six Nations, and their Indian friends af0resaid. 
ART. 7. Lest the firm peace and friendship now established should be in-
terrupted by tlile misconduct of individuals, the United States and Six Na-
tions agree, that for injuries done by individuals on either side no private 
revenge or retaliation shall take place ; but, instead thereof, complaint 
shall be made, by the party injured, to the other: by the Six Nations, or 
any of them, to the President of the United States, or the superintendent 
by him appointed: and by the superintendent, or other person appointed 
by the President, to the principal cbiefs of the Six Nations, or of the nation 
to which the offender belongs; and such prudent measures shall then 
be pursued as shall be necessary to preserve our peace and friendship 
• unbroken, until the legislature (or great council) of the United States shaH 
make other equitable provisiOn for the purpose. 
NoTE.-It is clearly understood by the parties to this treaty, that the an-
nuity stipulated in the sixth article is to be applied to the benefit of such 
of the Six Nations, an& of their Indian friends united with them as afore-
said, as do or shall reside within the boundaries of the United States ; for 
the United States do not interfere with nations, tribes: or families of In-
dians elsewhere resident. 
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In witness whereof, the said Timothy Pickering, and the sachems and 
war chiefs of the said Six Nations, have hereto set d1eir hands and seals. 
bone at Konondaigua, in the State of New York, the eleventh day of No-
vember, in the year one thousand seven hundred and ninety-four. 
,lmothy Pickering, 
Oooyeahnee, his x mark, 
Konneatorteeooh, his x mark, or Handsome Lake, 
Tokenhyouhau)' his x mark, alias Captain Key, 
Oneshauee, his x mark, 
Hendrick Aupaumut, 
David Neesoonhuk, his x mark, 
Kanatsoyh, alias Nicholas Kusik, 
Sohhonteoquent, his x mark, 
Oodnhtsait, his x mark, 
Konoohqung, his x mark, 
Tossonggaulolus, his x mark, 
John Skenendoa, his x mark, 
Ontlatorleeooh, his x mark, 
Kussauwatau, his x mark, 
Eyootenyootauook, his x mark, 
Kobnyeaugong, his x mark, alias Jake Stroud, 
Shagqie:ila, his x mark, 
Teeroos, his x mark, alias Captain Prantup, 
Sooshaoowau, his x mark, 
Henry Young Brant, his x mark, 
Sonhyoowauna, his x mark, or Big Sky, 
Onaahhah, his x mark. 
Hotoshahenh, his x mark, 
Kaukondanaiya, his x mark, 
1\ondiyauka, his x mark, 
Kossishtowau, his x mark, 
Oojaugenta, bis :J\ mark, or Fish Carrier, 
Toheonggo, his x mark, 
Ootaguasso, his x mark, 
Joonvndauwaonch, his x mark, 
K.iyauhaonh, his x mark, 
Ootaujeaugenh, his x mark, or Broken Axe, 
Tanhoondo~, his x mark, or Open tl11e \Vay, 
Taoundaudeesh, his x mark, 
Twaukewasha, his x mark, ·. 
8eqnidongquee, his x mark, alias Little Beard, 
Kodjeote, his x mark, or Half Town, 
ltenjauaugus, his x mark, or Stinking Fish, 
Soonohquaukau, his x mark, 
'rwenniyana, his x mark, 
Jishkaaga, his x mark, or Green Grashopper, alias Little Billy, 
Taggehshotta, his x mark, 
Tehongyagauna, his x mark, 
Tehongyoowush, h1s x mark, 
Konneyoowes@t, his x mark, 
Tioohquottakauna, his x mark, or Woods on Pire, 
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.. Honayawus, his x mark, alias Farmer's Brother, 
Soggooyawauthau, his x mark, alias Red Jacket, 
Konyootiayoo, his x mark, 
Sauhtakaongyees, his x mark, or Two Skies of a length7 
Ounnashattakau, his x mark, 
Kaungyanehquee, his x mark, 
Sooayoowau, his x mark, · 
Kaujeagaonh, his x mark, or Heap of Dogs1 
SooBoohshoowau, his x ·mark, 
Thaoowaunias, his x mark, 
Soonongjoowau, his x mark, 
Kiantwhauka, his x mark, alias Cornplanter1 
Kaunehshonggoo, his x mark, 
Israel Chapin) 




James K. Garnsey, 
WITNESSES! 
William Ewing, 
Israel Chapin: jr., 
Horatio Jones,~ 
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Extract from the report of Mr. Schoolcraft to the Secretary of the State of 
New York, transmitting the census returns in relation to the Indians. 
'' The seeds of indnstry are well so·wn; letters have been generally intra· 
dnced, and in some instances they have produced men of talents and intelli-
gence, who have taken an honorable part in the prqfessional and practical 
.duties of life. Very gratifying evidences exist of the adoption, on a large 
·scale, of the impro·oed m·ts and conveniences of polished life. In manners, 
costnmc, and address, the Iroquois people offer a high example of the capa· 
cities and ready adoptive habits of He race. It only needs a reference to 
the statistical tables mentioned, to show that they are not behindhand in 
imple1nents of husband1·y, vehicles, 'Work-cattle, horses, and the general fea-
tures of their agric-ulture. They are abundantly able to t·aise sufficient for 
their own consumption, and some ef the communities have a sur'plus whteh 
is ftdded to the productive resources of the State. From those who have 
done so well, and who have shown snch unequivocal capacities for im· 
provement, we may expect more. From the tree which has produced blos-
soms, we may expect fruit; and from the bearing tree which has produ'ced 
good fruit, we may expect more fruit. Under all circumstances, we may 
regard tlMJ.e _probtem of their reclamation q.s fixed and certain. They have 
themselves solved it; and whatever an enlightened people and legislature 
should do to favor them, ought not to be omitted. Churches and societies 
who have granted their peculiar aids, should continue those aids; and the 
heart of the philanthropist and the statesman has cause to rejoice, that afrer 
all their wars and wanderings, mistakes and besetments, the Iroquois, made 
wise by ·experi~nce, are destined to live. The results of the census, here: 
with submitted, demonstrate this. The time is indeed propitious for put· 
ting the inquiry, whether the Iroquois are not worthy to be received, under 
the new constitution, as ·citizens cif the State.'' 
e-s • •• w ~ -c.v v; I...!.J 1.\o' -.. ,-. •• - "'• - r-- · ., _ . . ... _ - ·- - ... 
Return tif the enumeration tif the .Indians on t(le several reservat~n~, ttJit!t t!te other statistical information re)Juirer/ by law 
to be obtained in the said reservations. 
I. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6 . 7. .. 
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1. Oneida • - . .. .. "' 421 10 200 31 35 3! 11 
2. Ono~1claga 2,043t 2k 
2 <l . I .. .. . - - 70 71 !H - - 2~ 50 4 
3. Tuscatora .. - .. .. . 2,079! 20 430 5 65 - - 18 245 
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c. 
Speech of Mr. Sevier, cif Ar"-~ansas, in executive session, on the treaty 'With 
the New York Indians; delivtred in the Senate of the United States 
March 17,1840. 
Mr. SEVIEH. addressed the Senate ftS follows: 
Mr. PRESIDENT: The treaty now under consideration is a complicated 
affair, and on that account, as well as on account of its importance to tht> 
Seneca Indians, to the State of New York, to the grantees of the State of 
l\1assachusetts, and to the United States, I hope7 while I endeavor, in 
discharge of my public duty as chairman of the committee on Indian Af· 
fairs, to explain it, that I shall be indulged with, the patient attention of the 
Senate. 
'I'his is a treaty of much more importance than is generally supposed. 
It is one about which the Senecas and their friends feet, as they have feh 
for upwards of two years, (during all of which time it has been before the 
country, in one form or another,) a deep, intense, and an al !-absorbing in· 
terest. The written appeals of a large majority of this tribe to the Presi-
dent and to the Secretary of War, to the Senate, and to individual Senu-
tors, earnestly imploring a rejection o.f this treaty; the immense mass of 
testimony with which they have furni~hed us respecting it; the constant at· 
tendance of their delegates here, upon their own expenses, at a great dis-
tance from their homes, and at the sacrifice of an utter abandonment of 
their private pursuits, at all times, when this treaty was before the Senate; 
and their daily attendance in our galleries, to observe and to gather, if pos-
sible, something from our proceedings, show most ah>undantly the light in 
which this treaty is viewed by them. 
On the other hand, the citizens of New York, and especially those resi· 
diqg about Buffalo, have their wishes and hopes and fears respecting its fute 
with the Senate. 'They have furnished us, also, with testimony and me. 
morials, and sage suggestions, upon the subject of Indian policy and Indian 
welfare. They, too, have had their Jobby members and ambctssadors here, 
consisting of both red and pale faces, for the purpose of urging thts treaty 
through this body. Nor are these the only interested partie~. Massachu-
setts seems to have in this treaty something more than a general interest; 
sh*seems to have an interest somewhat particular and identical, wh~ch 1 
deem important first to cow~ider and explain, that we may fully understand 
it in all its bearinD"s. 
Prior to 1786, Massachusetts claimed, as properly belonging to her, a por· 
tion of the State of New York. This claim New York con~ested ;. and 
this somewhat angry controversy was not finally settled, as we Jearn from 
the public journals of that day, until 1786. 'l'h)s dispute was then settled, 
by Massachusetts ceding to New York all her right and tide to the govern· 
ment, sovereignty, and jurisdiction over the disputed territory; and, 111 con-
sideration of this cession, the Stu.te of New York ceded to Massachusetts1 
and to her grantees, and to the heirs and assigns of her grantees, the right 
of pre-emption of tlte soil of the uative lndians to the territory descnbed 
in this compromise. The native Indians occupying the terri~ory to \vhich 
Massachusetts thus acquired the right of prr.-emption were then, as now, 
the Tuscaroras and Senecas of New York. 
, It was further stipulated in this compromise by New York, that Masso-
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chus'etts might, at any time, by persons duly authorized by her for that pur-
pose, hold treaties and conferences with these Indians relative to a purchase 
ef their lands; and further, that Massachusetts should have the right to 
di&pose of this pre-emption right to any person whatever. This compro-
mise was approved of and sanctioned by Congress in 1787. A complete 
and full detail of this contract is to be found in the 4th volume of Journals 
of Cong-ress of the year 1787. at page 7tl8, to which I respectfully refer any 
honorab~e Senator who may desire to see it. 
Tbe right of pre-emption being thus secured to her, as well as the right 
to di~pose of it, Massachnsetts did afterwards, in 1791, sell this right of pre-
emption to the Holland Land Company, and that company to David Og-
den, and Ogden to the present claimants. 'rhe present claimants being the 
grantees and representatives of Massachusetts, have the indisputable right 
to hold treaties and conferences with the native Indians, for the purpose of 
purcha:sing out the Indian riglH of occupancy; and in exercising this rig-ht, 
though courtesy might seem to reqnire it, this company are under no obli-
gations to consult either New York or the Onited StateR. I have not been 
able to lay my hands upo!l the contract between Massachusetts and her 
grantees, and am therefore ignorant of the terms of that contract. But, 
jndging- from the interest which Massachusetts invariably manifests upon 
the subject of the acquisition of these lands, and upon seeing her represent-
ed by an agent or superintendent at every sale of them, I have concluded 
that sbo considers herself bound by her contract to either New York or her 
grantees, and probably to both, for the performance of her superintendency 
UJ,on such occasions. How this matter stands I know not; but should such 
information be thought desirable by the Senate, I presume the distinguished 
Senators from New York and Massachusetts can give it. 
Mr. President, in con~idering the various interests involved in this tre!l-
ty-tl!e interests of the Senecas, of.the citizens of New York, and of the 
grantees of Massachusetts-tire committee have thought it their duty to 
consider, in connexion with those interests, the interests of a fourth party, 
which is that of the United States. And with a view to understand this 
con1plicated affair, the committee have endeavored to· trace our relations 
with the SiK Nations of New York, from their commencement up to this 
day, so far at least as the Senecas are concerned, for the purpose of discov-
ering if there be on our part any undischarged obligatio11s to either of the 
parties interested in the subject-matter now before us. The first treaty 
which I have been able to find with the Six Nations of New York was 
concluded in 1784. 'rhat was n treaty of peace, a relinquishment of ter-
ritory on their part, and a definition of their boundary lines €ln ours. In 
liS9: five years thereafter, a second treaty was made, which is, so 'far as I 
have been able to discover, but little more, if any thing, than a recapitula-
tioR of the former one. 
'fhe third and last treaty ever made by us with the Six Nations of New 
York, in their confederated character, (unless the one we are now consid-
ering should constitute a single exception,) was made in 1794. This was 
an important treaty, and has governed us in all our intercourse with them 
ever since. In that treaty we acknowleaged separately, to each of the 
tribes comrosing the Six Nations, their individual right and title to certain 
specific reservatwns of land ; and we guarantied to them separately the 
posses~ion and enjoynJent of their respective rPservations; and conferred 
upon them the right to dispose of tbeir reservations respectively, in whole 
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or in part, to any citizen or citizens of the United StateR, whenever and 
however they 'might choose ; and for these rights the Indians on their 
part engaged, in the same treaty, never to set np any claim to any other 
lands in the boundaries of the United States, than those granted in that 
treaty. 
This was the last treaty ever made by us with those Indians, collectively 
er separately, from 1794 up to 1838-a period of more than forty years. 
From that time onward, to 1838, we acted in good faith, and p"ermitted 
those Indians, according to the terms of the treaty of 1794, so far at least 
as the Senecas were concerned, to dispose of their New York lands as they 
chose. Since 1794, the Senecas have disposed of their lands on several oc-
casions. In 1797, they were permitted to sell to Robert Morris, of Phila· 
delphia, a portion of their reservations. Afterward, in 1802, the same Sen. 
ecas were permitted to sell another portion of their lands to Phelps, Bron-
son, and Jones; and again, in the same year, to vVilhelm Willick and oth-
ers; and again, in 1823, to Grigg and Gibson. Each and all of those sales 
were made openly, freely, and voluntarily, and under the guardian care 
• only of the Umted States on the one hand, and of the agent or superin-
tendent of the State of Massachusetts on the other. rrhese lands were 
transferred by the Indians to their grantees, not by l'Naty, but by the ordi-
nary deeds of conveyance; nor does the transfer of those lands to Ogden 
and Fellows, in 1838, vary in any drgree but in the prefixture of a pream· 
ble to it, from all the other deeds of conveyance which have been made 
by them sub~equent to 1794. 
Having, then, as we have seen by the treaty of 1794, such ample power 
to dispose of these lands-a power so often and so satisfactorily exercised 
by them-and the United States having no interest whatever' in these lands, 
and being constitutionally incapable of having any, and not being bound 
by compact, as in the casP, of Georgia, to extinguish the Indian title to those 
lands, it may well ~be asked, why have we interfered in this affair? Why 
have we attempted, with unabated assiduity, for more than two years, with 
our influence, with. our agents, and means, and money, to barter with those 
Indians for their New York reservations? I will endeavor, sir, to unravel 
this mystery. It is a curious piece of intrigue and history, which should 
Never be forgotten, as it may be of some service to the country hereafter. 
As early as 1818, we find the agents of two small bands ot New York 
Indians applying to Mr. Monroe, then President of the United States, for 
permission to purchase, with the-ir own means and upon their own account, 
of tMe Menomonies of Green Bay, a portion of their lands. The files of 
the War Department will sl10w that the grantees of Massachusetts were at 
the bottom of this simple, unpretending, and modest application ; and, 
among other reasons, we find that religion, which is so often prostituted 
by the designing to cover up intrigue and sinister motives, was the argu-
ment used on that occasion to obtain this permi~sion. It will be recollect-
ed that the United States wil1 permit no Indian tribe which they have any 
thing to do with to dispose of their lands except to the United States. The 
authority, therefore, of the United States was indispensable to enable the 
missionaries, Williams aud Hendricks, to make a va!id purchase of the 
1\lenomonies. Mr. Monroe, not foreseeing the objects in view, and under-
standing distinctly, as their memorial expressly stated, that these two bands 
were to pay out of their own means for all the lands they purchased of the 
Menomonies; and further, that they were to acquire, by such purchase, no 
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other or better right than that held by the Menomonies-so understanding 
it, Mr. Monroe gave his assent to such a purchase. The assent of Con-
gress, or of the Senate, to such an unusual arrangement, was neither asked 
bor obtained. It seems to have been looked upon by Mr. Monroe as quite a 
mall affair. Under his authority, tbus obtained~ the agents of these two 
lmall tribes, as they alleged, made a purchase, and paid for it, as they i~­
f>rmed us, the sum of $12,000. This purchase, however, has ever been 
ltrenuously denied by the Menomonies, and the contract made between those 
Indians, whatever it was-if, indeed, there ever was any-is not now to be 
found where, surely, if in existence, it ought to be found-in either the In-
dian Bureau or in thP. War Department. As matters now stand, however, 
Jt is but of little consequence for us to know (unless for the purpose of see-
in~ in what manner we have been imposed upon) whether such a contract 
ever existed or not. We all know there was a controversy about it be-
tween the parties, and that we were drawn into it. This controversy was 
settled by us in a treaty with the Menomonies in 1832. 'rhus we see that 
this small affair, which originally was to be confined to two small tribes, and 
which on our part was to have been nothing more than a mere naked as-
sent, now loses its insignificance, and begins to swell into a matter of con-
siderable importance. Here we find ourselves placed in a dilemma which 
was brought about, as they doubtless anticipated, by the early intrigue of this 
land company. These small bands, under Mr. Monroe's permission, moved 
to Green Bay ; and as the title to the lands they claimed by purchase was 
controverted, we were called upon to interfere, and (as we supposed, to 
benefit the Indians) did interfere, aml bought out the Menomonies for them, 
and gave them the lands. And there they are yet. This treaty does not 
disturb them. This is not alL We have paid back to them not only the 
$12,000 they allege to have paid the Menomonies, but we have given them 
a great deal more. We have given them, besides the lands they claim to 
have purchased of the Menomenies for their $12,000, the sum of $40,000-
$5,000 to the St. Regis tribe, and $35,000 to the Oneidas-as a remunera- · 
tion to them for their purchase rif, ·and removal to, the Gre(m Ray lands, 
under Mr. Monroe's permission. Now, let me ask, if it be not too late, 
why have we submitted to such imposition? Why have we bought land 
forthese New York Indians, over whom we had no control or jurisdiction?-
Why have we made large advances to them, without any consideration? 
We have done so for the double purpose of gratifying New York and this 
overgrown and grasping land company. We have thus seen Mr. Monroe's 
permission. of which I have spoken, first leading to an Indian controversy, 
and then ending in a settlement of il by which we have had to buy land 
and advance thousands of dollars as remuneration (as it is falsely called) to 
these New York Indians; aBd all without the pretext of an obligation or 
consideration on our part. 
I will now, Mr. PresidP.nt, take my leave of the Green Bay Indians, anfj 
return to the treaty of 1832. In that treaty, concluded in this city with a 
delegation from the Menomonies of Wisconsin, we obtained of them, for 
&be snrn of $2U,OUO, 500,000 acres of their lands near Green Bay, for the 
future residence not only of those small bands who emigrated under Mr. 
M6nroe's permission, but for all of thP. New York Indians then residing in 
New York. \V e obtained this land, so far as we were concerned, as a mere 
gratuity, and without any other consideration, so far as appears to me, than 
the wishes of New York and this land company that we should do so. 
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New York desired this land secured ; lllot so much for the residence of those 
then residing in Wisconsin, for their welfare had ceased to interest her, but 
for the New York Indians then within her borders, in the hope that her In-
dians could be induced to move to them; and in that event, that she would 
be rid of an Indian population, at the expense of the United States, she was 
most anxious to get clear of; and that the land company would be able: for 
little or nothing on their part, to get of them their New York lands, mainly 
but indirectly at the expense of the United States also. 'l'hese were the cal. 
cuhtions; and hence we find that in that treaty the New York Indians, 
although apparently so deeply interested, were not parties to it. And why 
were they not'1 I will endeavor to inform you, sir. 
In the treaty of 1794, the New York Indians engRged to claim no other 
land within the boundaries of the United States than that particularly de-
scribed in that treaty. They had modesty and honesty enough to know 
that there was no treaty ever afterwards made by which we were pledged 
or bound to purchase land for them at Green Bay, or anywhere else. 'l'hey 
knew they had no claim of any char~cter upon us; and not desiring any 
other lands than those. they were possessed of; and seeing no necessjty for a 
treaty, they stood aloof, and had no pruticipation in it. And in this same 
treaty the Menomonies disclaim any rii.[ht or just claim of the New York 
Iudians to the Green Bay lands. And this is. not the only disclaimer. We 
find in the printed documents now before us, at page J 27, that the Senecas 
say that "the Senecas have no right or title tu that country, (Green Bay,) as 
we have never accepted or paid for any interest there, nor do we at this time 
have any claim to that country whatever." And I will add, that in a letter 
received last night I am informed that the Senecas are now holding a coun-
cil for the purpose of retransferring to you this gratuity, which, given to 
them in 1832 without their knowledge or consent, you seem determined to 
force upon them, and which they on their part seem disposed just as de-
cidedly to reiect-with a full knowledge that the New York Indians then 
residiug in New York had no claims upon us for lands anywhere; and, 
on the contrary, when we knew they had solemnly engaged, in their treaty 
of 1794, to set up no claim for any other within the boundaries of the 
United States than those particularly described in that treaty ; yet, with a 
full knowledge of all this, we made the treaty of 1832. 
In that treaty, in which the New York Indians were not parties, it was 
stipulated, without their consent or knowledge, that they should remove to 
the lands we purchased for them at Green Bay, within three years there-
aftAr, or else that their right to this 500,000 acres of land should be for-
feited: and revert to the United States. This penalty was inserted under a 
belief that it would not be disregarded by the Indians ; but, on the contrary, 
would be considered of such consequence as to induce their emigration. If 
it was not so designed, why was a time fixed for their emigration at all '! 
Ot what consequence was it to us whether those Indians emigrated this 
year or next year, or never? Sir, the Indians l0oked upon the whole of 
these proceedings, in which they had had no participation, with a provoking 
indifference and nonchalance. 'rhey cared nothing for these lands, or the 
forfeiture thereof. They considered they had comfortable homes in New 
York, and there they determined to remain. This temper of the Indians 
was soon found out by those desiring their emigration ; and it wa~, there. 
fore, necessary to get the time for their removal extended, so that the com-
pany could have time to apply the p1·oper remedies, and bring about a con-
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ersion of the [ndians to an acquiescence in their desired policy. Governed 
such considerations as these, we were applied to to change this provis-
in the treaty; and, as usual, we permitted ourselves, like a nose of wax, 
be twisted about by this company, and to gratify them did modify this 
Jrovision, by a supplementary article to the treaty, so as to leave the time 
IJr their removal to the discretion of the President of the United States. 
it stands now. Eight years have elapsed since that treaty was made, 
@.!Jd yet the President has not required those Indians to move to their Green 
.Bay lands, or notified them, if they did not by a given time, that he should 
exact the penalty according to the terms of the treaty. The reasons of 
lhe President for permitting those Indians to remain upon their New York 
1ands without exacting the penalty, are doubtless benevolent, humane, and 
praisewNthy. His forbearance upon this subject, thus fnr at least, is not 
considered by me just cause of censure. Yet I should consider it his 
duty, before a great while, to close up this contingent claim. I think if 
these Indians do not withia a reasonable time move to these lands, that 
they should revert to the United States; and in this reversion they can 
have no just cause of complaint. T'heir title to these lands is conditional-
dependent entirely upon their removal to them. It was a mere gratuity 
on our part, and cost them nothing, not even solicitation or empty 
thanks; and now, if they will not accept our proffered gratuity-if they 
willrJot occupy tbose lands, voluntarily tendered to them on that condition, 
there can be no injustice in exacting their forfeiture on their failure to com-
ply with the condition . 
.Mr. President, we purchased, as before observed, in 1832, 500,000 acres 
of land at Green Bay, for the future residence of the New York Indians. 
This purchase being on our part, as before stated, a mere gratuity, and, 
so far as appears from our records, without the knowledge or solicitation of 
the Indians, five years thereafter, in the year 1837 -for what reasons or at 
whose promptings we are left to conjecture-it seems to have become sud-
denly) and all at once, a matter of vit::tl importance for us to purchase out this 
gratuity-a gratuity which the Indians considered of so little consequence 
or value to them, that they would neither move to it, nor have it. But no 
matter for that : we determined to buy back from them what we had given 
them as a present five years before; and, in furtherance of these views, in 
1837 we appointed a commissioner to accomplish for us this all-important 
object. 
A purchase of this Green Bay land was the ostensible object of this mis-
sion. The real object, as I shall show you in the progress of this discus-
sion, was to obtain our influence, and our means and money, to assist a 
dozen or so of land speculators to purchase of the New York Indians their 
ew York lands, for which they held, under Massachusetts, the pre-emp-
tion right. And, sir, we have already done so, to some extent. We have 
purchased out for this company, and for New York, five of the six tribes-
all of the New York Indians, except the Seneeas-and we have attempted 
to buy them out also; whether successfully or not, remains ' to be seen by a 
decision upon the question now before us. 
In 1837, as before observed, we appointed a commissioner, with the os-
ten ible obJect of purchasing of the New York Indians their Green Bay 
lands. So soon as this was known, we found much excitement and agita-
tion among the Indians, growing out of their attachment for, an~ reluctance 
to leave, their native land. 'I'hey understood very fully the object of the 
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negotiation. 'rhey knew the Green Bay land was but a pretext, and not 
the real object of the commissioner. They understood all this. They 
knew the object of. the treaty was to get from them, for the land company, 
their New York lands. 1'o overcome these scruples, and to reconcile them 
to the measure, the agents of the land company went to work, and I will 
now show you, sir, in what manner: 
"Articles of agreement' made and concluded this 29Lh day of July, 1837' 
between Heman B. Potter, of the city of Buffalo, of the first part, and 
J(!)hn Snow, a Seneca chief, of the Buffalo Creek reservation, in the 
county of Erie, of the second part. 
" Whereas, in conformity with the declared policy of the government of 
the United States, the proprietors of the pre-emptive title of and in the 
four several tracts of land reserved by the Seneca tribe of Indians, within 
the said State of New York, are desirous to induce the above mentioned 
tribe of Indians to accept, for their future and permanent residence, a tract 
of country in the territory west of the river Mississippi appropriated for 
Indians inhabiting the Atlantic and other neighboring States; and are also 
desirous, by fair purchase, to extinguish the right of the said Indians in 
and to the lands in this State so reserved by them : 
"And whereas, in furtherance of these objects, and in order to a future 
treaty by which to effect the same, the said proprietors have authorized ne. 
gotiations to be opened with the chiefs and other leading men of the said 
tribe of Indians, and certain offers to be made to them in money as a perma· 
nent fund for the nation, and a compensation for their improvements; and 
have also deemed it advisable and necessary to employ the aid, co-opera-
tion, and services of certain individuals who are able to influence the said 
Indians to accept the offers so to be made to them: 
"And whereas the said Heman B. Potter, the party of the first part, is 
empowered to act on behalf of the said proprietors, and to contract with 
any individuals whose co-operation and agency may be necessary and effi-
cient in accomplishing the above mentioned object; and the said John 
Snow, the party of the second part, has agreed to contribute his influence 
and services in the premises; and in case of the extinguishment of the said 
Indian title to the said reserved lands as aforesaid, to sell to the said propri-
etors all and singular his improvements of, in, and . to the same : 
" Now, therefore, it is mutually agreed by and between the parties here-
to, as follows : 
"First. The party of the second part undertakes and agrees to use his 
best exertions and endeavors to dispose and induce the said Indians to 
adopt and pursue the advice and recommendations of tee government of the 
United States, in respect to their removal and future location ; and on suck' 
said terms as the party of the first part, and .flis associates, in the name of the 
said proprietors, shall propose to sell and release, by treaty, their said reserved 
lands ; and on all occasions to co-operate with and a.id the said party of the 
first part, and his associate~, as he may be from time to time advised, in talks. 
and negotiations with the chiefs and other infiuen tial ·men of the said tribe; 
and in the active application of his whole influence at councils, and confi-
dential interviews, for the purpose of effecting a treaty between the said 
tribe and the said proprietors, for the extinguishment of the Indian title to 
the said re~rved lands. 
"Second. The second . party of the second part hath sold, and hereby 
doth sell, to the said proprietors, all and singular his buildings and im .. 
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provements on the lands so to be released by treaty, and agrees to accept 
compensation therefor in the manner hereinafrer mentioned; said building~ 
and improvements in the mean time not to be leased nor in any manner dis-
posed of by said party of the second part. 
"'l'hird. In consideration of such efforts, co-operation, and service~ on 
the part of the said John Snow, faithfully bestowed in the premises, and of 
the sale and release of all and singular his said buildings and improvements 
upon any of the lands aforesaid, without leasing or otherwise disposing of 
the same, as hereinabove stipulated, the said Heman B. Potter, on his part, 
and that of his associates, agrees to pay, or cause to be paid, to the said · 
John Snow, the sum of two thousand dollars, within three months after no-
tice ot the ratification, by the Senate of the United States, of a valid treaty 
between the said tribes and the ow·ners of the said pre-em}i)tive title; or their 
trustees, by which the right and title of the said Indians shall be effectually 
released and extinguished in and to t.he said reserved lands; subJect, how-
ever, to the following qualification and understanding: that in case the 
said treaty shall provide for the payment to individual Indians for their 
buildings and improvements, then and in that case the 3aid party of the 
second part shall accept and receive, as part payment of the above-men-
tioned sum of two thousand dollars, such sum or compensation as he 
shall or may be entitled to, by and under the provisions of such treaty, 
for his said buildings and improvements, and the balance of the said two 
thousand dollars which shall remain, after deducting therefrom such com-
pe!lsation as aforesaid, and that only to be paid by the said party of the first 
part, as above specified, within the time above mentio·ned, or as soon there· 
after as the said balance can be ascertained ; and in case said party of the 
second part shall be entitled, by and under the provision of said treaty, to 
the sum of two thousand dollars and upwards, he shall receive the same as 
may be therein provided, and the said party of the first part shall be dis-
charged from paying any part of said two thousand dollars. 
"And the said John Snow shall also be entitled, at a nomi1•1al rent, to a 
lease from the owners of the pre emptive title, or their trustees, of and for the 
lot efland actually improved and occupied by him, called the Whipple farm, 
near the old council house, on the Buffalo reservation, for and during his 
own natural life, determinable when and as soon as he shall cease to live 
on and occupy the same ; said lease to be executed by the lessors as soon 
after said treaty as said lands shall have been surveyed and allotted, said 
lease having reference to said survey. 
" rrhis agreement on the part of said party of the first part being express-
ly dependent upon a treaty to be made and ratified upon terms, conditions, 
and stipulations t0 be proposed allCi.l offered by the said party of the first 
part: and his assG>ciates. 
his 
"Witness: GEORGE X JIMESON, 
mark. 
"True copy: 
"H. B. POTTER, [SEAL.] 
his 
'' JOI-IN X SNOW, (sEAL.] 
mark. 
"l\'1. B. PIERCE. 
"P. S.-Marius B. Pierce, above named, is one of the chiefs who signed 
the Buffalo treaty." 
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"Articles of agreement made and concluded thi~ 7th day of August, 1837, 
between Heman B. Potter, of the city of Buffalo, of the first part, and 
Samuel Gordon, a Seneca Indian: of the Cattaraugus reservation, in the 
county of Erie, of the second part: 
"Whereas, in conformity with the declared policy of the government of 
the United States, the proprietors of the preemptive title of and.in the four 
several tracts of land reserved by the Seneca tribe of Indians, within the 
said State of New York, are desirous to indnce the above-mentioned tribe of 
Indians to accept for their futnre and permanent residence a tract of coun. 
try in the territory west of the river Mississippi appropriated for Indians 
inhabiting the Atlantic and other neighboring States, and are also desirous, 
by fair purchase~ to extinguish the right of the said Indians in and to the 
lands in this State so reserved by them : 
"And whereas, in furtherance of these objects, and in order to a future 
treaty by which to effect the same, the said proprietors have authorized ne-
gotiations to be opened with the chiefs and other leading men of the said 
tribe of Iudians, and certain offers to be made to them in money, as a per-
manent fund for the nation, and a compensation for their improvements, 
and have al~o deemed it advisable and neces~ary to employ the aid, co-op-
eration, and services of certain individuals who are able to influence the 
said Indians to accept of the off~rs so to be made to them : 
"And whereas the said Heman B. Potter, the party of the first part, is em-
powered to act on behalf of tl1e said proprietors, and to contract with any 
wdi v1duals whose co-operation and agency may be necessary and efficient 
111 accomplishing the above-mentioned object, and the said Samuel Gordon, 
the party of the second part, has agreed to contribute his influence and ser-
vices in the premises: 
"Now, therefore, it is mutually agreed by and between the parties here-
to, as follows : 
,; First. The party of the second part undertakes and agrees to use his 
best exertions and endeavors to dispose and induce the said Iud1ans to 
adopt and pursue the advice and recommendation of the government of the 
United States in respect to their removal and future location; and on such 
1air terms as the party of the first part and his associates, in the name of the 
said proprietors, shall propose to sell and release, by treaty, their said re-
served lands, and on all occasions £O co-operate with and aid the said pany 
of the first part and his associates, as he may be from time to time advised, 
in talks and ne~otiations with the chiefs and other influential men of the 
said tnbe; and in the active application of his whole influence at councils 
and confidential interviews, for the purpose of effecting a treaty between the 
said tribe and the said proprietors, for the extinguishment of the Indian 
title to the said reserved lands. 
"Second. In consideration of such efforts, co-operation, and services on 
the part of the said Samuel Gordon, faithfully bestowed in the premises, the 
said Heman B. Potter, on his part and that of his associates, agrees to pay, 
or cause to be paid, t~ the said Samuel Gordon, the sum of five thousand 
dollars, within three mol'lths after notice of the ratification, by the Senate 
of the United States, of a vald treaty between the said tribe and the owners 
of the said pre emptive title, or their trustees, by which the right and title 
of the said Indians shall be effectually released and extinguished in and to 
the said reserved lands. 
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"This agreement, on the part of said party of the first part, being express-
1 dependent upon a treaty to be made and ratified upon terms, conditions, 
and stipulations to be proposed and offered by the said party of the first 
put, and his associates. 
"Witness: 0. ALLEN. 
"H. B. POTTER. [SEAL.] 
"SAMUEL GORDON. [sEAL.j 
''It is understood and agreed that the sum of one thousand dollars is to 
be added to the within coatract. 
''0. ALLEN. 
"H. P. WILLCOX. 
"SEPTEl\IBER 29, 1838." 
There are six other contracts of a similar character, which I will not 
take up the time of the Senate to read. These eight have lately come to 
light. How many are yet behind, undisclosed, time will tell. 
Here, Mr. President, we have a few illustrations, most liberal and honest 
and patriotic illustrations, of the means used by the agents of this land com-
pany, and under the authority of the proprietors, to induc3 the leading and 
influential chiefs to sell the lands of their unwilling constituents. Here 
we see, under the very nose of our commissioner, and at the moment of 
commencing his negotiation, ostensibly for the purchase of their Gre~n Bay 
lands, the sum of twenty one thousand si.'t· hundred dollars in cash, besides 
leases, some for a term of years, some for life, some during occupancy, and 
one grant in fee simple, offered and promised in writing to ei~ht leading 
and mfluential chiefs, by this land company, as rewards, or rather as bribes, 
for serving this company faitl?fully, with their influence, in conncil and in 
confidential interviews 7.Vifh the other Indians, so as to e.ff'tct a treaty with 
tile ,g·o1w·n1nent .fiw their Green Bay lands, and so as to ejf'ect a releuse and 
relinqnislmunt of the Indian title to the proprietors of their reser·ped lands in 
the State of JV e1v York; and in case ~~success in these double negotiations, 
ll.nd in the e-vent of their raiificrtiion by the Senate of the United States, then 
these bribes were to be consnm nwted, and not otherwise. 
By these dark and midnight transactions, the order of things was to be 
curiously reversed. The emigrating party were to stay in N~w York 
.upon their leases, and the non-emigrating party were to be transported be-
yond the Mississippi. And are these contracts denied? No, sir; they are 
unblushingly and shamelessly admitted and justified ! They are admitted 
and justified by Seneca White, one of the chiefs in favor of the treaty and 
of emigration, in his speech to the Secretary of War last August. They 
are admitted and justified by N. Strong, another ch.ief in favor of the_ treaty 
and of emigration, in his letter to the President of the 9th of last March. 
They are admitted by Orlando Allen, a white m~n, and one of the active 
agents of the land company, and JUstified, in his letter to the President of 
the 11th of last March. And pray what is the justification? 
Mr. Allen tells us, in his testimony, which he commnnicated to the Pres-
ident la&t spring, "that he has u11derstood (and believes the attempt was 
never made to coneeal it) that provision was made for some of the chiefs, 
io accordance with all former m·ages among the Senecas." Yes, ~ir; Mr. Allt·n 
may well say !te has understood that provision was. made for some of the 
chiefs; fl>r I fiud this same Orlando Allen, who, undbr oath, speaks so doubt. 
9ngly, as though by hearsay only, is a subscribing witness to at least two 
3 
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of these contracts. But, as to his belief that there were no attempts made 
to conceal these contracts-contracts which were for secret it fluence and 
confidential services-we, of the committee, who have travelled through 
this whole mass of testimony, will believe just as mnch of this part of his 
testimony as we please; and that is precious l1t1le of it, if any. Whil~~ vol-
untarily furnishing a part of his testimony for the benefit of the President, 
he would have done but an act of ju~tice if he bad given him, in addition, 
that part of his testimony taken on the san1e occasiou; wllich was, that he 
was an agent of the company, a11d dinctly interested in the success of the 
treaty. l\Jr. Alleu nssimilates Lhese rewards promised and given to these 
chiets, in this uuderhanded and clandestine manner, to the atmuity given to 
Red Jacket, Corn Planter, and others. ~ir, there is no similitude in these 
cases. What was given to Red Jacket, Corn Planter, and to the others he 
bas named, was given in open day, in the presence of the nation, and with 
the knowledge and approbation of their tribes. But enough of all this, for 
the present at least. 
Sir, the Indians being thus tampered with, and prepared, by bribes in ad· 
vance, for the occasion, our commissioner entered upon the stage for the 
performance of his part of the drama. And, sir, not to be tedious, to pass 
over a thousand details, and to come at once t€> the result, I will inform the 
Senate that our commissioner, after a protracted negotiatioil, did actually 
succeed in purchasing for us the Green Bay lands. And he got these lands 
for us for the very tnfling and frivolous consideration of $400:000 in cash, 
nnu 1,800,000 acres of land west of and adjoining tbe State of Missouri. 
Here is a negotiation for you, which I am satisfied that nothing but pa· 
tience and pensevarance, and skill and dexterity, and adroitness, aided with 
good friends to "back his suit withal," ever could have achieved. 'l'his 
$400,000 in cash, and 1,800,000 acres of lane;!, is all that our commissioner 
ngr6'rd to give for 435,000 acres of land at Green Bay, which: five years 
previOusly, we gave these Indians gratuitously, and which gratuity they 
would neither move to nor accept of us as a present! 
Appended to this treaty we find an ord!nary deed of conveyance from the 
Tuscaroras to Ogden and Fellows, of all their title to nineteen hundred and 
twenty acres of liind; and from the Senecas a similar deed of conveyance 
to Ogden and Fellows of all their title to one hundred and sixteen thousand 
acres of land, all lying in the State of New York, and some of it in the 
neighborhood of Buffalo, and making altogether, from both tribes, in round 
numbers about 118,000 acres of land, for which Ogden and Fellows agreed 
to pay the sum of about two hundred and eleven thousand dollars-not 
quite two dollars per acre. These deeds are honored with a preamble, and 
recite the important fe1ct that a treaty had been couclnded between our 
commissioner and these Indians. These deeds are otherwise distingui hed 
by being approved, not only by the superintendent of Massachusetts~ whose 
duty it probably was to approve them, but they were also approved of by 
our commissioner-not as a witness, but in his official capacity ; and what 
is still more remarkable, when this treaty came to the Senate, in ll38, Jor 
rati tication, these deeds came with it. 
Well, sir, what next occurred 1 The treaty vias read in the Senate, 
was properly referred, and then your committee went to work upon it. 
rrhey found it so essentially defective, that it was out of their power to rec· 
ommend its ratification. rrhe objections to it were communicated, among 
others, to the Senator~ from New York. Some alterations in it were suggested 
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by the 'Var Department, and all agreed, without a dissenting voice in any 
quarter, ~o far as I recollect, that it could not be rntified in the form in 
which it was executed. We amended it, and so thoroughly as to make 
tJearly a new treaty out of it; and in these amendments the Senate concur~ 
te~, and I believe with unanimity. 
While this treaty was before the committee, we heard many com~ 
plaints from the Indians and others against the treaty. Fraud, unfairness, 
and bribery, of which at that time we had no evidence, were charged; 
and it was stated that a majority of the chiefs neither approved of nor had 
.signed the treaty, although from the preamble it purported to have been 
executed in council, and properly assented to. To guard these charges, 
thE: Senate adopted the resolution C!f the llth of -June, 1838, which was 
recommended by the Committee on Indian AJfairs, and which is as follotcs : 
"Provided always, and oe it further resolved, (two-thirds of the Senate 
present concurring,) That the treaty shall have no force or effect whatever, 
as it relates to any of said tribes, nations, or bands of New York Indians, 
nor shall it be understood that the Senate have assented to any of the con-
tracts connected with it, until the same, with the amendments herein pro-
posed, is submitted, and fully and fairly explained, by a commissioner of 
the United Stiiltes, to each of said tribes or bands ,(/eparately assembled in 
council, and they have given their free and voluntary assent thereto j and 
if one or more of said tn bes or bands, when consulted as aforesaid, shall 
freely assent to said treaty as amended, and to their contract connected 
therewith, it shall be binding and obligatory upon those so assenting) al-
though other or others of said bands or tri@es may ngt give their assent, and 
thereby cease to be parties thereto. Provided further, That if any portion 
or part of said Indians do not emigrate, the President shaH retain a proper 
proportion of said sum of four hundred thousand dollars, and shall also da· 
duct frotn the quantity of land allowed west of the Mississippi such num-
ber of acres as will leave to each emigrant three hundred and twenty acres 
only." 
'rhus it appears that we sanctioned the treaty of the 15th January, 1838, 
on the e:1:press condition that the treaty, as amended by us, should be ap· 
proved of by a majority of the chiefs of each tribe separately assembled in 
open council, and after it had been by our commissioner fairly and fully 
explained in open council, and by a majority of them freely and volunt-Rrily 
assented to in open council. 
Well, sir, what next 1 With the treaty, as amended, out commissioner 
was once more despatched to his red brethren, with whom he had previously 
been so very snccessful, to obtain their assent to the treaty in its amended 
form. He received his instructions on the . 9th of July, 1838, and was at 
his post in the month of August following. He succeeded in obtaininq the 
assent of all the tribes but the Senecas. T hese he found, as usual, a little 
refractory. He met them in council on the 17th of Aug ust, in a council~ 
hot1se he had bu ilt for the purpose ; and as many of the chiefs were absent, 
he, at the request of the Ind ians, adjourned the council for tilree da) s. On 
his return on the 2~th , he fonud his council -house burnt down-the work 
of an incendiary. He built him another, and then fully and lnirly explained 
the treaty and the amendments made to it by the Senate. He found the 
Senecas decided, not upon the St.fbject of selling us the Green Bay lands, 
but upon the subject of emigration, which to us was a matter of no 
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consequence. He gives us the decisions in the trihe in a very minute and 
satisfactory m~mner. He then tells us that 
" It will be recollected that at the time of making the original treaty, 
providing new homes for these Indians at the west; and the means of 
removing and subsisting them, another treaty wus signed between this 
tribe and the pre-emption owners, under the supervLion of a superintend-
ent from Massachusetts, conveying the Indian rights to their several reser-
vations in New York. That treaty of sale was ratified by the governor 
and council of .Massachusetts. At the late council, it was the sale under 
d'iis treaty, and not the advantages secured under the one negotiated by mer 
that formed the principal subject of consideration.· The government treaty 
was generally conceded to be liberal and advantageous; still there appeared 
to be a settled purpose on the part of some to misrepresent the value of the 
advantages secured under it, as one means of defeating the other." 
Here, Mr. President, we have the whole story, fresh, full, and complete, 
from the lips of our frank and candid commissioner. It was the sale to the 
latzd company, brought about, as I have shown you, by bribery and cor-
ruptien, that has occasioned the failure of our commissioner in perfecting, 
from this tribe, the purchase of their Green Bay land. Our treaty, he tells 
1~s, was considered liberal and advantageon~, and with it no fault was 
foand ; and I confess it would have been passingly strange to me, if there 
had been any objections to it. 
And now let me ask, if onr real object had been to purcha~e the Green 
Bay land, why was our treaty embarrassed by negotiating with them for 
their removal beyond the Mississippi? 'Vhy not let them remain? they 
are not in our way. \Ve are not bound in any manner, that l1mow of, to 
rmrchase their lands for these pre emptioners. What have they done for 
"the State," that we should give them a million or so of dollars, in cash and 
land, tq aid them in their speculations? Sir, our commissioner desired honor, 
and glory, and promotiou ; and he was taught to believe, and uo doubt 
truly, that if by negotiation he could succeed in getting those Jndiaus ont 
of New York and over the Mississippi at the expense of the United States, 
glory, and honor: and promotion would be his reward. 
Sir, the Green Bay lands: if ever the subject of serious discus~ion at any 
time, were all along considered but a trifling matter with either the Indians 
or our negotiator. Hut I proceed; for I have yet, sir, a good deal of ground 
to travel over. 
The commissioner tells us, that, "at an early period of the council 
Marius B. Pierce, then an opponent of the treaty, in public council, pro-
posed to me the following questions : 
"1. If the amendments of the treaty were not now as:sented to, whether 
I could adj-ourn the council; and whether, if not adjourned, it could be 
~gain convened? 
"2. Whether the Senate could recede from its amendments? 
"I was also asked, at about the same time, by others in council, whether 
the de~d to the pre-emptive purchasers, being ratified by the governor and 
co~nCil of Massachusetts. was obligatory upon the nation, without further 
action on the part of the nation? Also, whether the Senate of the United 
States had any legal jurisdiction over the subject '1" 
" To those questions the commissioner declined giving any answer; and 
as he has not condescended to tell us why these questions were asked, I will 
endeavor to supply his omissions, as I feel myself able to do, from the testi-
--
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mony before us. The first question was asked because the opponents of 
the treaty then had a majortty in council against the treaty, and were able 
to vote it down, and he was apprehensive that the commissioner might keep 
adjourning the council from day to day, until a majority might be got iu. 
lome way or other to assent to the treaty. He and his friends were then 
negl~cting their private affairs; were poor, without money, and depended 
for their bread upon their daily labor. They wanted to see the council 
closed, that they rr~ight go home ; they- were unwilling that the council 
-should be kept open any longer, or convened again after it was closed. 
These were Pierce's reasons for asking the first question. 
He asked the second because he had been told, as an inducement for their 
agreeing to the treaty, that the Senate would, if necessary, recede from its 
amendments, and that the treaty wonld be ratified as originally made; and 
then, in that event, they would lose the rewards and life Leases, &c., which 
they ttwn had it within their power to obtain from their friends, the gener· 
ous and liberal minded pre-cmptioners. 
The third question was asked because they WP.re told the New York 
land was gone at any rate; that their deeds had been approved by the 
governor and council of Massachusetts. 'T'he commissioner also de· 
clined answering this question; but afterwards, "learning that General 
Dearborn had expressed a different opinion," (from that expressed by the 
head of the Indian bureau: and by Mr. w·ard_, a clerk of that bnreau,) " I 'if:>~· 
inforrned the council of it, and General Dearborn gave Governor Everett'::; 
reasons for his opinions. The Indians were then left to form their owu 
conciLlsions on the question of title and probable action of the Senatfl. I then 
informed the Indians tltat, if the interests cif the Indians required it, I believed 
cl had the right, and shouid adjourn the conncil to some future day." Yes, 
sir; and he did adjourn the council. The opinions of Governor Everett 
respecting the validity of the sale prodnced this result. Tile pre-emptioners 
could no longer frighten them "with the scarecrow:' that their lands were 
gone. 'rhis bein~ the case, it became necessary for the pre-emfltioners to 
change their mode of attack; and time was necessary to agree upon the 
rnori1ts operandi, and therefore the .council was adjourned. 
The next entertainment we have of the commissioner is as follows: 
"Learning from t[le discussions in council that many desired to remain 
longer than five years on their reservations, I induced the agent of the pre-
emptive owners, on the 26th of September last, to authorize me in writing 
to say to the council that he would, on behalf of the pre-emptive purchasers, 
agree to allow them to occupy their farming lands ten, instead of five years. 
Hts proposition is marked No. 30. This offer did not, as was anticipated, 
produce unanimity of feeling. Some said it was their desire to remain for 
their lives; but that they were willing- others mtght remJve if they chose 
to do so. In connexion with General Dearborn, I reqnested the agent to 
()ffer life Iea.sPs, free of rent, to aU who chose to remain. His offer to do so 
is marked No. 3l. Without consulting with a single individual, a chief in 
the opposition by the name of Israel Jemison rose and stated that he was 
authorized to say that the opposition unanimously declined the proposition. 
Knowing that no one had authorized · him to speak on a suhjP.ct but that 
moment named in cou neil, I did not consider his statement entitled to any 
pect. No one of the oppo ition rising to set him right in such a case of 
palpable falsehood, I became satisfied of the truth of the allegation so often 
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made, that many dare not speak th~ir minds in council, and that compNI-
sion was used ·to prevent chiefs from signing." 
He talks of fear and compulsion. Why should they fear 1· Why should 
Indian warriors manifest a timidity which, in a virtnous cause, would dis-
grace even their squaws 1 'rtwy fear because they are iH a minority, and 
know they are doing, from base and mercenary consideratio·rts, what a ma-
jority of their people disapprove of. Their feav is but the palpable evidence 
of a guilty heart ! An honest man, red or white, fears nothi-ng t Cowardice 
and trembling are the attributes of a guilty conscience !. 
He tells us that, 
"Immediately after communicating and explaining the offer of. life leases 
to all who desired them, I presented the manuscript copy of the amended. 
treaty, to which I fiad attached a written assent. l informed the council 
that those wpo chose to do so COi&ld sign it there, and those who., from fear 
or other cause, preferred signing at my room ia- presence of myself, the 
superintendent from Massachusetts, the agent, and su~h other persons as. 
might be present, might do so. I then received sixteen signatures, and 
subsequently at my room, in presence ef General Dearborn, thirteen, 311d! 
two other signatures at the rooms of chiefs who were too unweH to attend 
council; making in all thirty-one chiefs." 
Yes, sir; with all the bribery I have previously alluded to, with life leases, 
free of rent,for all who chose w stay, embracirtg the whole tribe, we yet: 
.find the commissioner unable to get, in open council, as he was reqnired· to 
do by the resolution of the 11th June, 1838, but sixteen signatures of as-
sent, out of eighty one, to the amended treaty ;. and, in addition to these 
sixteen, he obtained afterwards, not in couneil, but at his private loo:'gings, 
the signatures of assent of thirteen more, and at their ou:n residence the 
signatures of two others ; making, in all, but thirty-one, obtained, as before 
stated, out of eighty-one chiefs belonging to the Seneea nation. Finding 
this to be the case, he then, nn the ~d of October, after laboring, if not. 
prayin.g and fasting, , for up wards of forty days in the wilderness with the 
heatheus, informed the agent of pre-emptioners., (not the Indians witlt 
whPm he was negotiating)-
" That he should adjourn the council, as there seemed to be no more dis-
posed to sign the assent. A question having been raised, (he tells us) 
whether the assent had been sufficiently signed or not, {that is, whether 
thirty one, if there had been no objection to the manner of obtaining their 
signatures, was a mfljority of eighty-one,) he (the agent of the land co~n­
pany) desired me to adjourn to a future day, and that in the mean time I 
could report to you." 
He adjourned the council to the 15th of November. 
"I read them a talk, which is marked No. 39. 'rhe Indians who are-
?Ppos~d to emigration did not object to this adjournment ; and: in making 
1t; I dtd what I thought due to them and to the purchasers. If the asse11t 
is not sufficiently signed, it may be done at a future day, and the emigra· 
tiou party, who have listened to the advice of the government, may be 
saved from the oppression which would otherwise await them. If there 
were not signatures sufficient to meet your approba tion, and it should turn 
out that the legal title is in the purchasers, then the condition of the Sene-
cas would be deplorable. 'rhey would be witb0ut a home, thou .ah one had 
been freely offered to them." 
0 
Poor Senecas! hmv stubborn and stiff necked they are ! Why wi1l th~: ·y 
not listen to the pathetic advice of the government> so eloquently delivered, 
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save therr.selves from oppression? w-hy will they not see that if it 
uld so happen that tbe title to their lands is vested in the purchasers, 
w deplorable will be their condition? Why will they not see (what no 
one else but the commissioner could perceive) that if the treaty should not 
be assented to they would be without a home-without even their Green 
y lands, which they refuse to sell us? What insanity! How unrea-
Dable they are in desiring to retain their ~mcestral homes and firesides ! 
How cruel and hard-hearted they are in refusing to gratify the humane 
and benevolent, and Indian loving, and God serving pre-emptioners! Oh, 
Senecas! Senecas!! how you astonish your gray-headed fathers of the 
Senate! 
Mr. President, we now find our comtnissioner laying aside his poetry and 
his predictions, and talking mathematically. After stating the number of 
chiefs who signed the treaty, and their manner of signing it, he then puts 
the question to the Secretary of War to know if it be necessary to have the 
assent of all the chiefs upon the reservation. 
"If so, rhe says] it was not sufficiently signed in my presence. [And he 
might have added it was still less s11jjiciently in open council, as it was re-
quired to be done by the Senate's resolution.] If not, need it be sif_·ned by 
more than a majority of all who at any time attended the council? [He 
then reminds us of what we would not otherwise probably have thought of-
that this is what is usually required in legislative bodies; and reasoning 
from allalogy, the assent is sufficiently signed.] If it requires a majority of 
all who may have been from time to time, for short periods, at council, it 
is not in my power to give you the necessary facts whereon to decide." 
Now, sir, our most worthy commissioner (wA.o is nn ex-member of Con. 
gress, and wht), on that account, should be presumed to be familiar with the 
proceedings of deliberative bodies, has lost sjght of one very important point 
in his analogy; which is, that tbe official acts of members of Congress out 
of their respective houses (alias the councils) are nugatory. Does he not 
know that if .members of Congress were to sign their assent to the passage 
of bills, or if S <> nators to the ratification of treaties, at their private rooms 
or lodgings, as this Indian assent (in par1) was signed, it would be nu-
gatory, nonsensical, and unconstit Hional? l leave the question to himself 
to answer. Speaking of analogies, I will go a little further; and as he 
has sajd it better than I ean say it, I will avail myself of the remarks of 
Governor Everett upon this subject: 
"The treaty-makin~ power [says the Governor] is granted by the con· 
stitution in general terms. No modification of its exercise in reference to 
Indian tribes is recognised, as it would certainly be unconstitutional for the 
President of the United States to attempt to treat with individual members 
of any foreign State or government, (not duly authorized to represent such 
body.) or to attempt to obtain the ratification of a tre~tty by means of the 
assent of iudi viduals of the Senate, not duly assembled and acting as such." 
"I remain of opinion that the constitutionality of attempting to obtain the 
assent of individual Indian chiefs to the amended treaty in the manner in 
question is doubtful." 
Sir, were ever these old, s:afe, rational, and salutary rules dispensed with_ 
by our government in treating with any nation, foreign or dom€stic, civil-
i~ed or savage? I kn0w of no dispensation of those time-h~nored and cus-
tomary forms in any case wht:aever. I hold, that if it be necessary to treat 
at all, we should trent according to the ordinary and constitutional forms. 
The commissioner concludes his report by telling us, what we could well 
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have imagined, that a11 the expenses of the amended treaty had been de· 
frayed by the United States; and thinks if any further expenses are to be 
incurred, the pre emption purchasers should pay their part of it. He ought" 
to ha,le said the whole of it, as it would all be for their private benefit. 
The report of General Drarborn to Governor Everett corresponds, in the 
main, with that of Mr. Gillet, and therefore 1 shall not be considered, I 
hope, as treating that able ~State paper with disrespect, if I dispose of it very 
briefly. . · 
General Dearborn tells us that 
"Among the numerous and very cogent reasons which were ur~ed by 
the commissioner for inducing the Indians to assent to the amended treaty, 
during the progress of the lo.ng protracted deliberations, he observed that he 
had been directed by the officer at the head of the bureau of the Indian de-
partment to state, as his opinion, that the con tract of the Indians for the sale 
of their right of possession to the Ogden company was complete, and might 
be carried into effect, whether the treaty with the United States was ratified 
or not. · 
''As this was the only statement made by the commissioner to which I 
,did not fully concur, I informed the chiefs it became my duty tG announce 
to them that the governor of Massachusetts entertained a different view of 
tbe subject; and w~ autborized to state, that unless the amendments made 
to the treaty were assented to, he cousidered the contracts for the sale of 
their right of possession uull and void, but that he did not undmtake, per-
emptorily1 to decide a. qllestion of such great importance; that it was one 
which nqnired the most. grave and deliberate consideration, and must ulti· 
mately ba referred to the highest judicial tribunals of the country, if it should 
be insisted on by the pre emptioners. 
"It was, therefore, for the chiefs to determine how far their decision was 
to be inflnenced by the doubtful position in which the subject was placed, 
from these conflictmg opinions; for if they should reject the treaty, and the 
contracts for the sale of their reservations were declared binding, they would 
be left without a home." 
This disclosure needs no comment. The unfairness and reprehensibilityt 
on the part of the commissioner, of the use of such terrible and unsound 
argu mcnts to the ignorant Senecas, is obvious to all. The General also 
tells us that 
"The commissioner was induced to afford the last named accommoda-
tion in consequence of having been informed that there were several chiefs 
who were in favor of emigration, but were afraid to sign the treaty publicly, 
as they had been threatened with fatal consequences if they did. Intimida-
tion has been extensively used by the leaders and their partisans in the op-
position, for the purpose of defeuting the wishes of those who are desirous 
of removing to the west. 'rhe commissioner was informed by the chiefs of 
the Tuscaroras that threats had been sent to them from the Tonawanda 
reservation, to deter them from ratifying the treaty. 
"It had been repeatedly represented, during the last council and the 
present, that there were a number of Indians, and espec~ally among the 
aged, .who were desirous to remain here, and who often observed: 'Let the 
young go to the new country, beyond the great river, if they wish, but we 
are too old to begin new establishments; we had rather live and die where 
we have s.o long resided, on the land of our fathers.' To obviate this ob· 
. jection. .to the rutitication of the treaty, the commissioner recommemled to 
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pre emptioners that the-y should offer to give leases for life, free of rent, 
tuch Indians as were anxious to remain, and I concurred in opinion as 
he propriety of that measure, believing that it would not only be just to-
rds th~ Indtans, but considered as beneficent, mag-nanimous, and liberal 
on their part, let the result be what it may; that I considered it important 
should be done in open council, and made general in its operation, to 
preclude every ground of complaint or misrepresentation. 
"The pre-emptive agents having been finally induced to adopt that mea· 
lOre, a communication was made to the commissioner for carrying it iuto 
d'ect, which he laid before the assembled chiefs immediately after he had 
eoncluded his remarks on the method in which the assent was to be given 
to the treaty. 
"One of the chiefs, in behalf of those in the opposition, then rose and stated 
that they did not desire to a vail themselves of the offer which had just been 
made by the pre-emptive owners; and observed that they wished tile conn-
ed might be kept open after those had signed the treaty who were present, 
as they desired to execute, in the presence of the commissioner of the United 
States aud superintendent of Massachusetts, a written declaration of their 
dissent. The commissioner replied that he was not authorized to authenti-
cate any document other than snch as he had been specially directed to 
snfimit for their consideration, and therefore could not '"'ith propriety keep 
Cbe council open for the purpose \vhich had been stated. 
"I was then reminded by another chief of tbe opposition party that I 
had informed them on the opening of the council, although I was not in-
structed to advise them either to remain where they were, or to emigrate to 
the Indian territory in the west, I had been sent there by the governor of 
Mnssachusetts to see that impartial jnstice was done to the Seneca nation of 
Indians; and that I had observed, on another occasion, I should not be de-
terred by the flash of the tomahawk or the crack of the rifle in the inde-
pendent and honest discharge 0f my duty; und as I should be a witness to 
such of the chiefs as were in favor of emigration, who signed the treaty, 
1MY HE1\D WOULD NOT BE STRAIGHT' unless f also verified their proceed· 
IDgs; and then asked me if I would remain for that purpose. 
"I answered, that I considered it my dnty to comply with all proper re-
quests from any portion of the Seneca Ind1ans, so far as it was in my power 
to do so; that I should, with great pleasure, remain and witness the signa-
res to the oeclaration which it was propJ~ed to execute after the commis· 
8Jbner of the United States retired from the council house. 
"As many of the emigration chiefs \vere absent, oFJly sixteen namrs were 
affixed to the treaty, in council, on the 28th nit.; and immediately after the 
adjournment the written declaration of the chiefs opposed to emigration was 
produced and sign<!d in my presence." 
Here we find that our commis~ioner refused to receive the list of the 
names of the dis~enting chiefs, or what they called their protest, which was 
tendered him in open council. But General Dearbt'>rn, who is a military 
~ n-a man of mettle-who is not, as he informs us, to be ':deterred from 
a faithful d1scharge of his duty by the flash of the tomahawk or the crack 
of the rifld," did receive and witness this dissent, or protest; and he for-
warded It, according to the request of the Senecas, to Governor Everett. 
ts protest contained the names of sixty chi~fs, out of eighty-one: and is 
be found in our printed document, at page 174. Here ends my review 
of the reparts of Messrs. Gillet and Dearborn upon their first embassy. They 
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had another, which I will briefly dispose of; but, before doing so, it will be 
necessary to notice the official action of the head of the Indian bureau upon 
our commissioner's report. Let us now see how Mr. Crawford viewed this 
matter. 1\Ir. Crawford says, in his letter to the Secretary of War of the 29th 
of October, 1838- . 
"The only difficulty in the way of regarding the acts of the Indians as 
meeting the resolution of the Senate, that appears to me insuperable, con· 
cerns the assent reported to have been given by the Senecas. 'There are 
]n this band seventy-eight chiefs. The assent of sixteen was obtained in 
council, of thirteen at the room of the commissioner, and of two others at 
their own quarters, making thirty-one; and since the arrival of Mr. Gillet 
in Washington, he has received the written assents of five more, properly 
authenticated; making an aggregate of thirty-six. The commissioner re. 
port5 that not more than sixty-one chiefs attended the council at one time, 
and that thirty-six is more than one-half the number of chiefs that prob. 
ably gave their attendance in council at all the meetings: two of the cr.iefs, 
it is said,. hold a questionable authority, and two have removed from the 
country. Is this an assent of the tribe by tha chiefs? The authori1y of the 
band resides in all the chiefs; ·and although uniformity in their views can 
scarcely be expected, at least a majority of the chiefs, not of those who ap· 
peareu in council, but of all upon the reservation, it strikes me, should con-
sent, to constitute the 'free and voluntary assent' of the tribe. Deduct the two 
who, it is represented, exercise ~doubtful authority, and the two who have 
removed, and seventy-four chiefs of th~ Senecas remain, of whom, including 
the five whose assent~ were not attached to the mod1fied treaty, but trans· 
mitted by mail, and we have thirty-six only. The last five, in my opinion, 
cannot be reckoned; but I have not noted more particularly the defective 
manner of their assenting, because it was, in the view taken, unimportaut. 
Perhaps, too, it was intended by tlze Senate that they should co11sent i1£ 
co·uncil. Mr. Gillet states in his report that a printed copy of the treaty and 
amendments was handed him, to which were atfixed the signatures of thirty· 
five chiefs and one hundred and seventeen warriors, declaring their assent 
thereto. This writing is dated six days b~fo1'e t.1Le assent in council ·was. 
obtained, preceded, as I presmne, by the fnll explanations of the comntissioner; 
and all hough ·witnessed by James Stryker, United Stiites sub-agent, mzd H. 
P. Wilcoa:, and no doubt faiTly obtained, (for it embraces the names affixed 
to th€ assent prepared by Mr. Gillet, and fonr additional ·enes,) can scarcely, 
it seem.s to me, be considered as within the intent of the Senate. J f, bow-
ever, you should think differently, the four chiefs added to the whole num· 
ber first men1ioned would give forty assenting chiefs out of seventy-eight. 
Even if the legal right was as clear the one way as it appears to be the 
other, would it be expedient to act npon it? The Senecas are evidently 
divided into two very nearly equal parties-the one for, and the other 
against the treaty-splitting on the subject of emigration, which is much to 
be regretted. Their own true interest and the liberal views of the govern-
ment they do not comprehend ; and however desirable it is that they should 
leave New York, which would be the probable but not the necessm·y cons~­
quence of the ratificatinn of the lrealtf, one-half of them appear to be other-
wise d'~termined for the present. ;rhe report and accompanying papers 
show that mnch excitement prevails amon(J' them on the subject, and make . . /::' 
It too certC~m that but for bad advice they would accede to the proposed 
terms, w.hich perhaps a renewed application might tind them willing to do. 
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this Jast purpose the door is still open, ns the council was adjourned to 
loth of November next." 
is letter of Mr. Crawford construes, and properly construes, the Sen-
resolution of the llth June, 1838. Having submitted his letter to the 
etary of \Var, containing his opinions, &c., the Secretary advised upon 
subject, and gave Mr. Crawford instructions for future operations, and 
lh e instructions Mr. Crawford embodied in his letter to Mr. Gillet of the 
30th of October, 1838, and which is as follows, viz: 
"SIR: Your report and the treaty with the New York Indians, assented 
llS amended in the Senate of the United States, have been submitted to 
e Secretary of War. He is of opinion that tlcle consent of a majority of all 
e Seneca chiefs must be obtained ; but that, as you have heretofore met 
the re~uirement of the Senate, by full explanations to them in con neil, you 
y proceed to the Seneca reservations, and there obtain the assent of sucfl, 
Indians as have not heretofore given it. 
''You are, accordingly, authorized and requested, at yonr earlic~st con-
nience, to proceed to the Seneca reservation in New York, and to carry 
tJt the above views. Your service among the people qualifies you fully 
the discharge of this duty, and gives assurance of its fair, honest, and 
ble performance. 
'·Very respectfully, your most obedient servant, 
'' T. HARTLEY CRAWFORD. 
"Hon. R. H. GrLLET, 1ww at fVashinglon." 
Here we have, sir, what I consider a false step in this negotiation, which 
not warranted by the resolution of the 11th of June, 1838, nor sane-
by usage or sound policy, in making treaties with any nation or 
n tnbe whatever. Here, sir, is the red book, which contains all of our 
ian treaties from the earliest period to the present day, and I boldly 
Itenge any Senator to show me in it a single treaty ever made by us 
'than ludian tribe, which was not made with them iu council, or else by 
legates duly authorized by the council to make such treaty. Sir, the 
Intosh treaty, which was made at tbe Indian Spring-, in Georgia, forms 
exception to the principle I have here laid down. ,.-rhat treaty purport-
to have been made in council, and to have been assented by a majority 
chiefs, and to have been agreeable to a majority of the Creeks. These 
•·~'liiDDorlalnt, and leading, ami controlling facts were vouched for and as:c~ert­
our commissioner, on that occ~lsion, in his report. Relying upon the 
of that statement, the Senate Tat!fied tit at treaty j and what followed? 
otosh was murdered, and his followers were driven, for refuge and 
•·;·•••.:;,v, out of the Creek na:ion into the white settlements. President Adams 
a::·:mlllsea to carry that treaty into effect; and, at the following session of Con-
tess, laid tbe facts of that treaty before the Senate; and what did tbe Sen-
do with it? The Sen::~.te invAstig·ated it, and, finding it had been made 
a minority of the chiefs, and by bribery and unfair means, the Senate 
lared it null and void; and yet, sir, with a knowledge of the proceed-
J,tl of the Senate upon that treaty, we fir.d, by Mr. Crawford's instructions 
Mr. G11let, which T have just read, that our commissioner was anthorized 
.rt~\!:lttrucl~ed, for a third time, to the Seneca reservation, and there obtain 
asseut of such Iudians as had not heretofore given it." 
Ttu, mode of hnntlllg up Indians, and of getting their siQ:natures out of 
ct¥Reil, in the \\'oods, or any ;vhere, \Vheresoever they may be fouud, seems 
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not to have been very cordially approved of by General Dearborn; an 
upon ascertaining this fact, we find Mr. Orawford addressing another lett 
to Mr. Gillet, of the 19th of November, 1838, in which he says: '' Ttie in. 
structions given you when here, it seems to me, would justify your assem 
bling of the ~enecas, should you deem it necessary. But to remove an 
doubt, I am directed by the Secretary of War to say that ~~ Genitral Dear. 
born desires it, you are authorized, at your discretion, to hold such COUll• 
cil." 
Here we find it a matter of doubt whether Mr. Gillet's instructions would 
authorize him to convene a council, and it is stated that he is not to convene 
the council unless General Dearborn should desire it, and not even the 
unless at his discretion. And he never did convene the council, althoug 
it will be remembered that, on the 20th of October previous, the commi 
sioner had not closed the conncil which he was then hol~ing, but had pu 
licly adjourned it to the 15th of November. This public pledge, which w 
find studiously violated, seems to have given the parties concerned in it n 
sort of uneasiness, or to qave needed any sort of apology. This violatio 
of a public pledge by a dnly authorized commissioner is justified, thoua 
not avowed, on the ground, I suppose, that we are not bound, according 
modern ethics: to keep faith with heretics or infidels; and we are cctll 
upon, as the high priests of the United States, on the alleged but fallacious' 
pretext of e.r:pediency, to endorse this code of morality. 
Mr. Gillet says, in his report upon this mission, that "he visited such 
places on the reservations as he was desired to by any of the chiefs. Eigh 
of the signatures were received at !tis room in Buffalo, one at his former 
lodgings at Buffalo creek~ and one at the • residence of the sub-ager.t. 
'rhese ten, added to the thirty-one before received, make forty-one alto 
gether, which is a majority of one, and then he insists that the treaty ha 
been assented to: if not according to the resolution of the Senate, it wu 
assented to according to the instructions of the War Department'. 
General Dearborn's report in the main varies but ltttle from that of Mr. 
Gillet. He states, however, that he thought there ought to have been a 
council, but seems to have acquiesced in the other mode, as Mr. Gillet 
showed him the instructions he had received of Mr. Crawford of the 13th 
of October, by which he considered himself p?·ohibitedfrom calling a coun. 
ci!- It is denied that Mr. Gillet said any thing to General Dearborn ab ~ue 
his subsequent instructions of the 12th of November, 1838. As Mr. G11let 
no doubt intended to avail himself of the discretion these instructions gave 
him, ~nd finding the pliant New Bnghinder acquiescing in his views of 
expediency, be never did inform G2neral Dearborn of those instru.:::tions. 
G•Jneral Dearborn, in his letter to Governor Everett of the 19th January 
Jast, says he never saw or ltearcl of the instructions of Mr. Crawford to Mr. 
Gillet of the 12th of November, 1838; and yet the credulous General, after 
he had found out the existence of such secret instructions sor:ne time after 
the negotiation was ended, and after the whole proceedings were published, 
seems to take no offence at the circumstance, but states that he believes (a 
belief, to ~ay the least of it, which shows on his part a marvellous credulity) 
that his not seeing those instructions was undesigned and accideutal. 
Mr. Crawford, m his letter to the Secretary of War of the 15th of Janu-
ary, 1839, upon the snbject of the last reports of Mr. Gillet and Gm1erat 
Dearborn, says: 
" That ten additional assents had been· obtained, but that two of which 
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•JMI.JOl manifested by the party appearing and sign,ing in person. The 
· for their not appearing and signing in person the treaty as 
are, that one of them was absent, and the other prevented from 
so by the acts of cl~iefs opposed to the treaty." 
are important details, and are not to be found in the printed rrport 
Gillet, before whom these· transactions occurred, and which proba-
unrs for the fact that seve1al of the chiefs, whose signatures appear 
y, deny ever signing or assenting to the treaty, or of authorizing 
perO)on to do so for them. I say important, because it will be ob-
··~-''"'"' that those two signing by attorney constitute what is claimed ns a 
•flij(Jifity of the chiefs. .Mr. Crawford concludes his letter by suhmitting 
, signed in the manner we have seen, by forty-one chiefs, for tho 
a>DSid~3ratJ·c m of the Secretary of War. 
Secretary of "VVar reports upon this treaty to the President, of the 
January, 1839, and recommends the President to submit it to the Sen-
Here let me remark that the President is authorized by the terms of 
resolution of the Senate of the 11th of J nne, 1838, to promu1ge this 
without again consulting the Senate about it, whenever he is satis-
it has been assented to according to the true meaning and intent 
resolution of the 11th of June, 1838. ,.rhe Prrsident deemed 1t ad-
for reasons set forth in his message to the Senate of the 21st Janu-
1839, not to promulge this treaty, but he 1'Ubrnitted it again for our 
By doiug so he has shown that our confidencP. had not been mis-
. He has shown most abundantly that though he appreciated the 
aJJd interests of New York and of Massachusetts, he was at the 
time not disposed to gratify even those two powerful States at the 
nse aAd sacrifice of the just claims of even a small fragment of wretched 
miserable Indians. He had the power to speak but a single word, and 
up this controversy forever. Bnt, sir, he wisely preferred ndheriug to 
immutable and eternal principles of justice, to the pecuniary gains of 
••wsacnusetts or New York. He preferred preserving, with scrupulous 
, onr national character, and honor and honesty, to the contemptible 
and lanrels which might be gathered in triumphing, by forced and 
ul means, over a handfnl of ignorant savages. · Sir, he resisted im· 
ities and refused to promu]ge the treaty, and sent it back to the Sen-
to his impartial constitutional advisers, for their consideration. And 
did the Senate dispose of it? Let the report of the Committee on 
Affairs of the last session, and the resolution of the 2t.l of March 
founded npon that report, answer the question. What is the resolution 
2d of March? 
Resolved, That whenever the President of the United States shall be 
RllSilled that the assent of the Seneca tribe of Indians has been given to the 
._ .... IW"T"''"'~u treaty of June 11, 1838, with the New York Indians, according to 
true intent and meaning of the resolution of the Senate of the lith 
1838, the Senate recommend that the President make proclamation 
-4Pi1lu treaty, and carry the same into effect." 
adopted that resolution for the purpose of giving the parties in-
another opportunity, which they desired, to get the treaty assented 
the Senecas. This was done on the 2d of March, the day before we 
IIWIIMDE~d the last Congress. 
7th of that month, four days after the adjournment, and before 
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the treaty we had thus disposed of had left the Secretary's office, so far aa 
I know, but certainly before it had left the \Var Department, we find Nath 
T. Strong-, a Seneca chief, in a letter to the President, misrepresenting the 
views and proceedings of the Senate upon that treaty, and urging him t 
ratify it. On the 9th of March WP- find Mr. Allen, the agent ot the land 
company, of whom I have before spoken, in his letter to the President 
urgin~ him to ratify the treaty, which the Senate had refused to do but 
seven days before. He furnishes the President the same list of chiefs we 
had had before us, which he contended was a majority of the Senecas. 
On th~ 11th we find Mr. \Vilcox, another prominent individual throngh. 
out the whole of this long protracted negotiation, in his letter to the Presi. 
dent, urging him to ratify the treaty, and endorsing the truth of Allen's 
statement relative to the number of chiefs. 
On the 11th we fifid Mr. Stryker, the sub agent, in his letter to the Pres· 
ident, furnishing a list of the chiefs with the same view. 
On the 4th of April we have a letter to the President from the Ogden 
Land Company, with the same view: and on the t3th of March, two days 
after we adjourned, we find that two of our brother Senators, Messrs. 11a!l. 
madge and Norvell, furnished to this same Mr. Allen, for the purpose of 
showing- (what they no doubt believed, and for which I attach no blame) 
that the requirements of the Senate, by the resolution of the llth of June, 
1838, that the treaty should be assented to in open council, were dispensed 
with by the resolution of the 2d of March. I can only say that that was' 
uot my understanding of the resolution of the 2d. of March. What is that 
resolution 1 'The resolntion of the 2d of March authorized the•President 
to make proclamation of the Seneca treaty whenever he should be satisfied 
that the amended treaty had bee'1 assented. to according to the true intent 
and 'meaning of the resolution of the lith Jtme, 18~8. And how was that 
resolution of the 11th ::>f June construed? Let the report of the Committee 
on Indian Affairs answer. And how was it construed by the comrofl,issioner 
and by the War Department, until it was found ea:pedient for them to give 
it a different construction 'J Let the history of this negotiation, which the 
published documen!s fully furnish, answer the question. How was it con. 
strued by the President? Let his message of the 14th of January last 
answer the question. 
Construing these resolutions as we did, the President refused to promulge 
the treaty, notwithstanding all the efforts made to induce him to do so. He 
despatched the Secretary of War last August to Buffalo, for the purpose of 
submitting the amended treaty to the Senecas, containing the views of the 
Senate, as reaffirmed by the resolution of the 2d March. He convened a 
council for this purpose; and what was the result? The Secretary has 
given us nothing but the speeches of himself, of Gene'ral Dearborn: of the 
agent, and of the Indian chiefs, for and against the treaty. But the Presi-
dent, in the message of the 14th of January last, transmitting this treaty 
agaiu, and for the third time) to the Senate for ratification, has ai ven us 
the result of the Secretary's negotiation in three italicised lines, (multnm in 
parvo ;) which is, that "no advance towards obtaining · the assent l!f the 
Senecas to the amended treaty, in council, was made, nor can a mujority 
of them in council be now obtained." 
I hilve now, sir, endeavored to give the Senate a full and impartial, 
though I fear a tedious history of what I consider the important points of 
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whole matter from tbe beginning up to this day; and in doing so I 
--.:~17A based my statements upon the official published documents ernana-
from the public agents and officers of the government. I have not relied 
••!'IIV!Mn!'IP. such testimouy, however unjustly in some ins nces, might be cav-
at) upon Indian statements and Indian affidavits. Nor have I relied 
any thmg I have said upon the written statements of the Quakers, who 
reVIewed by some gentlemen as officious intrnders and intermeddlers in 
Is affair; not because I do not consider their statements as entitled to the 
ollest belief, but because I have not found such reliance necessary. 
Now, sir, having wholly failed, after two years of expense aBd trouble, · 
oftnals and tribulations, backed by the potent influence of New York and 
assachusetts, and of the active ·members of the land company aud their 
rewarded cbiefs, to obtain, in open council or otherwise, the volnntary 
sent of a majority of the Seneca chiefs to the very liberal treaty we are 
ow considering-a treaty by which we agree to give to the Senecas, for 
· part of the Green Bay lands, their portion of the $400,000 in cash, 
eir portion of the l.bOO,OOU acres of land west of the S~ate of M.is-
..... ~.,u~~•-having failed in all this, what shall we do? Shall we throw our 
in the fire and take by force what we have been unable to accomplish 
negotiation? It is a grave question for the Senate to decide . It history 
to be credited, it is not an unusual occurrence for the weak and bel pless 
be robbed and preyed upon by powerful civilized communities professing 
ristianity. Sir, when Cresar demanded the public treasure of Rome, he 
ned the production of any other warrnnt than his sword. Aud if we 
waut the lanus of the Senecas for our masters-for this huge and 
....,£,,.,. •. 1""n land company-we have but to use a similar argument, and no 
it will be attended with similar success. Sir, if we decide upon such 
step, let us accomplish our purpose in the buld spirit of the valiant high· 
n, and not by the trick and trap, the shnffiing and legerdemain, of a 
rious treaty. If we have determined to give up our honesty, I hope we 
II at least preserve our reputation for courage. 
By a cen?us of the Senecas which has been furnished us, it appears that 
only a majority of the chiefs, but also about fonrteen-fi teenths of the 
hole population, are against the treaty and opposed to emigration. This 
ion we find existing now among them after all the influences I have 
a P-... f"~-~ alluded to have been brought to bear upon them for upwards of two 
: and, sir, what is more, after endeavoring, in addition to all this, to 
- .••• •• ,,.,. • .a rhem into submission by withholding from them, until late in the 
mmer of 1838, their annuity of 1837. I will read to the Senate for their 
lnformation the letter of Mr. Harris of the 14th of March, 183t;: 
"WAR DEP ARTMENT, 
" Qffir.e of Indian A.ifa'i1·s, M arch 14, 1838. 
"Sm: In regard to the inqniries contained in the honorable Mr. Marvin's 
ter of the 2d instant, re ferred by you to this office for a rep~ rt, I heg leave 
observe that it is known here that the Set1eca annu ity for 1837 has not 
paid. Remittances were made for the purpose in Ju ne last; but owing 
various causes, among wh· ch were the absence of an exploring party to 
west, the pendency of a negotiation with tlze New York Lzdians, and 
engagement of the disbursing agent in the suppression of the hostile 
vements on the Canada border, the payment has not been made. The 
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sub-agent, now here, informs me that it is not desirable it should be made 
until the return of tlze delegation now in this city. 
"Very respectfully, your most obedient servant, 
" C. A. HARRIS, Commissioner. 
"Hon. J. R PoiNSETT, 
" Secretary of l'Var." 
Sir, the Indians now are·, as they have been from the beginning, agitate~, 
excited, and unhappy about this treaty; and I now hope that on this day 
the Senate will quiet their agonizing apprehensions by finally disposing of 
it-by ratifying or rejecting it. 
I had thflught the treaty an advantageous one to the Indians. I think 
so still. But I am not disposed to force upon them a measnre, though cal. 
culated, as I believe, to redound to their advantage, which they literally 
abhor. \Vhenever they may manifest a disposition to go westward, I for 
one will be willing to give them a home. But, in any future treaty we may 
have with them, shuuld this one be rejected, I hope we shall have nothing 
to do with the Massachusetts land company. Let this company extinguish 
their right of occupancy themselves. And I here call upon those Seniitors 
who are so opposed to monopolizing companies and corporations-so averse 
to paying State, or company, or corporation debts, with public money or 
public hinds, for ohjects of State or company purposes e.r:clusively-· to stand 
by me on this trying occasion, and prevent such a conversion of the public 
treasure to such unworthy purposes-to local purposes, in which we have 
not a shadow of interest. . 
We have had before us a great mass of testimony (ex parte always) upon 
both sides, criminating and recriminating each other. We have looked 
over it all; and we of the committee congratulate ourselves upon being 
able to make up our minds upon the merits of this treaty from the fullness 
of our official documer1ts, without relying in any great degree uprm this 
e.r; parte testimony. 
I conclude, Mr. President, by expressing the hope that the Sellate will 
adopt the resolution reported by. the Committee on Indian Affairs, which is 
a resolution to reject the treaty. 
D. 
Resolution by t!te Senate- Treaty with the !{ew York Indians-Protest oJ 
.Tonawanda chiejs1 9'-c. 
Resolved, further, ·(two-thirds of the Senators present concurring) That 
the Senate ~dvise nud consent to the ratification of the supplemental article 
to the treaty conclnded at Buffalo creek, in the State of New York. Janu. 
o.ry 15, 1838, which was made at the conncil house of St. Regis on the 
13th day of February, 1838: Prodded, 'l'he chiefs and headmen of the 
St. Regis Indians residing in New York will, in general council, accept of 
and adopt the aforesaid treaty, QS modified by the preceding resolution of 
ratification. 
Provided always, and be it further resob,ed, (two~ thirds of the Senate 
present concurring,) That the treaty shall have no forcE' or effect whatever, 
as it relat~s to nny of said tribes, nations, or bauds of New York lndi~s, 
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.shall it be understood that the Senate have assentecl to any of the con~ 
acts connectf'd with it until the same, with the amendments herein pro· 
osed, is submitted, and fully and fairly explained, by a commissioner of 
be United States, to each of said tribes or bands separately assembled in 
councll, and they have given their free and voluntary assent thereto. And 
one or more of said tribes or bands, when consulted as aforesaid, shall 
eely assent to said treaty as amended, and to their ontract connect· 
therewith, it shall be binding and obligatory upon those so assenting, 
.ilthongh other or others of said bands or tribes may not give their assent, 
and thereby cease to be parties thereto: Provideq, further, 'Ph at if any 
portion or part of said Indians do not emigrate, the President shall retain a 
roper proportion of said sum of four hundred thousand do1lars, and shall 
also deduct from the quantity of land a!Jowed west of the Mississippi such 
number of aore~ as will leave to each emigrant three hundred and twenty 
~cres only. 
Attest: ASBURY DICKINS, Secretary. 
1'REATY WITH THE NEW YORK INDIANS, AS AMENDED BY THE SENATE, 
AND ASSENTED TO BY THE SEVERAL 'l'RIBES, 1838. 
Articles of a treaty made and concluded at Buffalo creek, in the State of 
New York, the fifteenth day oj .January, in the year of our Lord one 
tlto1tsand eigllt hundred and thirty ei{fht, by Ransom Il. Gillet, a com-
missiont:r on the part of the United Slates, and the chiefs, head'men, and 
1Mrriors of the sweral tribes of LVew York Indians assembled in council, 
witnesseth : 
'Vhereas the Six Nations of New York Indians, not long after the close 
of the war of the Revolution, became convin::!ed, from the: rapid increase of 
the white settlements around, that the time was not far distant when their 
true interest must lead them to seek a new home among their red brethren 
jn the west: and whereas this subject was agitated in a general coun-
cil of the Six Nations as earl}r as one thousand eight hundred and ten, 
and resulted in sending a memorial to the President of the United States, 
inquiriug whether the government would consent to their leaving their 
habitations, and their removing into the neighborhood of their western 
brethren; and if they could procure a home there, by gift or purchase, 
whether the government would acknowledge their title to the lands so ob-
tained in the same manner it had acknowledged it in those from whom 
they might rece}ve it; and, further, whether the existing treaties would, in 
such a case, remain in full force, and their annuities be paid as heretofore: 
and whereas, with the approbation of the President of the United States, 
purchases were made by the New York Indians from the Menomonie and 
Winnebago Indians of certain lands at Green Bay, in the Territory of Wis~ 
consin, and, after much difficulty and contention with those Indians 
concerning the extent of that purchase, the whole subject was finally set-
tled by a treaty between the United States and the Menomonie Indians, 
1 
concluded in February, one thousand eight hundred and thirty one, to 
which the New York Indians gave their assent on the seventeenth day of 
Pctober, one thousand eight hundred and thirty-two: and whereas, by th~ 
4 
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provisions of that treaty, five hundred thousand acres of land are secured 
to the New York Indians of the Six Nations, and the St. Regis tribe, as a 
fnture home, on condition that they all remove to the same within three 
years, or such reasonable time as the President should prescribe: and 
whereas the President is satisfied that various considerations have prevent-
ed those still re · ing in New York from removing to Green .Day, and, 
among other reasons, that many who were in favor of emigration preferred 
to remove at once to the Indian territory, which they were fully persuaded 
was the only permanent and peaceable home for all the Indians, and they 
therefore applied to the President tp take their Green Bay lands, and pro. 
vide them a new home among their brethren in the Indian territory: and 
whereas the President being anxious to promote the peace, prosperity, and 
happiness of his red children, and being determined to carry out the hu. 
mane policy of the government in removing the Indians from the east to 
the west of the Mississippi, within the Indian territory, by bnnging them 
to see and feel, by his justice and libemlity, that it is their true policy and 
for their interest to do so without delay: 
Therefore, taking into consideration the foregoing premises, the follow. 
ing articles of a treaty are entered into between the United States of Ameri. 
ca and the several tribes of the New York Indians, the names of whose 
chiefs, headmen, and warriors are hereto subscribed, and those who may 
hereafter give their assent to this treaty in writing within such time as the 
President shall appoint: 
General provisions. 
ARTICLE l. 'rhe several tribes of New York Indians, the names of 
whose chiefs, headmen, warrior~, and representatives are hereunto nnnexed, 
in consideration of the premises above recited, and the covenants hereinaf. 
ter contained, to be performed on the part of the United States, hereby cede 
and relinquish to the United States all their right, title, and interest to the 
lands secured to them at Green Bay by the Menomonie treaty of one thou. 
sand eicrht hundred and thirty-one, excepting the following tract, on which a 
part ofthe New York Indians now reside: beginning at the southwesterly 
corner of the French grants at Green Bay, and running thence, southwardly, 
to a point on a line to be run from the Little Cocaclin, parallel to a line of 
the French grants, and six miles from Fox river; from thence on said paral· 
lelline northwardly, six miles; from thence eastwardly, to a point on the 
northeast line of the Indian lands, and being at right angles to the same. 
ART. 2. In consideration of the above cession and relinquishment on the 
part of the tribes of the New York Indians, and in order to manifest the 
deep interest of the United States in the future peace and pro~perity of the 
New York Indians, the United States agree to set apart the following tract 
of country, situated directly west of the State of Missouri, as a 13ermanent 
home for all the New York Indians now residing in the State of New York, 
or in Wisconsin, or elsewhere in the United States, who have no penna-
nent homes; which said country is described as follows, to wit: beginning 
on the west line of the State of Missouri, at the northeast corner of the 
Cherokee tract, and running thence north along the west line of the State 
of Missouri, twenty-seven miles, to the southerly line of the Miami lands; 
thence west, so far as may be necessary, by running a line at right angles, 
and parallel to the west line aforesaid, to the Osage lands; and thence east-
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<erJy, along the Osnge and Cherokee lands, to the place of brginning, to in-
dude one million eight hundred and twenty-four thousand acres of land, 
being three hundred and twenty acres for each soul of said Indians, as 
their numbers are at present computed, to have and to hold the same in 
fee simple to the said tribe-s or nations of Indians, by patent from the Pres-
ident of tne Unit-ed States, issued in conformity with the provisions of the 
third section of the act ·entitled 1'An act to provide for an exchange of lands 
with the Indians residing in any of the States or Territories; and for their 
removal west of the Mississippi," approved on the twenty-eighth day of 
May, eighteen hundred and thirty, with full power and authority in the 
said Indians to divide said lands among the different tribes, nations, or 
bands, in severalty, with the right to sell and convey to and from each 
-other, under SJJch laws and regulations as may be adopted by the respect-
ive tribes, acting by themselves or by a general council of the said New 
York Ind.ians, acting for all the tribes collectively. It is understood and 
1:1greed that the abov-e described country is intended as a future home for 
the f()llowing tribes, to wit: the Senecas, Onondagas, Cayugas, Tuscaro. 
ras, Oneidas, St. Regis, Stockbridges, Munsees, and Brothertowns, residing 
in the State ·of New York, and the same is to be divided equally among 
them, according ta their respective numbers, as mentioned in a schedule 
hereto annexed. 
Amr. 3. It is further agreed that such of the tribes of the New York In-
dians as do not accept and agree to remove to the country set apart for 
their new l:il.omes within five years, or such other times as the President 
may from time to time appoint, shall forfeit all interest in the lands so set 
apart to the United States. 
ART. 4. Perpetual peace and friendship shall exist between the United 
States and the New York Indians; and the United States hereby guaranty 
to protect and defend them in the peaceable possession and enjoyment of 
their new homes, and hereby secure to them in said country the right to 
establish their own form of government, appoint their own officers, and ad-
minister their own laws; subject, however, to the legislation of the Con-
gress of the Uniled States regulating trade and intercourse with the In-
dians. 'rhe lands secured to them by patent under this treaty shall never 
be included in any State or Territory of this Union. The said Indians 
shall also be entitled, in all respects, to the same political and civil rights 
and privileges that are granted and secured by the United States to any of 
the several tribes of emigrant Indians settled in the Indian territory. 
ART. 5. The Oneidas are to have their lands in the Indian territory, in 
the tract set apart for the New York Indians, adjoining the Osage tract, 
and that hereiuafter set apart fi)r the Senecas ; and the same shaU be so 
laid off as to secure them a sufficient quantity of timber for their use. Those 
tribes whose lands are not specially designated to this treaty are to have 
snch as shall be set apart by the President. • 
ART. 6. It is further agreed that the United States will pay to those who 
remove west, at their new homes, al.l such annuities as shall properly be-
long to them. The schedules hereunto annexed shall be deemed and taken 
as a part of this treaty. 
ART. 7. It is expressly understood and agreed that this treaty must be 
approved by the President and ratified and confirmed by the Senate of the 
United States before it shall be binding opon the parties to it. It is further 
expressly understood and agreed that the rejection by the President and 
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Senate of the provisions thereof applicable to one tribe or distinct branch of 
a tribe shall not be construed to in validate as to others; but as to them it 
shall be binding, and remain in full force and effect. 
ART. 8. It is stipulated and agreed that the accounts of the commission-
er and expenses incurred by him in holding a council with the New Yorli 
Indians, and concluding treaties at Green Bay and Duck creek, in \Viscon-
sin, and in the State ofNew York, in 18~6, and those for the exploring 
party of the New York Indians in 1837, and also the expenses of the pres-
ent treaty, shall be allowed and settled according to former precedents . 
• 
Special provisions for the St. Regis. 
ART. 9. lt is agreed with the American party of the St. Rt>gis Indians 
that the United States will puy to the said tribe, on their removal west, or 
at such time as the President shall appoint, the sum of five thousand dol·. 
Jars, as a remuneration for moneys laid out by the said trihe, and for ser-
vices rendered by their chiefs and agents in securing the title to the 
Green Bay land, and in removal to the same, the same to be apportioned 
out to the several claimants by the chiefs of the said party and a Uuited 
States commissioner, as may be deemed by t-hem equitable and just. It is 
further agreed that the followin@: reservation of land shall be made to the 
Rev. El~azer Williams, of said tribe, which he claims in his own right and 
in that of his wife, which he is to hold in fee simple, by patent from the 
Presidt>nt, with f11ll power and authority to sell and disp0se of the same, to 
wit: beginning at n. point in the west bank of Fox river, thirteen chains 
above the old mill-dam, at the rapids of the Little Cocaclin; thence north fifty-
two degrees and thirty minutes west, two hundred and forty chains; 
thence north thirty-seven degrees and t!Jirty minutes east two hundred 
chains; thence south fifty-two degrees and thirty minutes east, two hun. 
dred and forty chains, to the bank of Fox river; thence up along tbe bank 
of Fox river to the place of beginning. 
Special provisions for the Senecas• 
ART. 10. It is agreed with the Senecas that they shall have for them-
selves and their friends, the Cayugas and Onondagas, residing among them, 
the easterly part of the tract set apart for the New York Indians, and to 
extend so far west as to include one half section (three hundred and twen-
ty acres) of Jand for each soul of the Senecas, Cayugas, and Onondagas, 
residing among them; and if, on removing west, they find there is not suf-
ficient timber on this tract for their use, then the President shall add there-
to timber land sufficient for their accommodation, and they agree to re· 
move from the State of Kew York to their new homes within five years, and 
to continue to reside there. And whereas, at the making of this treaty, 
Thomas L. Ogden and Joseph Fellows, the assignees of the State of Mas-
sachusetts, have purchased of the Seneca nation of Indians, in the pres-
ence and with the approbation of the United States commissioner, appomt-
ed by the United States to hold said treaty or convention, all the right, ti· 
tie, interest, and claim of the said Seneca nation to certain lands, by a deed 
of conveyance, a duplicate of which is hereunto annexed; and whereas 
the consideration money mentioned in said deed, amounting to two hutJdred 
and two thousand dollars, belongs to the Scueca n tion, and the said nation 
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~~rees that the said sum of money shall be paid to the United States, and 
the United States agree to receive the same, to be disposed of as follows: 
the sum of one hundred thousand dollars is to be invested by the President 
of the United States in safe stocks for their use, the income of which is to 
be paid to them at their new homes annually; and the balance, being the 
snrn of one hundred and two thousand dollars, is to be paid to the owners 
of the improvements on the lands so deeded, according to an appraisement 
of said improvements, and a distribution and award of said sum of money, 
among- the owners of said improvements, to be made by appraisers hereaf. 
ter to be appointed by the Seneca nation, in the presence of a United States 
commi~sioner, hereafter to be appointed, to be paid by the United States to 
the individuals who are entitled to the same, according to said appraisal 
and award, on their severally relinquishing their respective possessions to 
the said Ogden and Fellows. 
Special provisions for the ()ayugas. 
ART. ll. The United States will set apart for the Cayugas, on their re-
moving to their new homes at the west, two thousand dollars, and will in-
vest the same in some safe stocks, the income of which shall be paid them 
annually at their new homes. The United States further agree to pay to 
the said nation, on their removal west, two thousand five hundred dollars, 
to be disposed of as the chiefs shall deem just and equitable. 
Special provisions for the Ortondagas residing on the Seneca reservations. 
ART. 12. The United States agree to set apart for the·Onondagas, resid-
ing on the Seneca reservations, two thousand five hundred dollars, on 
their removing west, and to in vest the same in safe stocks, th~ income bf 
which shall be paid to them annually at their new homes. And the United 
States furthf'r agree to pay to the said Onondagas, on their removal to their 
new homes in the west, two th0tlsdnd dollars, to be disposed of as the chiefs 
shaH deem equitable and just. 
Special provisions for the On~idas residing in the State of New York. 
ART. 13. The United States will pay the sum of four thousand dollars, 
to he paid to Baptiste Pow) is and the chiefs of the first Christian party re-
siding ar Oneida; and the sum of two thousand dollars shall be paid to 
William Day and the chiefs of the Orchard party residing there, for expenses 
·ncnrred and services rendered in secnring the Green Bay country and the 
settlement of a portion thereof; and they hereby agree to remove to their 
new home~, in the Indian territory~ as Roon as they can make satisfactory 
arrangements with the governor of the State of New York for the purchase 
of their lands at Oneida. 
Special provisions for the Tuscat·oras. 
ART. 14. The 1\lscarora nation agree to accept the country set apart for 
them in the Indian territory, and to remove there within five years, and 
continue to reside there. It is further agreed that the Tuscaroras shall 
have their lands in the Indian country at the forks of the Neosho river; 
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which shall be so laid off as to secure a sufficient quantity of timber for the 
accommodation of the nation. But if, on examination, they are not satis-
fied with this location, they are to have their lands at such place as the 
Pre~ident of the United States shall designate. The United States will par 
to the 'ruscarora nation, on their settling at the west, three thousand dol-
lars, to be disposed of as the chiefs shall deem most equitable and just. 
Whereas the said nation owns, in fee simple, five thousand acres of land, 
lying in Niagara county, in the State of New York, whi0h was conveyed 
to the nation by Henry Dearborn, aud they wish to sell and convey the 
Bame before they remove west: now, therefore, in order to have the same 
done in a legal and proper way, they hereby convey the same to the United 
States, and to be held in trust for them; and they authorize the President to 
sell and convey the ~arne; and the money which shall be received for the 
said lar.ds, exclusive of the improvenJents, the President shaH invest in safe 
stocks for their benefit, the income from which shall be paid to the nation 
at their new homes, annually; and the money which shall be received for 
improvements on said lands shaH be paid to the owners of the improve-
ments when the lands are sold. The President shall cause the said lands 
to be surveyed, and the improvements shall be appraised by such persons 
as the nation shall appoint; and said lands shall also be appraised and shall 
Dot be sold at 11 less price than the appraisal without the consent of James 
Cusick, William Mount pleasant, and W11liarn Chew, or the survivor or sur-
vivors of £hem; and the expenses incurred by the United States in rela-
tion to this trust are to be deducted from the moneys received before invest-
ment. 
And whereas, at the making of this trEtaty, Thomas L. Ogden and Joser h 
Fellows, the assignees of the State of .Massachusetts, have purchased of tile 
rruscarora nation of Indians, in tbe presence and with the approl:Jation of 
the commissioner appointed on the part of the Uni£ed States to hold said 
treaty or convention, all the right, title, interest, and claim of the Tuscarora 
nation to certain lands, by a deed of conveyance, a duplicate of which is 
hereto annexed; and whereas the consideration moLey for said lands has 
been secured to the said nation to their satisfaction by Thomas L. Ogden 
and Joseph Fellows: therefore, the U oited States hereby assent to the said 
sale aHd conveyance, and sanction the same. 
ART. 15. The United States hereby agree that they will appropriate the 
snm of four hundred thousand dollars, to be applied from time to time, nn. 
der tlte direction of the President of the United States, in such proportions 
as may be most for the interest of the said Indians, parties to this treaty, for 
the following purposes, to wit: to aid them in removing to their homes, 
and supporting themselves the first year after their removal; to encourage 
and assi:st them in education, and in being taught to cultivate their lands; 
in erecting mills and other necessary houses; in purchasing domestic ani-
mals and farming utensils, and acquiring a knowledge of the mechanic 
arts. 
In testimony whereof, the commissioner and the chiefs, headmen, and 
people, whose names are hereto annexed> being duly authorized, have here. 
unto set th~ir hands and fixed their respective seals at the time and place 
above mentioned. 






.nepho.gah, or Little Johnson, 
ga-o·geas, or Daniel 'I\voguns, 
-odowa-nelt, or Captain Pollard, 
Joh-nes-ha-dih, or James Stevenson, 
re-]lau-stock, or Captain Strong, 
ne-a-ge, or Captain Snow, 
Bau-neh hoy's-oh, or Blue Eyes, 
llaw-naw-wah-es, or Levi Halftown, 
Goat-hau-oh, or Billy Shanks, 
Bau-sa-nea-nes, or \Vhite Seneca, 
Howah-do-goh.deh, or George Bennet, 
Hays-tah-jih, or Job Pierce, 
Sho-nan-do-wah, or John Gordon, 
Noh-sok-drth, or Jim Jonas, 
Shaw-neh-dik, or William Johnson, 
Gaw-neh-do.au-ok, or Reuben Pierce, 
Shaw-go-nes goh-shaw-.oh, or Morris Halftown7 
Shaw-go-za-sot-hoh, or Jacob Jimeson, 
Gua-wa-no-oh, or George Big Deer, 
Joh-qne-ya.suse, or Samuel Gordon, 
Gua-ne-oh-doh, or Thompson S. Harris, 
Gau-geh-queh-doh, or George Jimeson, 
Hon-non-de-uh, or Nathaniel T. Strong, 
!Juh-joh-gau .eh, or Tall Peter, 
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his x mark [ L. s.] 
[L. s.] 
his x mark [ L. s] 
his x mark [ L. s.] 
his x mark [L. s] 
his x mark [ L. s.] 
his x mark [ L. s.] 
his x mark [ L. s.] 
his x mark [ L. s.] 
his x mark [ L. s] 
his x mark [L. s.J 
his x mark [ L. s.] 
his x mark [L. s.] 
his x mark [ L. s.J 
his x matk [ L. s .] 
his x mark [ L. s.] 
his x mark [L. s.] 
his x mark [L. s.] 
his x mark [L. s.] 
[L .. s.] 
(L. S] 
his x mark [L. s .) 
[L. s.] 
his x mark [L. s.] 
his x mark [ L. s.] 
his x mark [L. s .] 
[L. s.] 
Sho-nauk-ga-nes, or 'l"ommy Jimmy, 
So-joh-gwa-us, 0r John rPall Uhief, 
Shau-gau .nes-es-tep, or George Fox, 
Go-na-daw-goyh, or Jabez Stevenson, 
Tit-ho-yuh, or William Jones, his x ·mark 
[L. s .] 
[L. s.] 
Juneah-da-glence, or George White, by his agent, 
White Seneca, his x mark [ L. s.] 
Gau-nu-su.goh, or Walter Thompson, by his agent, 
Daniel Twoguns, his x mark [L. s.] 
Dau-ga-se, or Long John, · his x mark [L. s.] 
Gua-sa-we-dah, or John Bark, his x mark [L. s.] 
Gau-ni-doug~1, or George Lindsay, [L. s.] 
Ho-ma-ga-was, or Jacob Bennet, his x mark [L. s.] 
On-di-heh-oh, or John Bennet, his x mark [L. s.] 
Nish-ha-nea.nent, or Seneca White, his x mark [L. s] 
Ha-dya-no doh, or Maris Pierce, [ L. s.] 
Yoh-dih-doh, or David White, [ L. s.] 
Jame·s Shongo, his x mark [ L. s.] 
Ka-non-da gyh, or William Cass, his x mark [ L. s.] 
Ni-ge-jos-a, or Samuel Wilson, his x mark [L. s] 
Jo-on-da-goh, or John Seneca, his x mark [L. s.] 
Tuscaroras. 
KI\·Dat-soyh, or Nicholas Cnsick, 
Sacharissa, or William Chew, 
• 
(L. S J 
(L. S) 
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Kaw-we.ah-ka, or William Monntpleasant, 
Kaw-re-a-rock-ka, or John Fox, 
Gee-me, or James Cusick, 
Ju-hu-we-at-kak, or John Patterson, 
0 -ta-quaw-naw-wa, or Samuel Jacobs, 
Ka-noh-sa-ta, or James Anthony, 
Gou-ro-quan, or Peter Elm, 
Tu-nak she-a-han, or Daniel Peter, 
hisxmark [L. s] · 
[L. s.] 
(L. S) 
his x mark [ L. s.] 
[L. s.] 
his x mark [ 1 .. s.] 
his x mark [ L: s.J 
his x mark [ L. s.] 







Oneidas at Green Ray. 
St. Regis. 
Elea?er Williams, chief and agent, 
his x mark [ L. s.] 
his x mark [ L. s.] 
his x mark [ L. s.] 
his x mark [L. s.] 
his x mark [L. s] 
his x mark [ L. s.] 
[L. S) 
Oneidas residing on the Seneca reservation. 
Hon-no-g-nea-doh, orSilversmith,for himself and in be-
half ot his nation, his x mark [L. s.] 
Hoge-wayhtah,. or William Jacket, his x mark [L. s J 
Sah-hu-gae-ne, or Button George, his x mark [L. s] 
Principal Onondaga warriors, in behalf of themselves and the Onondaga 
warriors. 
Ka no qua-sa, or William John, 
Dah-gu-o-a dah, or Noah Silversmith, 
Cayugas. 
Slmk-no-eh, or William King, 
Geh-da-or-lob, or James Young, 
Gay-on-wek, or Jack Wheelbarrow, 
D'yo-ya-tek, or Joseph Isaac, 
For themselves and in behalf of the nati-on. 
his x mark [ L. s.J 
his x mark [L. s] 
his x mark [L. s.] 
[L. s.] 
his x mark [L. s] 
his x mark [L. s] 
Principal Cayuga warriors, in behalf of themselves and the Cayuga 
warriors. 
Hah -oh-u, or John Crow, 
Ho-na e-geh-dah, or Snow Darkness, 
Gone-ah-ga-u-do, or Jacob G. Seneca, 
his x mark [L. s.] 
his x murk [L. s.] 
[L. s.] 
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-i·e~-use, or Ghastly Darknr.ss, 
oo-ho-gah-dyok, or Thomas Crow, 
au-wah-wa-na-onk, or Peter Wilson, 
en-dHgh, or Jonathan White, 
go.gan e-on -gwus, or Harvey Rowe, 
o-ga-ne-ah-doh, or David Crow, 
-win dah-neh, or George Wheeler, 
Do-goh-no-do-uis, or Simon Isaac, 
He dai-sos, or Joseph Peter, 
Ba-go-di-get-ka, or Jacob Jackson, 
Witnesses: 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 












James Stryker, Sub -agent Six Nations New York Indians. 
Nathaniel '1'. Strong, United /States interpreter, New York agency. 
H. B Potter, 
Orlando Allen, 
H. P. Wilcox, 
Charles H. Allen, 
Horatio Jones, 
Spencer H. Cone, 
W. W. Jones, 
J. F. Schermerhorn, 
Josiah Trowbridge. 
ScHEDULE A. 
Census of the New York Indians, as taken in 1837.-Number residing on 








Onondagas, at Onondaga 31)0 
~ru~caroras - 273 
t. R"'gis in New York 350 
Oneidas nt Green Bay 600 
neidas in New York 620 
Stockbridges 217 
Munsees - 132 
-Brothertowns 360 
'rhe above was made before the execution of the treaty. 
R. H. GILLET, Commissioner. 
ScHEDULE B. 
The following is the disposition agreed to be made of the sum of three 
, 
• 
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thousand dollars, provided in this treaty for the Tusearoras, by the chiefs, 
and assented to by the commissioner, and is to form a part of the treaty : 
'I'o Jonathan Printup, ninety-three dollars. 
To Wi_lliam Chew, one hundred and fifteen dollars. 
To John Patterson) forty-six dollars. 
To \Villiam Mountpleasant, one hundred and seventy-one dollars. 
To James Cusick, one hundred and twenty-five dollars. 
To David Peter, fifty dollars. 
The rest and residue thereof is to be paid to the nation. 
'rhe above was agreed to before the execution of the treaty. 
. R. H. GILLET, Commi~sioner. 
ScHEDULE C. 
Schedule applicable to the Onondagas and Cayugas residing on the 
Seneca reservations. It is agreed that the following disposition shall be 
made of the amount set apart to be divided by the chiefs of those nations 
in the preceding part of this treaty, any thing therein to the contrary not. 
withstanding: 
To William King, one thousand five hundred dollars. 
To Joseph Isaacs, seven hundred dollars. 
To Jack Wheelbarrow, three hundred dollars. 
To Silversmith, one thousand dollars. 
To W,.illiam Jacket, five hundred dollars. 
To Button George, five hundred dollars. 
The above was agreed to before the treaty was finally executed. 
R. H. GILLET, ()ommissioncr. 
Protest of residents on the Tonawanda reservation. 
"\Ve, the undersigned warriors and residents of the Tonawanda reserva-
tion of Indians, in the State of New York, mcst respectfully beg leave lo 
prote~t and remonstrate against the sale and disposition of our land to 
those who claim to have the pre-emptive right to purchase the same, or to 
any other individual or individuals, or to the government, as it is and ever 
has been our deliberate resolve not to accept of the country offered to us by 
the government, neither to part with the lands now in our posse::;sion, and 
under control of the chief.; as our representatives. 
Dated this 15th day of September, A. D. 1838. 
George Moses, x John Hiram, x 
John Higfire, x Daniel Carpenter, x 
Dennis Sky, x James Bigbag, x 
John B1gbag, x John Luke, jr., x 
William Taylor, x John Griffin, x 
John Cooper, x John Parmer, x 
Amos George, x Isaac Doetor, x 
Abram George, x William Parker, x 
James George, x John Shanks, x 
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David Printup, X Benjamin Jones, X John Fish, X Monroe Squire, X Robert Fi~h, X Stephen Bigbag, X Tommy Black, X \Villiam Lacy, X Sherwood Black, X George Clantor, X John .Miller, X Thomas Clantor, X John Irvin, X Samuel Clantor, X Chauncy Abram, X Jabez Clantor, X George Powder Horn, X 1VII1iam Jones, X 
George Washington, X .T esse Moses, X 
J.ohu Blackchief, X William Hatch, X John Maki, X William Johnson, X: Isaac Shanks, X William James, X mes Rollin, X David Brooks, X nthony Jones, X John 1\Jartin, X eter Taylor, X John Jones, X homas 8vans, X Billy Stewart, X ac Doxt ::~ tor, X Kilisy Titfuny, X mmons Spring, X Hirald, X Tommy Hiram, X John WiJiiam X rge Fish, X John Abram, X nry Moses, X William Clute, X oods l\1 oses, X Thompson Coody, X m Bigfire, • X William Snider, X nire.Brooks, X Henry Ground, X 
mmy Brooks, X Henry Jackson, X on Sky, X Aitch Ground, X 
or~e Sky, X Tommy Hall, X nry Johnson, X John CoEe, X y Johnson, X Daniel Peter, X 
dVId William, X Black Chief Brother, X vi Barker, X Nixon Thomas, X bez Gronnd, X Wilsou Thomas, X dliam Cananta, X David Bigbag, X all Peter, X Elias Jones, X nry Jemison, X Reuben Jones, X 
r Jemison, X 'rommy White, X 
dham Jemi~on, X John Thomas, X dliam Snidor, X David Shanks, X 
muel Pa1 ker, X James John, X 
ph 1'uylor, X Ely Stone, X ommy Hill, X Nicholson Parker, X n Hill, X George Taylor, X cHill, X Thomas Spring, X 
wis Canauta, X Thomas Snider, X 
hard Cooper, X Billy Halfbreed, X 
ompson Cananta, X Daniel Spring, X I Bigham, X William Moses, X 
mas Bigtree, 1 X John Jones, X 
Big-tree, X J1imes J@hn, jr., X 
ph f'1sh, X William Flsh, X 
n Beaver, X Daniel Ftsh, X 
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James Fish, 







SEP'rEMBER 15, 1838. mov 
I hereby certify that all persons whose names are attached to this pa T 
did severally aud personally make their marks in my presence. 
'THOMAS JEMiSON, Interpreter. 
ace 1 
E. fered 
Proceedings of an Indian council held at the Buffalo Cteek reservati01~~~~t 
State of Ntw York, fourth month, 1842. f ou 
The joint committees of the four Year I y Meetings of Friends of Genes 
New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore, charged with the concern of th 
meetings for the welfare of the Indian natives, having,· during the pa 
year, applied themselves assiduously to the discharge of the duties devolv 
upon them, the following summary account of their proceedings is presen 
ed as matter of information, and as the best means of giving a correct vie 
of tbe present state of the concern. 
rrhe ratification of "the amended treaty" by the Senate, and its procl 
mation by the President of the United States, after a full exposure of th 
objectionable means used to procure its execution, was not anticipated 
f th 
the committee. It was J&ainful to perceive tha: n strong and affecting a t 
peal, in behalf@[ the helpless and oppressed, to the justice and humanity ~ ou 
the nation, should fail to produce its proper effect. The consummation que 
a scheme to drive an unoffending people from their comfortaule homes in ~fe 
a wilderness beyond the State of Missouri in valved the committee iH in h 
1 ~ 
creased difficulties, bnt did not extinguish a hope that, by a further illustr or 
tion of the case of the suffering Seneca nation, and a renewed appeal 
the authorities of our government, a reconsideration of the treaty might 
obtained, and that justice would finally triumph over all opposition. d 
Under this hope, memorials were prepared and presented to the Preside ui a 
and to both houses of Congress, and a work was published entitled "A fu ~g 
the:r illustration of the case of the Seneca Indians in the State of New York.
111 
Y 
In this work tf:le injustice of the treaty was fully exposed, and the rea1IO~i g rr 
exhibited why, in the judgment of the committee, it ought to be annuli pa t 
The remonstrances offered on this occasion were .favorably received, and uan 
have no doubt that there was generally, jn the different departments oft~ ~J110 
government, as now constituted, a disposition to remedy, as far as prucl~fll f 






amended treaty, by which (according to the ~'arms in such case prescribe 6 t 0 . _ J' n r 
1t bad become the law of the land, had vested in the alleg~d purcha~ers . dl 
the Indian reservations a legal right to them, which, it was said, could n ~n 
be dis~urbe~ by any subsequent legislation in the case. This opinion ~~\ 
operatmg wtth other powerful causes, rendered all our endeavors to procu · d th 
a revision of the treaty by the Senate unavailing. . n 
While we were thus struggling against a current of unfavorable circu IH Y1 
h I d . d ·1· 1 - f h d · · · rocee -stances, t e n tans, nn era 1ve y sense o t e wrongs an InJnStJCe th~h· fl· 
had been practised npon them, had determined to resist, at least passivelf.r 
1
;hs: 
every attempt to dispossess them of their cheri::;hed inheritance. Some' l eJ 
their chiefs, under a bitter sense of their injuries, had explicitly declar ace ( 
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t as the whole transaction was a gross fraud, as their nation had, as 
h, taken no part in the affair, except to prote.5t openly against it, they· 
uld die on their land by the violence of their oppressors, rather than re. 
ove at their arbitrarr mandate. 
'rhis determination on the part of the Senecas, if carried into effect, mnst 
ve impelled the government either to permit the Jaw to remain a dead 
tter, or to employ a military force to effect the expulsion of the lndiilns. 
he well known policy of the government to remove all the aboriginal 
ace beyond the Mississippi forbids the idea that the treaty would be suf-
ered to remain a lifeless form, whilst the expulsion of the Senecas at the 
int of the bayonet is a circumstance which could not be -contemplated 
Uhout horror, and would be deprecated by every friend of the Indians and 
four country. Even to those who were to be benefited by the execntion 
f the treaty, such a result must have presented painful and discouragmg 
ospects. It would probably divide the citizens living in the vicinity of 
e Indian lands into parties, as their interests on the one hand, and their 
lings ou the other, might sway their judgment; and angry contentions 
d lasting animosities would be the consequence. 'rhis struggle might 
indefinitely protracted, during which the Indians, agitated by contend-
passions, disunited among th~mselves, unsettled at.id disturbed, would 
unfitted for the pursuit of their best interests, and irreparable injury, 
th to their habits and morals, might and probably would be the result. 
With these views, the committee became anxiously concerned for the 
ace and welfare of the Indians and of our country, and were very soli-
taus that some means might be discovered by which snch disastrous con-
nences would be avoided. At the same time they felt t~1 e deep Impor-
nce of preventing a forcible removal of the natives to a country ill suited 
their present state, and of preserving them in the peaceable enjoyment of 
horne on lands descended to them from their forefathers. Under this 
cern, through the benevolent medial ion of the present Secretary of War, 
troposition for a compromise with the Ogden Laud Compauy was made. 
y his kind and efficient aid all difficulties between the parties were adjust-
1 and a plan was tinally agreed upon which will be developed in the en-
mg pages. 
By the proposed arrangement, this remnant of the Seneca nation, consist· 
8 
g now of about 2,500 indi vidi1als, wil~ have more than 52,00() acres, prin· 
0~ pally of ncb fertile land, giving to each family upwards of 100 acres-a 
e uantlty amply sufficient for every necessary purpose. The Indians will 
\~e more concentrated, and consequently more favorably situated for mental 
~/i~~d ~orul improvement, as well as_ for the support of s~hools and .other in· 
tt ~IllltiOns for the advancement of sc1emce and the formatiOn of habits essen-
1 1 to a state of civilization, than they have heretofore been. In this con-
e ntrated state they will be accessible to their friends, and more open to the 
ndly inflllences of those who may believe it right to devote themselves to 
melioration of their con<.lition. 
As soon after the arrangement of the supplemental treaty was efft>cted, 
the ~eason and other circumstances would permit, a delegation from the 
ur yearly meetings of Genesee, New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore, 
tm· oceeded to Buffalo, and, according to a previous arrangement, met the 
,:n biefs m council on the 9th of 4th month, 1842. The following narrative 
Y their proceedings will give a clear idea of the transactions which took 
ce on the occasion : 
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Holes taken at an Indian Council held at Buffalo Creek reser'Vation, the 
month 9th, 1842, for the pnrpose of laying b~fore the Senecas the st~pp 
nuntal treaty that had been agreed uponjor the recmroeyance to themoj 
portion of their lands in the State of .New Yorh. 
Present-thn chiefs and Jaeadmen of the Seneca nation, and the dele 
tion from the joint committee on Indian affairs of the four yearly meeti 
of Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, and Genesee. 
Maris B. Pierce was chosen interpreter. 
Griffith M. Cooper opened the council by the following remarks: 
BROTHERS: vVe have been favored by the help of the Great Spirit 
meet you in council on the present occasion. We are glad to mingle wi 
you, and to find that you and ourselves are here in the enjoyment of goa 
health. For this, and every other blessing, we should be thankful to tb 
Author of our existence. 
'rhe subject upon which we have assembled is one of vast importance 
you; thP,refore we desire your ears may be opened to hear and to und 
stand. The friends that you now see before you have been deputed, byt 
four yearly meetings of Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, and Gen 
to meet you here this day in council. If you are ready to listen to th 
they are prepared to open their business before you, and to state to you 
things that have been committed to their charge. 
Tlw communication they are about to make to you is tlze voice of thefi 
yearly meetings I have alluded to. If you have any preparatory rema4 
to offer, we will listen to you. 
'"l'o this, Israel Jemison replied as follows: 
BRoTHERS AND FRIENDS: You have this day again met us and 
people in council. We are happy to· see you; we rej0ice that you are w 
It was the kind hand of Providence that brought you here safe and in g 
health. \Ve thank our Urea tor for his kindness; we hope we shall bl 
him for his goodness to us this day. I 
Brethren and friends, this council ~oas opened at your request, for 
purpose of laying before this people the business between us and the Og 
Land Company. It is a great and momentous subject. You have gi 
us notice that you were ready to open to us those things which you h 
in charge. We are now ready to listen to you. 
'rhe following commnnicatwn: agreed upon by the joint committees," 
then read and interpreted to them : 
To the Seneca nation of Indians in the State of .N"etv York: 
BROTHERS ! It is now about three years since your friends of the ye~ 
meetings of New York, Philadeiphia, and Baltimore were informed 11f 
difficulties in which you were involved with the Ogden Land Compat 
In the eighth month, called Angust, in the year 183~1, a large committee 
Friends came to see you, in order to inquire more fully into the cause~ 
your trouble. We then learned that a treaty, dated January 15th, l 
had been executed by a number of your chiefs, in which it was agreed 
the Seneca Indians should, within five years, give up all their lands in 
State of New York, and settle in the country beyond the State of Missor 
'l..,o this treaty the names of forty-five chiefs were attached. We also learn 
that a deed of the same date, conveying to the Ogden Land Company I 
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fuur re~ervntions of Tonawanda, Buffalo, Cattaraugus, and Allegany, had 
been executed, and that the names of forty- three of your chiefs appeared on 
t deed. 
Brothers ! When we visited you at that time we also learned that the 
ment of the United States had not ratified that treaty, and that the 
~•llirsi,,.,..,ua•o had made another, which was called ''the amended treaty." This 
lirillm~1111~y was, by order of the Senate, to be explained to the Indians in council, 
then submitted to them for their signatures. 'rhis was done, but, a~ 
you have assured us, was neither approved nor signed by a majority of your 
thiefs. 
Brothers! When your friends heard these things, their hearts were 
made sad. They believed that what you told them was true, and that you 
ad been grievously wronged. Under this conviction, relying on the jus-
tice of your cause, and the good faith of the government, they appealed to 
President of the United States, nnd to the National Legislature, in both 
of Congress, on your behalf. Documents, showing the manner in 
"the amended treaty:' had been executed, and fully iJlustrating 
e, as it wns repre~ented to us by yourselves, were laid before the 
ent and the other branches of the government. Yet, notwithstanding 
onr exertions, and the faithful labors of your friends in the Senate, the 
y was ratified and proclaimed by the then President as the law of the 
thers! Ever since that time we have labored faithfu1ly to obtain a 
of that treaty by the constituted authorities of our country. We 
printed books to spread the knowledge of your wrongs. We have 
many times at Washington to plead your cause. W-e. have solicited 
aid of the governments of Ne\v York and Massachusetts. We have 
no labor, no expense, no exertion, to obtain relief for our red brethren. 
Brothers! \Ve are sorry to have to say to you that the difficulties and 
ctions which lay in our path were so many and so great that we 
neither walk over them nor rernove them out of the way. As soon 
the treaty was ratified, and proclaimed hly the President of the United 
, it became the supreme law of the land ; and the deed, which had 
signed by a number of your chiefs, vested certain legal rights in the 
Lnnd Company, which, we have been told by men learned in the 
, could not afterwards be taken from them by any legislative action on 
part of the government. 
hers! Under these circumstances we looked round on every side, and 
no certain way for the relief and preservation of your people, unless a 
;~~.mprorr1i·: ;e could be made between all the parties to that treaty, by which 
of them should concede and give up something for the peace and bar-
of the whole. 
hers! It was thought hy some who were friendly to your cause that 
might finally obtain justice by an appeal to the courts of Jaw. This 
has been seriously and anxiously considered by us; but when we 
into view the heavy expenses of such an undertaking, the great len~th 
it might require tv bring it to an issue, the unhappy effects of hos-
....,,~rnl',oortings upon all parties, and the unsett..ling and ruinous conse-
of a tedious law-suit upon yourselves, we could not recomr:nend 
to our red brethren, but would follow it ourselves. 
""'""ho•"! After we had suffared much anxiety and trouble on your ac- , 
bY~·~IU, and the hope ef obtaining any relief for you had begun to fail us, a 
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way was opened for an accommodation, and settlement of all the difficulties 
betweeR the several parties to the present controversy. At a council held 
at Washington, on the 28th day of the first mouth, in the present year, be· 
tween the Secretary of War, the agents of 'the Ogden Land Company, and 
a delegation of Friend~ on behalf of the four yearly meetings of Genesee, 
New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore, a plan of accommodation was 
proposed, and it was agreed to put it into the form of a treaty for your con .. 
sideration. This was done; it was carefully considered, and will now be 
laid before you. 
Brothers! By this arrangement you may, if you please, continue to dweU 
on a part of the land which the Great Spint gave to your forefathers. 'l'he 
two reservations of Cattaraugus and Allegany will be restored to you, a 
will remain yours forever, or until you may choose to part with them. For 
the two reservations of Tonawanda and Buffalo· you will receive a pri~ ' 
proportionate to the whole sum mentioned in the deed before mentioned, 
dated January 15th, 1838, signed by many of your chiefs; and you wiU 
be paid for the improvements upon them at the same rate as agreed upoa r.l 
by those who executed the treaty of that date. Under this arrangement, aiSQ, 
such of your people as may choose to remain in the State of New Yort · 
will have land sufficient for their accommodation ztnd subsistence, whe11 
they may enjoy the advantages to be derived from a surro~mding popul·:~ 
lation, skilled in agriculture and the arts of civilized life; while such ~1: 
them who may prefer a situation in the country beyond the river Missis· 
sippi will be left at liberty to emigrate to that place, and take with them 
the;r share of the moneys and annuities of the nation ; and, moreover, they 
will be entitled to their portion of the land, as well as to all the other ad.· 
vantages secured to them by the treaty, which bas already been ratified. 
If, then, there be two parties among you, the one an emigration party, and 
the otJ.ler a domestic or non.emigration party, both may be accommodated 
nuder the proposed arrangement. 
Brothers! It is well known to you, that by your proximity to the city on 
Buffa]o your people are exposed to the pernicious example and contamina• 
ting influences of wicked men, by which many of you have been corrupt. 
ed, and others much injured. Sould yon accept the proposed treaty, suck c 
of you as may remain on your New York lands will be further removef· 
from a situation which has already been to you a source of much injury. 
Brothers ! If it should appear to you proper to reject the present propo. 
sition, you will stand just as yon stood before this attempt to effect a com. 
promise was made. The amended treaty provides for the relinquishment 
of all your lands in the State of New York; and, at the same time, re· 
quires your removal to the country beyond the State of .Missouri. "The 
supplemental treaty" or compromise now proposed leaves all of you at lib. 
erty. Such as choose to go may go, and take their shares of the moneys 
and annuities of the nation: such as choose to stay may stay, and enjoy all 
the advantages of a country already civilized and improved. We desire 
that you may seriously consider the proposition nf'>w before you. On your 
decision at this time much of your future welfare depends. You must judg~ 
for yourselves. Your friends have come here to lay the contract before 
yon, aml to explain its provisions; they have not come to dictate any thiog 
to you, nor to direct you in your choice. 
Brothers! We have done tor you every thing that it was in our power to 
do. li'or more than two years we have labored faithfully in your causa. 
to 
se. 
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You will now know the r-esult of aU our exertions in your behalf; and on 
this sole11m occasion we feel concerned to say a few more words to you 
before we part. 'ro those who may emigrate, and to those who may re-
main, or whether you all remain or all go away, our communication will 
be equally applicable to you. 
Brothers, listen! You know that the white men have a written language. 
By this means we can look backward, and see clearly over all the long 
path in which the red men and the white men have been walking, no\V 
more than t\vo hundred years. 'Ve have seen that from the day when 
tne 10hite men first set their feet on your land they have been increasing, 
and the red rnen have been decreasing. Th white men are now very 
numerous and powerful ; the red men are few in number and very feeble. 
Some of their natiuns are entirely extinct-their council-fires have gone 
out forever. Oth1:rs have been greatly redu-ced ; and the little remnants 
yet living are poor and weak, and scattered abroad-some in one place and 
some in another. From the great water wllich lies towards the rising ~un, 
to the great Mississippi, the father of rivers, a distance of almost one thou--
sand miles, tbey have nearly all disappeared. 
Brothers! We have thought much of these things, and we believe that 
many of our red brotP.ers have thought of tbem also. And now we feel it 
to be our solemn duty to open our minds to you. When great evils fall 
upon individuals or nations, the wise men among them try to find out the 
cause; and when they have found it, they endeavor, by the aid of the· 
Great Spirit, to remove it out of the way. This is a duty as binding upon 
me red men as upon the white men. 
B~others! We all know that war, and strong liquors, and the small pox~ 
as well as other con(agious diseases, have destroyed many of the Indians, 
and greatly reduced their numbers; bnt wben there are no wars, and no 
conta~ious diseases among them, they still continue to decrea~e. We think 
that the use of strong liquors, and the indolent mode of life yet followed by 
many of your people, are the principal causes of this decrease. 
Brothers! We have heard with much pleasure that on some of your 
reservations you have made gr-eat exertions to prevent the introduction and 
use of strong liquors among you. If you shonld succeed in your efforts 
wholly to keep out this destructive drink, one fruitful cause of your miset·y 
and decrease will be removed. 
Brothers! The Great Spirit, when he first made man, intended that he · 
should labor. Moderate labor is good for his body and for his mind. It makes 
him strong and healthful. By industry and diligence he is enabled to have 
a warm house, good clothing, plenty of wholesome food, and all the com-
forts of life in abundance. By these means, also, he is enabled to improve 
his mind by useful ·learning, and to give his children a good education. 
Thus one generation after another bave the mP.ans of growing wiser and 
better; and we believe that under such circumstarlces nations always in-
crease in numbers and become strong. 
Brothers! You know that under the circumstances in which you are now 
•'IDIAI'Pn surrounded by a white population, the white men, by their intel-
nre constantly taking advantages of you, which we believe will 
R llwavs be the case until you are prepared, by a better education and a 
general acquaintance witt1 the habits and customs of civilized· life, to 
guard yourselves against them. We believe it essential to your prosperity 
Chat you adopt a mode of living suited to your present condition. Yo11· 
5 
"' 
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can no longer live by the chase-you mnst either become cultivators of the 
earth, or cease to exist as a people. "\\' e understand that it is the will of 
the Great Spirit that man should till the ground ; for without tillage it will 
not produce bread. Where this will is obeyed, tltere we generally see a 
prosperous and bappy people ; where it is neglected, vice and misery, and 
want, and destruction, come upon the nation. 
Brothers ! Some of you know that your friends, the Quakers, ever since 
they had settlements among you at Allegany and Cattaraugus, now more 
than forty years, have preached to you this doctrine. They labored to per· 
suade your people to become farmers, aud bring up your children to agri-
culture, and to learn trad;s. They saw as plainly as we see now that this 
was the only way to preserve the Indian tribes from extinction. 
Brothers ! As our fathers preached to the Indians this doctrine more than 
forty years ago, so we now hold forth to you the same doctrine. We will 
not deceive you. We will open our hearts to you freely and plainly. We 
will tetl you the truth. You did not take their advice then, and since that 
time your nation has been growing weaker and weaker ; but we believe it 
is not yet too late to reform. If you will take our advice now; if you will 
bring up your sons to agriculture and the arts; if yon will withdraw your 
women from the labors and drudgery of the field ; if you will have your 
daughters taught to @ipin and to sew, and to knit, as well as to practise the 
other useful branches of housewifery; if you will set your children an C.l· 
ample of sobriety and the other virtues, then will your nation grow and in· 
crease, and become strong; but if you will not follow this advice, nothing 
your friends have done, or can do for you, will save you from extinction; 
and the day is not very distant when, like the snow under a warm snn, 
your race will melt away, and be seen of men no more. 
Signed on behalf of the joint committee on Indians affairs of the four 
yearly meetings of Friends of Genesee, New York, Philadelphia, and Bal. 
timore. 
G. M. COOPER, } ~ 
WM. S. BURLING, uenesee. 
N. STARBUCK, } 
JOHN LEGGETT, 1.Vew York. 
S. J. UNDERHILL, . 
BENJAMIN FERRIS,} 
JOSEPH WARNER, Philadelphia. 
JOHN JACKSON, 
MOSES SHEPPARD,} . 
PHILIP E. THOMAS, Balttmore. 
BuFFALO, 4th mo. 9th, 18-12. 
Israel Jemison then rose and said : 
BRoTHERS AND FRIENDS: You have now given us your communica· 
tion-you have made u~ understand it. · 
' It is now a great many years since there was a full understanding be-
tween your fathers and our fathers, that there should be a free and friendly 
intercourse between you and us. It is true, you have dene your duty to-
wards us. Your fathers long ago told us the same thiugs you have told 
us this day, and you have repeatedly given us the same information and 
instruction that you now give us. 
L We believe you to be our friends; we believe you will · be faithful to us 
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long as our nation shall exist ; that you will endeavor to protect us, and 
ttve us all the information we need. 
In the present communication you have told us that which is true; and 
e are sensible that if our nation will acquiesce in and embrace your coun-
, it would have a most salutary and beneficial effect upon them; and 
at if we should reform, and wholly reject the use of ardent spirits, we 
uld become a happier and more prosperous people. It is also true, that 
we adopt habits of industry, and not lie down in idleness day after day, 
should become more comfortable. We also believe that if our women, 
ur mothers and daughters-should leave the labor and drudgery that 
ey now undergo for a more domestic employment, it would be both to 
their and our benefit; it would promote the good of all. It wonld also be 
a means of preserving- our people, if they would send their children to 
school and have them instructed in useful learning and the arts of civilized 
fe; and we are fully convinced that if our nation would adopt your habi s 
~d mode of life, they would be more prosperous and happy. 
We hope your communication will do us good ; we hope and pray yoa 
ay continue to give advice and instruction to this people. 1"'here are none 
ho have done as much for us as you have done. You have labored much 
~r us both in body and in mind; you are anxious for our happiness and 
Oar safety; you have spent much time and money in our behalf. 
Brothers, these are proofs and witnesses that you have much feeling 
r our people; and we would say to you, that we return you our hearty 
ank& . 
We now come to another subject, the important business of our present 
unci!. We are now about to discuss the merits and demerits of this im-
rtant question. 
Brothers, I want to ask you some questions in relation to this compro-
ise. I understand that the Cattaraug-us and Allegany reservations will 
reconveyed to the Indians: but the Tonawanda and Buffalo reservations 
Ill be confirmed to the Ogden Land Company. We want to know, if the 
iefs should conclude to give up another reservation in exchange for one 
these, whether the Ogden Company would accede to it 1 
If the chiefs conclude to have certain alterations in this treaty, will the 
vernrnent consent to it? 
Do we understand you to say that those who wish te emigrate may do 
and those who wish to stay may stay 1 There are chiefs of the emigra-
g party present. They believe, according to the treaty, that they wilt 
ove if all the four reservations are disposed of. Suppose they say they 
emigrationists if all the Indians remove; but if part of them remain, 
will remain also. Now, if a majority shonld say to the emigration 
that they shall go in the event ot a compromise, will they have any 
or authority to compel them to remove 1 
.,'\;j~·.t''•v•uc;a.,, it seems neces;sary that we should inquire into these points: that 
may have a fair understanding. l await your answer. 
proposed supplemental treaty was now read, and its provisions ex-
by Benjamin Ferris. When these explanations had been concluded, 
Jemison continued : 
ers, a fe\V minutes ago we pul. several questions, in order to a fair 
·&.!IJUierstanding of the subject, and before you answer them we will ask a 
more questions. Have you power to alter or amend this treaty so as Co 
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say this article shall be inserted, or this shall not? The agent of the Ogden 
Company is not here. 
Accordit:~g to this treaty, the President of the United States iB to receive 
the consideration money. Can the Indians draw the principal when they 
want it? 
Since the majority had no voice in fixin~ the valne of the lands, can 
they change it now ? Perhaps they would like to have more than is therein 
stated ; and we would like to know if the Ogden Company would be wil-
ling to increase the price of the lands. 
Can the treaty be amended by the Indians, so that in case the chiefs con. 
elude to accept it they can lengthen out the time they have to remove, and 
be permitted to hold their imvroved lands longer than one year'! 
William Jones asked, What will become of the Green Bay lands, if the 
Indians conclude to accept this treaty? 
Upon which I. Jemison remarked, Some of the chiefs thought they had 
no business to meddle with that, as the Indians never anted the Green 
Bay lands. 
William Jones replied: The reason 1 put the question was, that the Uni· 
ted States had been trying to force the Senecas to own them. 
I. Jemison then said he wanted to know what was to become of the In· 
dian land at Oil Spring-it was not mentioned in this or in ahy former 
treaty. 
The committee replied, that the six hundred and forty acres of land at 
Oil Spring not being ceded by the Indians to the Ogden Company in any 
treaty or deed, con seq nently still belonged to the Senecas. , 
W m. Crouse inquired, If the chiefs · conclude to accept this treaty., and 
desire to draw the principal of the money at once, and not let it be paid 
over to the United States, and receive the annuities therefrom, could they 
draw and deposite it where they please-! mean deposite the principal in 
some other place, and receive the annuities? I also wish to know, if the 
emigration party should conclude to go to Cattaraugus, and stay awkile, 
and afterwards conclude to go beyond the Mississippi, can they at any time 
take their annuities? 
Tunis Halftown said, I want to ask a question, as the door is now opened. 
Will the Ogden Company give up the pre-emption right to these two reser· 
v ations? 
Daniel Twoguns asked, Will the Comp·any consent to the Indians divi· 
ding these two reservations into farms, so that each family will have the 
sole power to buy and sell, without the consent or authority <:>f the chiefs 1 
Samuel Gordon said he thought there was no use in asking questions, 
until they knew whether any alterations in the treaty could now be madP .. 
Benjamin Ferris, on behalf of the committee, stated that the object of the 
council was expressly to lay the whoJe subject before the Indians for their 
consideration-we did not expect a final decision until the Indians should 
fully examine the proposition in all its bearings-and that they were at lib-
erty to ask any question which they might think necessary to a fair under-
standing of the subject. 
Jacob Johnson then inquired if the Ogden Company would be willing 
to let .the Indians retain their improved lands on all the reservations, in case 
they should be willing to give up to the company all their wild lands on 
the four reservations 1 
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Henry T\voguns repeated a question put by Israel Jemison, whether this 
pplemcntal treaty could be altered or not 1 
Lewis Halfrown asked, if we should reject this treaty, as we have never 
nted to the amended treaty, what consequences would foltow 1 
Samuel Gordon wished the committee to state, distinctly, whether the 
posed treaty could be ameaded by the Indians or not 1 
Israel Jemison asked for the same thing; he also wished particularly to 
w, if the Ogden Company really had acquired vested rights under the 
tupplementary treaty, what considerations had led that company to accede 
to this compromise arrangement 1 
Philip E. Thomas, on behalf of the committee, then made the following 
statement: 
We wiH endeavor, in a few words, to inform the council of the eircum-
ltances which led to the compromise now proposed. 
When this ~uhject was first brought to our knowledqe, the amended 
treaty, together with a deed of conveyance, by which the Senecas had 
tlienated the four several reservations of Tonawanda, Buffalo, Cattaraugus, 
tad Allegany had been execnted. It was alleged by you that very cor-
~pt means had been employed in procuring this deed and treaty, and in 
your then distressed situation you solicited our aid. 
The committees of the four yearly meetings, after taking the whole sub 4 
ject into consideration, and endeavoring to ascertain the hest course for 
em to pursue, under the circumstanct:.s in which they found you placed, 
Waited on the then President of tme United States, in whose hands the 
(reaty at that time was, and requested him to return it back to the Senate, 
order thrtt this body might have an opportunity to reconsider it. At the 
me time they petitioned the Senate not to ratify it, and they also laid he-
re h0th the President and Senate all the evidences that had been furnish-
by you of the improper means employed to procure the treaty. 
Notwithstanding all these representations, the treaty wa~ finally ratified 
y the Senate, and subsequently it was formally proclaimed by the Presi4 
nt. 
Finding that nothing could be gaiued for the relief of the Indians by 
peals to the President or Senate of the United States, the committee pe-
ioned Congress not to furnish money to carry it into execution. 1,his, 
llowever, they were aware could only produce a temporary suspension of 
treaty, because it was foreseen that in the end Congress would grant 
ibe money, and the treaty be carried into effect. 
A4j soon as your friends discovered that there was but little hope of de-
iating the treaty in the Congress of the United States, they began to con-
ider whether an appeal to the courts of Jaw, on behalf of the Indians, 
iaht not be made. After obtaining the best advice they could procure in 
ation to this su hject, they perceived that this wonld not be a discreet 
sure, and should not be resorted to but in the last extremity. It was 
rtain that if adopted it would consume a great length of time, and in-
olve a large snm of money ; while there was scarcely a hope that in the 
end it would result in any advantage whatever to the Indians. 
When they had arrived at this point they began to despair of effectin~ 
thing for your benefit, unless the OgElen Company could be induced to 
ter into a compromise; and they determined to make an effort to effect 
the best arrangement they could in that way. 
They saw that the treaty as it now stood~ however it might have been 
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procured, had become the fixed law of the land; that the Ogden Company 
had acquired certain rights under it; which could not be taken from them 
by any legislation ; that the treaty having all the constitutional forms ne-
cessary to make it valid, would be so considered by the courts of the Uni-
ted States, and would be carried into effect. 
Considering that, by the conditions of this treaty, the whole of the lands 
in your four reservations had be~n ceded by the Indians, and that within 
five years you would be driven from your homes, into a far distant·wilder-
uess, the committee were most anxious that this great calamity might be 
averted; and after considering the matter very maturely, they concluded t() 
open a correspondence with the Ogden Company. When the proposition for 
a compJiomise was first made to the agents of that company, they promptly 
rejected it, and avowed that they did not want any compromise; that they 
had bought the lands and would take possession of them r consequently, the 
first interview with them terminated without any prospect of success. 
An appeal was then made to the Secretary of War, and by his interpo-
sition a second interview with an agent of the company took place in the 
War Office, at \;Vashington: at which the Secretary was present; and from 
that time he effectively -lent his aid to assist your friends in carrying out the 
proposed measure. 
The Ogden Company perceiving that not only the whole iniluence of the 
Society of Friends would be exerted against them, but also that we should 
have the aEsistance of the government, now listened to oru overtures, and 
several interviews took place afterwards with the agents of that company. 
After a great deal of labor and perseverance, the negotiations with them 
fesulted in the procuring for you the return of the two reservations as now 
proposed by tbis treaty. 
'vVe informed you, when we came here, that it was our intention to open 
our hearts to you freely. 'vVe will not conceal any thing from you. We 
therefore tell you plainly, that we have, after encountering many difficul-
t ies, and expended mnch time and labor, obtained for you the most favora-
ble terms in our power. The Ogden Company have with difficulty been 
brought to agree to the terms ot this treaty ; and it is our opiniont which 
we desire yon distinctly to understand, that if the present terms are rej~ct­
ed, you will never be able to obtain as favorable ones hereafter. 
'!,here are among you wise and judicious men, who uuderstand your in-
tPrests, and are capable of dociding what will best promote the happiness 
tl t:ri welfare of your nation. The question at issue is now plainly before 
y ou. It is, will you prefer to occupy two of your reservations as now pro-
posed, or will you rehnq nish the whole, Ztccording to the stipulations of the 
amended treaty, and remove to a distant wilderness 1 
We repeat that it is not our purpose to dictate to you what course you 
shall pursue. The object of our coming here at this time is to lay before 
you aH the advantages we have been able to secure for you, that you may 
be made acquainted with and fully understand your situationt and the alter· 
natives before you. If, after considering the subject, there be any poini 
upon which you may think our advice could be useful to you, yon know 
we have always been your friends, and are disposed to render you our bes& 
service. Should yon now, therefore, want our advice, we will endeavor, 
by the aid of the Great Spirit, to give you the best in our power. 
At the time we held the council with some of you at Farmington, you 
requef,ted us to tell you when we had lost all hope of doing any -thiug foE 
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, Since then we nave done aH that we could. We found by the treaty 
you had alienated the whole of your lands. We have succeeded in 
ining the restoration of a considerable part of them to you, aud we have 
bflpes of effecting more. 
he treaty, as it is now offered to you, is not open to alteration or amend· 
t. It must either be accepted or rejected as it is. This your friends 
e assented to, because we are convinced that if it be once open to alter-
ttion, matters might be introduced into it prejudicial to your interests, 
hilst there is no hope that any additional advantages whatever could be 
o'btained for you. 
Benjamin Ferris then, on behalf of the committt!e, returned the follow· 
mg additional answers to the questions that had been put by the Indians : 
Question. Can the chiefs, if they desire it, have another trustee than the 
United States to hold their moneys? 
Answer. We are not prepared to give a positive answer on this subject, 
but we think that under the present very unsettled state of the monetary 
afairs of our country., the United States would be the best trustee that could 
~chosen for you. We therefore think the arrangement on the subject, as 
tontained in the treaty, should not be disturbed. 
Question. Can the money be paid immediately to the Indians for di .. 
t'ision '! 
Answer. The proportion of one hundred and two thousaRd dollars for 
rovements is to be paid immediately to those who own these improve-
ments, upon their relinquishing them, as provided by the treaty; the other 
part we think must be left for the present. But whenever a change can be 
made that is desirable to the Indians, your friends will do for you what 
tbey think may be best in the case. As the United States have no interest 
holding this money, they being obliged to pay six per cent. for it, we pre· 
eume they will not object to pay it at the solicitation of your friends. The 
'me may probably come when it may be right for you to possess the prin-
'pal of these annuities, and we see no reason why the government may not 
lte disposed to grant yonr request. You may rely on our co operation and 
assistance in obtaining for you justice at the hands of the government. 
We want you to understand that this is not the final council for the rati. 
&.cation of the treaty, but is designed to prepare you to come to a decision 
ID the case. If you decide to accept this treaty, a commissioner will te 
ppointed on the part of the United States, and one from Massachusetts, to 
ttend to its execution. If you reject the compromise, there will be no 
eed that they should come. 
Israel Jemison said : 
Brothers! I wish to inform you that it is the custom of the chiefs of the 
Seneca nation, when they have important questions to discuss, to examine 
the subjects before them fully before they decide upon them. You have 
explained this treaty and its provisions to us; we will deliberately consider 
it; we do not know what the minds of the chiefs are-therefore we can-
bot tell when we will returu you our answer. 
You are now at liberty to retire from the council, when you desire to do 
801 and we wilt d iscnss the matter among ourselves. 
BenJamin Ferris, on behalf of the committee, then added: 
We wish to say a few more words before we part, in answer to the ~res.· 
tion, whether there is any thing in this treaty which obliges the emigliatian 
party to rem.we? The treaty you have heard reud i~ a treaty with the &n .. 
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eca nation, and not with any party, either an emigration or non emrgration 
. party. This is explained in the address we have dlready read to you. We 
now prop0se to- leave you for the present, and at any time you may desire 
we will meet you again. If at such time you have any other questions to. 
ask, we will endeavor to answer them. When you have nothing further 
to ask by way of explaAation, we will feel ourselves at liberty to return to. 
our homes, but will leave our friend, G .. M. Cooper, to receive and bring 
your answer to us. 
The council then adjourned to 2d day, the 11th instant. 
The council again met 4th mo. 11th, 1842, at which time the committee, 
by invitation, attended. 
William Jones, one of the chiefs, gave notice that they were now ready 
again to do business. 
Philip E. Thomas, on behalf of the committee, remarked : 
Brothers ! At the council held two days ago1 we explained the reason 
that had led us to visit you at this time. We informed you of the efforts 
that had been made to procure for you an alteration in the arrangements 
which had been executed for the relinquishment of your lands to the Og· 
den Company, and the difficnllies that laid in our way in effecting that 
object. We likewise laid before you, and carefully explained to you, the 
terms and conditions of the proposed supplemental treaty that has been ar. 
ranged by your friends for you, and we suppose that you now understand 
the whole matter. We have, however, thought it would be best, before 
we returned to our homes, to have a parting interview with you, in order 
that if you desired any further information on the subject, you might have 
an opportunity to obtain it. 
·Joseph Silverheels then asked, if an Indian emigrates from these reser-
vations, can he have his share of die lands and annuities of the whole 
nation? 
To which Benjamin Ferris replied: We understand, by the provisions con· 
tained in the supplemental treaty, that any number of the Seneca nation choos· 
ing to go west and settle on the lands reserved for them there, will be at liberty 
to take with them their share of the moneys and annuities of the nation; 
they will also be entitled to the advantages of the previous treaty, which 
secures a remuneration to the individual indians for their improvements; 
every Indian will, therefore, be paid his proportion of the one hundred and 
two thousand dollars coming to him on that account. The treaty mnkes 
no provision for a distribution of the moneys of the nation to any ludian 
who shall emigrate to lands held by a foreign power. 
Question by a chief. If the chiefs should ratify this treaty, and soon 
after conclude to go to the west, can they go? 
Answer by Benjamin Ferris. If this treaty should be ratified, the reserva. 
tions of Cattaraugus and Allegany will be considered as the property of 
the whole Seneca nation. If the treaty should be accepted, and the whole 
Seneca nation be settled on these reservations, and any individual shall 
afterwards choose to emigrate to the country set apart for the Indians in 
the west, he will be entitled to his share of the annuities of the nation, 
which will be paid to him yearly at his new home : the treaty provides that 
the lands on these two reservations shall remuin the property of the Iudians 
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will continue to reside on those lands; but if the nation shall, at any 
re time, conclude to sell these two reservations, those who have removed 
re such sale will be entitled to their proportion of the amount of such 
les. 
uestion by Daniel Twoguns. If the Indians, at some future day, con-
de to sell the Cattaraugus and Allegany reservations, will they be 
ed to srll them at the price mentioned in a former treaty 1 
Answer by Benjamin Ferris. One of the advantages the Seneca nation 
derive from this treaty is, that they can demand what price they please 
lor these lands; and if they do not choose to sell them, there is no power on 
earlh that can force them to dispose of them. 
Qnestion by Israd Jemison. Suppose a part of the nation emigrate now 
to the west, and at some future day a treaty should be held to sell the lands; 
can those chief.s who may have emigrated have a voice in selling ·the lands 
of the nation ? 
Answer by Philip E. Thomas. By the conditions of the propo~ed treaty, 
their due proportion of the annuities will be paid, at their new residence, to 
all the Indians who emigrate to the west, in the same manner as if ihey 
had not removed. But, as by their removal they will acquire rights and 
privileges on the new lands, they cannot, after they go away, claim to ex-
ercise any control over the reservations which they may have left. There 
i a provision in the treaty, that should the Seneca nation, remaining on 
their land5, at any time hereafter choose to sell tbcm, then whatever share of 
IUCh lands would have belonged to these emigrants had they not removed 
will sLill inure and be paid to them. 
According to the terms of this treaty, the full and complete right and title 
q/ the Seneca Indians to all the lands on the two reservations of Cattarau-
ps nud Allegany are to be rest0red, and by deed reconveyed to them, 
ith the same title and under the same conditions as they were held before 
any deed or treaty had been made; so that neicher the Ogden Company, 
aor any individual, will ever have any right or power to interrupt the ln-
ians in the peaceable possession of these reservations as long as they 
boose to remain on them; consequently the power to hold or sell these 
lands will remain exclusively in the Seneca nation, forever. 
Daniel Twoguns said: According to the amended treaty, the Indians, if 
they conclude to go west, must remove within a 1imted period. Can the 
me of their removal be extended beyond what is mentioned in the treaty 1 
Answer by Benjamin Ferris. 'rhe only restrictions as to the time of re-
VIIl are contained in the treaty of 1838; by that treaty the President of 
United States has the power to extend the time beyond the period there-
mentioned. That power will remain with the President, because the 
treaty remains in force, except so far as it is altered by the present treaty. 
Oliver Silverheel~ said: Tile Secretary ef \Var some years ago proposed 
the Indians, that in case they would consent to remove to the west, 
aud were not satisfied with the lands the government had reserved for 
t m, they might select other lands belonging to the government to set-
on. Would the government now renew such a proposition to the In-
ns 1 
Answer by Benjamin Ferris. An attempt was lately made to obtain 
ods from the Sacs and Foxes for the Indians that dwell east of the Mis-
. ippi river. 'fhat attempt was made, we understand, in consequence of 
deaire to remove the ludians from the 'Territory of Wisconsin, which lies 
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east of the Mississippi river. We also understand thfit all the influence of 
the government to procure a territory there has failed; nnd we therefc1re be. 
lieve that if any of the Seneca Indians incline to remove to the west, they 
will have to occupy the territory already assigned them. 
'\'V m. Crouse inquired, if the Indians conclude to remove to Cattaraugus 
and Aliegany, will they be entitled to their proportion of the appropria-
tion of the United States government ,by such removal? 
Answer by B. Ferris. 'l'here is no provision in the treaty for such an ap-
propriation. The Indians that remove from Tonawanda and Buffalo will 
be individually paid for their improvements, according to the terms pre· 
scribed hy the treaty. 
We wish the Seneca nation distinct! y to understand the position they 
now occupy. By the treaty which has been ratified, all their lands are 
sold to tlie Ogden Compar-1y. They therefore now own no lands. By the 
proposed supplemental treaty, two reservations are to be reconveyed to them 
by deed ; in which case, they will then own those two reservations. By 
the present arrangement the Indians are the grantees, and the Ogden Com· 
pany the grantors ; and therefore there is no provision for paying more than 
the price of the conveyance. By this treaty, the Indians do not give any 
thing ; they are only the receivers. 
*Israel Jemison, after premising that what he was about to say was on 
his own responsibility, and not on behalf of or by authority of the chiefs, 
remarked: 
I will never say that I have parted with my lands. I have never signed 
any instrument conveying these lands to the Ogden Company. I believe 
if the chiefs, or a majority of them, ever conveyed these lands to the Ogden 
Comp~:ny by good and sufficient title, that company would never be willing 
to convey them back again. For my part, I conclude that because they 
are now willing to restore these two reservations, they consider the con-
tract was fraudulent and not valid. 
It is my opinion that the white people will resort to any means to deceive 
the Indians. Because we are fe\v and weak, they think they can do as 
they please with us: they take advantage of our weakness, to cheat and 
deceive us. 
We were told last year by the Secretary of War, in a written communi· 
cation read to us by Daniel Knrts, that if the Indians did not wish to re-
move to the lands the government had assigned them in the west, but 
should prefer to remove to another place, they might do so. It seems now 
that this proposition was made to gain influence and obtain votes in favor 
of the treaty. The laws of the United States required that the Indians 
should emigrate to the Indian territory; and yet this proposition was made 
by the Secretary of War ! 
Brothers, the white people understand how to deceive; they know how 
to make statements and propositions that shall appear plausible to the minds 
of tbf:'l Indians: they say 0ne thing, and at the same time mean another. 
It is my determination, from this time forward, never to consent to part 
with these lands or any thing that I have. Han individual proposes to 
purchase my lands, and I do not wish to sell, he cannot have them. He 
may, if be has the power, and thinks best to use it, compel me to part with 
my property; but while l have a voice in the matter, my answer wilt be-
you cannot have it. , 
If 1 consent to this treaty, my mouth will be shut; I shall then have no 
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foice in the sale of my lands. Now, I think, in order to make a contract 
-fttid, both parties ought to have a voice in making that contract. I shall 
therefore not consent to this treaty. 
• John Black Smith, a TDnawanda chief, after premising that what he was 
ibOnt to say was upon his own responsibility, and not by any authority of 
e chiefs, said : 
Brothers, you have now laid this treaty before us, and explained its pro-
ftions. I told you at the council at Farmington that the Indians of 'rona-
wanda would m:ver consent to part with their lands, and remove to the west. 
I said then what I say now: I will never do it. I told you that not one 
of the chiefs on the Tonawanda reservation had :signed any treaty since the 
commencement of this negotiation; neither have they received any money 
from the Ogden Company. Now, the treaty before us is a proposition fmm 
that company to the Indians, and the provisions therein contained I do not 
~pprove of, and will never consent to them. 
Tunis Halftown then rose, and stated that he wished to ay a few words 
on behalf of the Allegany chiefs: 
It ~eems, from the treaty now before us, that two of the reservations will 
be restored to the Indians, and it appears to me that we have only to accept 
or reject it. But as two of the chiefs have expressed their own views in 
relation to it, a question occurs to me, whether, if the chiefs of the tw(} 
reservations accept it, and only a few on the Buffalo and Tonawanda reser. 
vations unite with them, will that be sufficient? 
Answer by B. Ferris. It is our judgment this must be determined ac-
cording to your custom of settling all your national affairs ; it must be the 
act of the nation ; yon must accept or reject it accor"ding to your usual 
mode of doing business. 
Da.'liel Twoguns said: Since you have done so much for the Indians, 
and spared no (9ains in your labors for them, and have now laid before them 
Che terms of a compromise, what is your advice in this matter '1 is it better 
for the Indians to accept the compromise, or not? 
The committee, before answering this question, requested to be informed 
tvhether it was the wish of the nation that we should give them our ad vice; 
lf it was, we were prepared to tell them what we thought would be be~t for 
tbem. 
After consulting a considerable time, it was concluded by the chiefs not 
to nsk the advice of the committee ou the suhject. Some of the chiefs re-
tnarked, that if we gave them adyice, and they did not follow it, it might be 
eonsidered us a breach of friendship; whilst others thought they would be 
und to takf.) our advice in case they asked it; they therefore concluded 
tO decide the matter among themselves. 
Benjamin Ferris then remarked: 
Brothers! We have now heard what you had to say in relation to in-
juries that have been committed on yonr nation by the white people ; our 
6earts have bled on account of the wrongs that have been infliJted upon 
ou. When we undertook your case we found you in difficulty and trou-
le; for three years we have faithfully labored for your benefit, and we 
&Ve now submitted to you the result of all our labors; we want you to 
tefl~ct; and after mature consideration, to decide for yourselves. If you 
• The.- e are the ouly chief~, who attended the council, that did not assent to the supplemental 
lt'eaty, 
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accept the present treaty, we have explained to you what you will secnra 
· by it. If you reject it, you are aware that you will be exactly in the 
same position you were before this attempt vras made for your benefit. 
In relation to what was said by a former Secretary of War, (J. R. Poin· 
sett,) when he informed you the government would procure other lands for 
you in the west than those already set apart for the Senecas, _we believe it 
right to state that, in our opinion, that proposal was held out in good faith, 
becanse we know a delegation was afterwards appointed by the government 
to proceed to the country west of the Missouri, and we believe that 
strenuous exertions were made to obtain such a territory; but there were so 
mnny difficulties laid in the way by the whites and Indians already located 
there, that the object was defeated. 
When the council was opened, we read to you an addre$s, which con-
tained the result of all our labors and deliberations in your behalf. It is 
our intention to leave with yon a copy· of this address, in which our whole 
mind is explained ; one of our friends will also remain with you to receive 
your decision, and he will send it to us. 
And now, having fully communicated to you the business we had in 
charg-e, we leave the whole subject with you for your own consideration 
and final decision. 
William Crouse then spoke on bt-half of the chiefs, as follows: 
Brothers! You have now given us your communication, and explained 
the whole of your business, so that all our chiefs understand it. 
Brothers ! You may expect that this subject will he thoroughly examined 
and discussed by the chiefs, and some determination will be come to by 
them; we understand that one of your number will remain here to take 
our answer to you ; we like that arrangement. 
Brothers! You are about to leave this council and our nation. vVe will 
take you by the hand, as our meeting is about to close with you. We hope 
you may return to your homes in safety, and that the Great Spirit will pro. • 
teet you in your journey, and enable you to reach your families in good 
health. 
Brothers! We must leave all thinO's to the kind care of Him who rules 
over the affairs of nation5, and hope ~that our decision may be such as will 
promote the good of all, and be most fnr the advantage of our whole, nation. 
John Jackson then addressed the following remarks to the council, on 
behalf of the committee: 
. Brothers! We are now about to leave you, cmd rdurn again to onr fami· 
hes. You told us, when this council was opened, that it was CJ. long time 
since there was a fuH understanding hetween your fathers and our fathers; 
that there should be a free and friendly intercourse between the Society of 
~riends and your people; we rejoice that this friendly intercourse has con-
tm_ued down to the present time; and we desire it may continue while ]OU 
exist as a nation. 
. When we undertook to assist you in your present difficulties, we had no 
mterest or selfish mctive in view ; we believed you were an injured and 
opprt>5sed people; we thank the Great Spirit that he has opened our ears 
to hear you, and has enabled us to feel and sympathise with you in the 
many difficulties by which you are surrounded. 
We have laid before you the important concerns that were intrusted to 
us; we have opened our minds to you ·freely; we leave you to deliberate 
on these subjects;_ to judge for yourselves, and to come to your own con· 
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losions. We desire that your .decisions may be so directed by that wisdom 
hich is from above, that whatever you do may result in the happiness 
nd prosperity of your people. 
Brothers! In conclusion, we now bid you farewell. VVe shall continue to 
-~a deep interest in whatever concerns our Indian brethren; and should 
als and cJiffieuhies hereafter overtnke you, we shall endeavor to be pre-
red to embrace every opportunity availingly to assist you, and to plead 
our cause. 
The committee now withdrew, leaving the Indians in consultation upon 
the matters that had been laid before them. By the following letter, since 
received from our friend Griffith M. Cooper, we have been informed of the 
result of their deliberations : 
BuFFALO RESERVATION, STATE oF NEw YoRK, 
4th month 15th, 1842. 
Mv DEAR FRI!:!:ND: After the committee of Friends h.ad closed their 
labors, and withdrawn from the general council of the Senecas, on the 11th 
of this month, I continued here, in accordance with the nquest of the com-
mittee, and regularly attended the con neil every day, for the purpose of 
giving such further information, on behalf of Friends, as might be desired. 
'rhe conditions of the proposed supplemental treaty had been so clearly 
~pened and explained to the chiefs, that they appeared fully to understand 
all its provisions. There was a very general attendance from the four reserva .. 
lions, and a deliberate discussion, npon every article of the treaty, took 
place. The council, which had been opened on the 9th instant, met daily, 
and did not close its sessions until this evening, when the question upon 
)he acceptance or rejection of the proposed treaty was finally decided. 
In a letter addressed by the Indians to the Secretary of War, and which 
they have requested me to transmit to the committee, to be by them deliv-
ered, they say : . 
"We agree to accept of the proposition for a supplemental treaty: as that 
treaty has been read and explained to us by the committee of the Society 
of Friends, and to give our assent, in dne form, to ,said treaty, when it shall 
presented by the proper 0fficers on the part of the government of the 
mted States, and when the Ogden Company shall have complied with the 
tipulations of said treaty on their part;" and. " we request the government 
&o make the necessary arrangements for the execution of said treaty, by 
nding the necessary officers on the part of the government of the United 
tates, and of the State of Massachusetts, and of the Ogden Company, to 
~et us in council, on the Buffalo Creek reservation, on the 16th day of May 
xt, or at the earliest convenience of the 2:uvernment." 
'rhis letter was signed by 79 chiefs, which included all of them that were 
present, except two. . 
Although the council have, as here stated, agreed to accept the treaty on 
the conditions offered, yet, at the same time, they have informed the Secre-
tary of War that they are very de~irous to be allowed a longer time than is 
Hmited to remove from the improved lands n0w agreed to be relinquished; 
nd have also requested a modification of some of the other conditions, 
which they have explained to the Secretary, and requested the aid of Friends 
in effecting. 
The council, in concluding their communication to the Secretary of War, 
further say : 
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"We have strenuously maintained, and we still believe, that the Seneca 
nation, as such, never has assented to the sale of our lands to the Ogden 
Company; but we think this compromise better for us than to adopt any 
other means in our power for obtaining redress; yet, as an injured and op-
pressed people, we throw ourselves upon the mercy of the government, en-
treating that, if it be possible, the government would obtain for us these 
proposed alterations. But if this cannot be done, we must submit to our 
fate." 
Notwithstanding we have not gained for the Indians all that we could 
have desired, yet it is a circumstance most gratifying to us that, by this ar. 
rangement, the forcible expulsion of these greatly inJured people from the 
country descended to them from their f9refatbers is prevented; and tha~ 
although, un4er this arrangement, they will be deprived of a portion of 
their lands, yet they will receive some compensation for the part now to be 
alienated, and it is believed will retain a sufficiency on which they may, 
with industry, secure a comfortable subsistence. 
Situated as we now are, our position towards these people has become 
one of deep responsibility. rrhey are poor, and feel very helpless. They 
believe there are none but the Society of Friends on whom they can safely 
rely, and they have an unshaken confidence that we will not desert them; 
and this opinion has had a powerful influence upon their recent delibera· 
tions. 
'I'hey have arrived at a crisis never before presented; and a large field 
for labor is about to open, in which their friendi may use the means which 
a benevolent Providence has put in their power to rescue from extinction 
and secure the civilization of this remnant of the Seneca nation of Indians, 
and I greatly desire that our hearts may respond to the call. r:rhe circum-
stances by which they are surrounded, and their almost universal desire 
for education and improvement in the arts of civilized life, conspire to in· 
sure to our labors a favorable result. and to crown our exertions with a sue. 
cessful and happy conclusion. ' 
The council which has just been dissolved was closed with an expres· 
sion of fervent gratitude to the Great Spirit for his continued gootlness in 
keeping the chain of friendship bright between their old friends, the Qna. 
kers, and the Seneca nation, and with the expression of an earnest desire 
that this friendship may never be dissolved until the Senecas shall cease to 
exist. 
It affords me a sincere gratification to be able to add, that by this effort 
on the part of Friends, which is about to be brought to so happy a termi-
nation, the animosities that had been engendered amongst the Indians by 
artfully designing individuals, on the question of their emigration to the 
west, are likely to become healed, and that peace and concord will ·again 
be restored amongst them; all parties having appeared cordially to unite in 
the final conclusions of the late council, and to have separated with a man-
ifestation of reciprocal good feelings towards each other. 
Thy affectionate friend, 
G. M. COOPER. 
PHILIP E. THOMAS. 
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It may not be irrelevant to the subject of this narrative to state that 
nriog the stay of the committge at Buffalo a meeting for divine worship 
•as held on tlle Indian reservation, and was attended by a large number of 
sAle Senecas. 
On this o~~casion an opportunity was afforded to open some views in re-
Wion to the nature of true religion, and its happy influences on the condi-
n of man. 
It was shown that vital religion does not censist in mere abstract opin-
joos, nor in the speculative theories of men, nor yet in the performrmce of 
eJ&ernal rituals or ceremonies; but in an unreserved obedience and practi-
cal adherence to the teachings of the Holy Spirit, which the Author of our 
being has, in his great mercy, throughout all ages of the world, been pleased 
to dispense to his rational and accountable creation; and that it is by the 
aid of this Divine illumination that man is enabled to advance in a knowl-
edge of the attributes of the Great Spirit, and is made happier in time, and 
prepared while on earth for an inheritance in that kingdom .. of rest and 
peace which shall never have an end. 
The reality of this illumination-its universality and its entire suffi-
ciency for all the purposes of salvation-were demonstrated by Scripture 
testimony. These views were clearly opened to the audience, and were 
shown to be in accordance with the declaration of the inspired Apostle, 
when he affirmed, c' the grace of God that bringeth salvation hath appeared 
to all men, teaching us that, denying ungodliness and wordly lusts, we 
ehould live soberly, righteously, and godly in this present world." 
'l,owards the close of the meeting an aged chief rose and addressed the 
(l()ngregation in his native tongue. The impressive manner in which his 
communication was delivered, and the solemnity that prevailed over the 
audience! gave evidence that he spoke " not with enticing- words of man's 
wisdom, but in demonstration of the Spirit and of power." 
We afterwards learned that the substance of his testimony was an ex-
pression of unity with what had been spoken, and an affirmation of its ac-
cordance with fiis own experience. He also acknowledged his deep sense 
.Of gratitude to the Great Spirit for having favored them with the present 
pportunity; and then appealing in an earnest and affectionate manner to 
IJ:tose around him, particularly to the youth, he urged them to appreciate 
#le labors which Friends had bestowed on their account, and to treasure up 
lD their minds the good counsel that had this day been given to them, and 
t>ncluded by declaring it to be his solemn belief that it was only by obe-
dience to the inward teachings of tbe Great Spirit, to which their attention 
bad now so affectionately been commendedl that they could hope to enjoy 
a peaceful mind in this world, or be prepared to partake of the joys of that 
which is to come. 
Thus an additional evidence was afforded that the aboriginal mind is ca-
pable of fully comprehending the essential doctrine of the Christian reli-
gion; confirming the views of the enlightened Apostle, when he declared, 
"that God was no respecter of persons; but in every nation he that feareth 
Him and worketh righteousness is accepted with Him." 
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Proceedings of the second Indian council, held at the B1Ljfalo Creek reseroa· 
lion, State of New Yo-rk, 5th month 16th, 1842. 
Present-Ambrose Spencer, commissioner on the part of the United 
States; Samuel Hoar, commissioner on the part of Massachusetts; Abra. 
ham Dixon, delegate from the legislature of New York; Thomas L. Ogden 
and Joseph Fellows, agents of the Ogden Land Company; Philip E. 
Thomas, Moses Sheppard, Joseph S. Walton, Benjamin Ferris, John Leg-
g~tt, Griffith M. Cooper, and Isaac Post, representatives from thtl general 
committee of Friends of the four yearly mer,tings of Baltimore, Philadelphia, 
New York, and Genesee; and the chiefs and headmen of the Seneca 
nation. 
1'he council was called to order by Stephen Osborn, Indian agent, when 
Governor Black Snake, a venerable war chief of the Allegany reservaLion, 
aged above nil'Jety years, said, through the interpreter, that if the commis-
sioners were ready, he desired to make a few remarks. On being requested 
by the commissioner on the part of the United States to proceed, he said: 
BRoTHERS!' I am happy to say that I feel much gratified to meet here 
in council the commissioner appointed by the government of the United 
States and the commissioners tram the States of Massachusetts and New 
York; and also the Friends we met here on a former occasion. I de~ire 
to return thanks to the Great Spirit for preserving us all on our journey to 
this place. Some of you have come a long distance, and it is to the protec. 
tion and goodness of the Great Spirit that we are indebted for our preserva· 
tion and for whatever good we enjoy. . 
I have been instructed by the chiefs who are here to inform you that 
only part of our number are now present. We expect the remaining chiefs 
from Cattaraugus will be here this afternoon, and the Tonawanda chiefs will 
be here by to-morrow at 10 o'clock. 
To· whtch the commissioner on the part of the United States replied: 
BRoTHERS! I ~m here as commissioner on the part of t~ e United States, 
by whom I have been delegated to meet you this day in council. The 
gentleman on my right is a commissioner appointed to attend on the part 
of Massachusetts, and the gentleman on my left has been delegated to attend 
here on behalf of the senate of the State of New York. We unite wiLh you 
in returning thanks to the Great Spirit for bringing us together, that we 
may deliberate on the matters about to come before us. The subject is one 
of vast importance to you. Yon are aware that we can have no possible 
interest in the issue; and we hope and trust, with the blessing of the Great 
Spirit, that our conference will be followed by happy results, both to you 
and to all others th;;tt may be concerned. 
Inasmuch as it appears that only a part of your chiefs are now present, 
we propose to adjourn the council until to-morrow at 10 o'clock, when we 
hope the matter will be brought to a satisfactory conclusion. Till then, we 
bid you farewell. 
'l'he council then adjourned. 
THIRD 'DAY-FIFTH MONTH 17, 184.2. 
The council met pursuant to adjournment. Present, sixty.four chiefs. 
The chiefs were asked if those present were ready to proceed. 
N. T. Strong, an educated chief from the Cattaraugus reservation, re. 
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ked that they "had better not go too fast." It appeared that there were 
&three chiefs present from Tonawanda, and they were not ready. More 
ld arrive by noon. All the Alleganies were present who were expected. 
1dlief from Tonawanda said that the Indian agent had never notified 
of the council. They first heard it from the Friends whom they saw 
Lockport. 
John Hudson, a chief, observed that runners had been sent to bring in 
chiefs from Tonawanda and Cattaraugus reservations, who had not yet -
'ved: the council was therefore not ready to proceed to business, but they 
pected the absent chiefs would arrive to.day by noon. 
The commissioner on the part of the United States: · 
BRETHREN! · We met you here yesterday according to the appointment. 
the Secretary of \tVar, and supp-osed all the chiefs had been notified of 
Uie meeting. Mr. o~born, the Indian agent, told me that he gave notice to 
vera! of the Tonawanda chief<i of the meeting to be held yesterday, and I 
ftOW' wish to know whether the ma_jority of those present are for proceeding 
now, or pntting it off till 12 o'clock. 
Upon the question being taken, it appeared that a majority of the chiefs 
were iu favor of at once proceeding to business; upon which the commis-
~ner on the part of the Umted States remarked that, notwithstanding the 
~unci! would now proceed, if any more chiefs came in and wished informa-
Jjon, it would be given. He then addres3ed them as follows: 
Chiefs, headmen, and warriors of tlze Seneca nation of Indians 1·esiding_ 
in the western parts of the State of New York : 
BRETHREN~ Your great father, the President of the United States, has . 
ippointed me a commissioner to hold a treaty wirh yon respecting a moui~ 
ication or change ot a treaty maEle by you with the United States ou the 
15th of January, 1838. 
The Ct,mmomvealth of Massachusetts, to whom belonged the right of 
pre.emption to a large part of western ~ew Y,ork, and particularly your 
leservations, has appointed the Hon. Mr. Hoar as a superintendent of our· 
oceedings, the more effectually to guard and protect your rights. 
'rhe Hon. Mr. Dixon also appears here, under a resolution of the Senate . 
New York, for the like purpose. 
I now come before you clothed with the authority o.f the United States, 
such commissioner of the United States, to enter upon the business of my· 
pointment. 
Brethren! Your great father, the President of the United State~, has heard 
your complaints against the late treaty, by \vhich you conveyed to Messrs .. 
~en ~md Fellows all your four remaining reservations, the Buffalo creek, 
the Cattaraugus, the Allegany, and the Tonawanda. The treaty made on 
tfte 15th day of January, 1~38, after an amendment by trm Senate of the 
ited States, was ag-ain snbmi~ted to you and received your sanction; and, 
on the 4th day of April, 1840, it was proclaimed by the then President, .Mr .. 
1an Buren, as the law o.f the land, and as such is binding on yon and 
them. 
Brethren! Your steadfast~ and benevolent, and best friends1 the Quakers-, 
betieving that the treaty of the 15th day of January, 1838, as amended, had, 
been improperly obtained, and that its provisions were. hard upon you,. par--· 
ticularly ns ir compelled you to emigrate to a region. west o£ the M:issouri" 
6 
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against the will of many of you, have exerted them~elves to the utmost to 
obtain an alteration of thnt treaty, and, through the instrumentality of the 
Secretary ot \Var, have at length succeeded in inducing the Ogden Com· 
pany-so called, that is-the persons benefited by that treaty, as haV111g the 
right of pre emption to your reservations, to consent to a modification or 
change thereof. . 
Brethreu ! By this modification or change you will retain and have re-
stored to you two of the four reservations, the Cattaraugus and the Allegany, 
and these you and your posterity can hold, occupy, and enjoy forever, if 
your race continues, nnd if you and your posterity choose to keep them; and 
thus you will be spared the necessity of emigrating, and the treaty of 1 b38 
will still r-emain in force as to those who choose to emigrate. 
Brethren ! The treaty now about to be offered to you is the same, with 
one exception, that was read and explained to you by your friends, the 
Quakers, at a council held with you on the 9th of last mon1h, and whiCh 
79 of your chiefs, under their signatures, informed the Secretary of War 
had been accepted by you. 
By the kind interposition of the Secretary of War, the time for your re. 
movul from the Buffalo creek and the Ton a wanda reservations has heen ex-
tended to two years instead ·of one, leaving such of you as may wish to 
remove at an earlier day at liberty to do so, and providing to such as wish 
to remove before the expiration of two years prompt payment for the im· 
provemer..ts they may relinquish; and this is the only material alteration 
from the project of a treaty submitted to you on the 9th of last month. 
Brethren ! You aiso made two other requests; one that 2,500 acres ef 
the Tonawanda reservation might be reserved to your brethren who reside 
<m that reservation, and another that the privileges you had granted to the 
Hydraulic Company should be secured to them. It was found impractica. 
ble and inexpedtent to insist on these requests. The agreement between 
you and the Hydraulic Company is a private and personal concern, with 
which the United States have nothing to do; and the persons interested 
must negotiate with the Ogden Company, who I tmst will do what is just. 
Brethren ! I have already said that, by the treaty now submitted to you, 
and to which you have informally agreed at your council in April last, you 
will have receded to you, in as full right as yon ever enjoyed them, the 
Cattaraugus and the Allegany reservations. l will now proceed to read 
<>ver and have interpreted the treaty now proposed to you. 
[The treaty was then read by paragraphs, and interpreted to the council.] 
Brethren ! I shall say noting to influence you. It is for you to determine, 
with the· artvice and assistance of your real friends-friends who have Ia· 
bored and toiled f.or you-whether the treaty now offered to you is or is 
not greatly to your advantage, and much more so than the treaty of 1838. 
It is my duty, and I am armed with power for that purpose, to take care 
that your deliberations shall be free, and that our councils shall not be in· 
terrupted. It is my duty also to take care that a majority of your chiefs 
.and headmen sign the treaty in a sober state of mind, and in full counci~. 
Brethren ! As a New Y crker I am proud to say that your rights, and the 
rights of all the Indian tribes within our borders, have always been respect. 
-ed and ob~erved, and that you, and all the Indians in this State, have been 
:treated justly and humanely. We mourn over your misfortunes cmd your 
'(iecrease in numbers, and we wotild do all in our po\\rer to elevate your 
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«mtfition-to civilize and christianize you ; and we pray the Great Spirit 
Illy direct and preserve you." 
'fhe commissioner from Massachusetts addressed the council as follows: 
"My Friends~ I am very happy of the opportunity atf1)rded me of rn~et­
tng you on this occasion. I am very glad and thankful to the Great Spirit 
ilat he has preserved so many of you, and brought you logether in health 
«*this time, that you may deliberate upon a subject of great importance to 
you. 'rhe State of Massachusetts., in whose behalf I come, feels an inter-
., in your welfare. The governor of Massachusetts has directed me . to 
eome here to meet you on this occasion, and to furnish you such aid as is 
(ide you from the State of Massachusetts. I am not instructed to ad vise you to 
seH your land, or part with it, or remove from it, or from any portion of the 
'arne, unless you shalt freely choose to part with it. If you believe that 
you have more land than is useful to you, if you think you can make a 
better use of the money for which you may sell your land tr an of the 
!and itself, then you may do so with the full approbation of the State of 
Massachusetts; but if, on the contrary, you believe that the whole of the 
Aand you now occupy is necessary for your comfort ; if it is disagreeable 
for you to remove; if it wiU be inconvenient for you; I wish you to under-
8tand th:1t the State of Massachusetts wilt never consent to have vou re· 
moved from your present possessions: they consider yon as having the 
right to docide on the questiOn of sale; they do not intend to judge what 
WJ.Il be for your welfare. My desire is to inquire if you understand the 
contract you are about to enter into; and if each and all of you do not 
tnderstand every part of it, that you will make known your doubt, that 
the contract may be fully exp~ained to you. If, after you have understood 
this to your satisfaction-if it has already been explained to you, as I am 
iaformed by those who are your best friends, as weH as the friends of hu-
manity, the Quakers-you now approve of the contract, then the State of 
lassaclJusetts wiH ratify the same, and you have their full consent to do 
.,, and their prayers that it may be for your good. 
"My Friends: I have now no mere to say, but to attend to the negotiation 
18 it proceeds; and if I can be assured that you are satisfied with it, I shalt 
h content, as I shaH be sure tbat my duty has been performed." 
The commissioner on the part of the United States: "l do not rise for 
purpose of entering into any argurnent at all; but I do feel called t~on 
make a few remarks in consideration of what has been said by the com-
·oner from Massachusetts. I have no personal interest whatever in the 
litHer. The trifling sum I receive for coming here will hardly pay the 
llleessary expenses of my journey hither. I trust that the age to wh1ch l 
ve arrived, the public services I hope l have rendered, wiH secure me in 
your opinion that I have no desire to misrepresent the matter. 
'· 'rhe honorable commissioner on the part of Massachusetts has not ~aid 
one word concerning the treaty of 1838. That treaty has been approved ; 
it has gone throug:h a H. the forms of law, and has been ratified in slilch a 
manner by the Senate of the United States, that your father, the tben 
ident, Mr. Van Bnren, proclaimed it as a law of the land, and it i~ 
•'111Wi11,l·n g upon alL I know it has been loudly comphined of by you; I 
that your best friends, the Quakers, have complainEd of it; 1 know, 
that they have endeavored, by every effort in their power, to prevent 
treaty from being ratified by the President and Senate of the United 
tes. They have taken counsel in the case i and notwithstanding all the 
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objections to it, upon the fullest and deepest consideration they havf 
been able to bestow upon the subject, they save been induced to recom· 
mend the treaty that has been presented for your adoption. It is not for me, 
nor do I mean to give any epinion as to- the validity of that treaty. It 
stands upon the statute book as the law of the lancl. In view of tile dis. 
agreements, the difficulties,. the lawsuits that may arise, I understand the 
Quakers here to say that it is their opinion that what they have advised is 
for your best interest. Having availed yourselves of their advice, you are 
to act freely; and if, upon the view of the whole subjeet, you are satisfied-
on the whole that it-will be best for you, arHen !. But it~ on the contrary, you 
d~cide to reject the contmct, the government has no more to say, and' 
shall not complain." 
The commissioner from Massachusetts replied:~ 
''My Friends~ I think it due to the gentleman who is· appointed com· 
missioner on the part of the United Sta-tes, as well as to yon and to myself, 
to say one word more. I am gratified that the views that l have eQtertained 
and expressed are so much in accordance with his, and I can fully approve 
of what he has said. It is true I did not mention the treaty of 1~38; ia 
was not because l had not heard of that treaty, but because I did not desi1'8 
to give any opinion about it, or of its validity. I diu say, and l now repeat 
to you, that the }.,riends wiH not intentionally deceive you. I may have aD 
an opinion-a very decided one: you yourselves know if your contract 
was fairly made ; on this point I do not deE ire to speak, but I wish you t8 
understand that I desire you ttl be left free to decide on that point for your. 
selves. If you shemld think that a judicial trial of y0ur rights witb the 
Ogden Company on their claim, 
1
t:mder $he treaty of 1838, would be expen· 
sive and troublesome to you, it may be very proper for you to take thi3 ex· 
pense and trouble into your consideration, in determiniug whether it is best 
to accept the treaty and compact now cdfered to you." 
'l,he chiefs of the council requested the remainder of the day to them· 
selves, that the several tribes might consult together. 'I'o which the com· 
missioner on the part of the United States replied : 
" I treat with the whole Seneca nation 1 and not with the separate tribes. 
I have no objection to their consultation, but I must have a reply of the 
whole nation, and not from the separate tribes. I would observe that, al· 
though ~y friend, the commissioner from Massachusetts, uses a little differ-
ent language from me, our opinions con-cur. 'Ne are here from a great 
distance, and at considerable expense, but will adjourn to 10 o'clock tO· 
morrow morning, and wish you would proceed as fast as possible in your 
consultation, and be ready te come to a decision whea we meet yot1. And 
we hope you will not protract the council unnecessarily,. but diligently use 
the time till to morrow." 
The council then adjourned till 10 o'clock to-morrow. 
'rHIRD DA Y-.AFT RNOON: 4 o'CLOCK. 
The council again met at 4 o'clock this afternoon, when the commission. 
ers and the committees of Friends, by invitation from the chiefs, attended. 
The commissioner on the part of the United States addressed the coun-
cil as follows : · 
"BrQt.hers and Friends: I did not expect you to meet again until to. 
morrow; but, having been informed that you have not correctly understood 
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eommissioner from Massachusetts, we have ·returned that he may make 
explanation to you." • 
The commissioner from Massachusetts then said: 
11 Friends and Brothers: I should be extremely sorry that any thing [should 
Je said should produce injury or suffering to you. I have been informed 
Sbat some of the chiefs now present have intimated that I said you might 
sider yourselves untrammelled by the treaty of 1838, and that the State 
Massachusetts would defend you in your present possessions, unless you 
uld now prefer to part with them. What I intended to say was this: 
governor of Massachusetts sent me Aere to ascertain whether you clearly 
understood the bargain you were about to make; and that, understanding 
all the facts in the ca~e, you sfuould yourselves determine whether it was 
best for yon to agree to the proposed treaty or not. I desired that you 
lhould take into consideration all the circn mstances connectecl with the 
10bject, aud that you should then yourselves decide what was best for you 
td do. 
"It is true, as has been stated by the commis11ioner on the part of the 
United States, that I did not speak to you ab:Jut the treaty of 1838. The 
reason was, I did not intend to give any opinion on the validity of that 
treaty. I had heard that some of you believed it was fraudulently ob-
tained ;• others thought differently. My government did not authorize me 
to give any opinion on tL t point. I repeat to yon that on this subject I did 
aot intend to give you any opinion. Your circumstances are well known to 
the Friends who are now present, and I refer you to them, as your sincere 
friends, for advice. That treaty exists: whether it be good or bad, I give 
no opinion; but I would say, if you want an opinion, why should you 
)ook to me for one 1 I was not sent to give it to you. You have friends 
~ere who are fully able and willing to ad vise you ; they know more about 
It than I do. They know your wants; they can judge for you; and I now 
again refer you to them." 
rrhe commissicmer on the part of the United States remarked: 
"Your friends, the Quakers, at the council held with you in April, 
pve you their advice in writing. There may be somA her~ present who 
aid not hear that ad vice ; do you desire again to have it read]" 
A number of the Indians expressed a wish to hear it, and it was read and 
interpreted to them. 
After reading 1his communication, Philip E. Thomas addressed the coun-
Cil as follows: 
"Brothers ! We have this day repeated the words that we spoke to you 
at the forr~er council, when, by permission of the Great Spirit, we were 
VC\red to meet at this place; we have repeated these words ta you as the 
deliberat~ judgment of your Friends. 
''We did then believe, and we still ccmtinue to believe, that, by the trea-
ties into which yon had been drawn, before we had any knowledge of your 
'tuation, your e~mdition had become one of great difficulty and embarrass-
ment; and, aftp,r much and anxious inquiry into all the circumstances of 
yonr case, we could see no way by which you might procure relief but by 
accep!ing the proposed supplemental treaty that had been obtained for you, 
and by which a home is secnred to you. 
"l caution vou that it will be unsa 1e to depend either upon Massachn-
eeLts or Ne\V York for protection. After what you have this day heard, 
f8U can have no hope of relief from them-; and it is proper you should 
distinctly understand thi8. The people t\nd authorities of those States are 
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friendly to you, and they sincerely desire your welfare; but so far as Fe'it 
gards any ability to extrieate you from your present embarrassments, they, 
I tell you, are wholly powerless ; and I repeat, that even if they ha·ve th& 
disposition, they are not ab!e to do it. We Jive under a government of 
. laws, and by these laws the powers of the govern~tent are define€! an«* 
limited. 
"'rhe commissioner from Massachusetts has admitted that he does not 
come here to extend to you any protection, but to see that you clearly nn• 
derstand the treaty upon which you are now about to act. This he has 
avowed is tl:ole purpose of his visit, and strictly to this object will his mis. 
sion be confined. 
" Brothers ! It is probable that this will be the last time I may ever have 
an opportunity to meet yon in council. It is, therefore, my rlu ty to speak 
plainly and frankly~ ·and l now again tell you that you are surrounded by 
many serious difficulties; which not only threaten your personal safety,. but 
eventually may even lead to the dispersion and n~iB of your nation. 
"I make these remarks that you may Bot be ignorant of my opinion ns 
regards your real situation. I have devoted much of my tirae within the 
last two years to yonr concerns. Indeed, I believe I ca,n say that I have 
given more of my attention to them than to my own affairs, and have had 
the opportunity of becoming thoroughly acquainted with them;. and I now 
earnestly adm0nish you to beware of any precipitate or rash conclusion. 
'rhink well before you decide. For myself, I plainly declar-e that I see no. 
avenue by which you can possibly escape from the perils that eNcompass yo~ 
but by accepting the propose€! supplemental treaty.. Believe me, that it will 
not be wise in you to depend either upon the State of Massachusetts or New 
York for any available protection. I plainly warn you not to do this, be. 
cause it is important that you should, as r>egards this matter, remain undep 
no mistake. 
''Brothers! We have now opened our hearts freely and fnlly to you. Yo11 
know us too well to doubt for a morP-ent our sincerity, or to believe tha~ 
lve are ·capable of intentionally deceiving you. 
"Brothers! lt only remains for me to assure you of my ferveat desires that 
the Great Spirit may continue to you the extension of his goodness and pro· 
tection, and that he will so overrule your counsels on thi.s momentous oc· 
casion, that your deliberations may result in lhe lasting good of your na· 
lion and people." 
The delegate on the part of the legislature of New York. then rose and. 
~a.d : ':I appear here by virtue of a resolution of the senate, as a delegate-
1rom the leg1slature of the State of New York. 
"Brothers t You know that this State has al wa,ys treat-ed the lndians with 
indulgence and humanity. We have enacted many laws for your protec. 
tion and benefit, granted you liberal annuities, and paid them punctually; 
and we have never taken from the red man his lands ·in any other manner 
' but by honorable purchase and a fair eq1uivalent. The people of this State 
have deeply sympathized with you in your difficulties with the 0gden Com. 
pany in relation to your lanrls. The legislature participated in this feel-
ing; and while they had the subject under consideration the last winter, 
they were rf'joiced to ·learn that a door had been opened by which yon 
might escnpe from dangers which you and others thought awai ted you, aud 
they sent me to be present on this occasion to give y'Ou such assistance and 
advice as I cou~d. But it is important you should understand the nature 
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die aid which the State proposes to givP, and that you should know that 
she can do for you is to giwe you counsel, instruction, and advice, and 
ble you fully to understand the stipulations of the treaty which is now 
FP.d for your adoption or rejection. 
41 You are under the protection of the laws of this State, and to a degree 
eo are liable to their exactions and restrictions, like our own citizens. 
rs is a government of laws, and not of force. It is impossible to protect 
r own citizens against improvident contracts of their own making: when, 
refore, it is said by our friend from Baltimore, Mr. 'rhomas: that the 
te is powerless to relieve you from the embarrassments of the treaty of 
, he states nG more than is true in relation to our own citizens. If 
t treaty should be i•·ronounced va~id by our own courts, it would not be 
ssible for the State of New York to extricate or re lievc you from the ex-
ecution of it. If the State were disposed to do so ; if we should rise in arms 
to protect you in the possession of your lands, we could not do it-we are 
but a handful when compared to all the people of the United States who 
would come against us. 
"Yon have already been told that it is not the business of the commis-
eioners to give you legal advice, and to declare whether the treaty of 1838 
i valid or invalid. rrhese benevolent gentlemen who have espoused your 
eause, and Elevated t}Jemsel ves with such untiring perseverance to your wel. 
fare, and to your relief from this embarrassment, may truly and emphati-
cally be styled your friends and the friends of humanity. They have told 
fOU that they have taken the Lest legal advice the country affords; and 
that the result of these inquiries is, that the treaty being executed according 
to the forms of law1 it is considered donbtful whether it can, by the courts, 
be declar«:>d void. I do not say that this is my individual opinion. 'rhis is 
a very grave question, upon which I am not willing at present to hazard 
an optmon; and if I should, it would be entitled to very little consideration 
if it should differ from the very high authority which they have obtained. 
'·If you deem this question important to your present deliberations, and 
are not satisfied with the advice you have already had on the suhject, you 
onght to tleliberate further, and take the counsel of men learned in the la\V 
for yourselves. I hope, brothers, that your deliberations will result in 
unaniUJity at present, and in ytmr final happiness and prosperity." 
The commissioner on the part of the United Stutes addressed the d1iefs 
U foiiO\VS: 
"Brothers! We shall meet ag-ain to-morrow. In the mean time I beg 
you to retkct on what l say. There are a great many interested white per-
sons whg may state facts so as to ~islead yon. I advise you not to listen 
to them. You have heard the ad vice of your friends, the Quakers, who, 
ever since the days of Mr. Penn, bave been the unwearying friends of your 
nation. Let their words and counsel sink deep into your hearts. It comes 
from men who can never, who will never say au~ht to deceive you; who 
have labored and toiled, and made a long journey in the most inclement 
~ather, to the hazard of their health and life, to give you their counsel." 
John lllack Stuith, of the Tonawanda reservation,* ''wished to say to 
"The To':lawanrla lndidns reside on T onawanda creek, south of lake Ontario. They have 
never been under the care of Friend .;; , nor have they admitted a miss-ionary into their settle-
mrnt, and but few of them have made any profession of Christianity. A put of their clan 
re tde in Upper Canada, and it is supposed that if compelled to remove, many of them will 
join their fritnds there in preference iO emigrating either to the \\iSt or settling on the Catta· 
raugus or .\llegan, ft'Servatwns. · · , 
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the commissioners that he came in late, and had not heard the whole of the 
proceedin£"S of yesterday ar.Jd to-day, but undtrstood that the commissioner 
from Massachusetts made a spee.ch ti;)is morning, and this afternoon with-
drew some of his remarks: he is afraid the commissioner has been influ. 
enced by the other commissioners and Society of Friends. There is some-
thing in this that he does not comprehend. 'I,he commissioner from Mas. 
sachusetts stated that he came to protect the Indians and see justice don~. 
w~ have been since told that Massachusetts has no power to protect US, 
'Vhat use is it for him to come here if he has no power 1 In former times, 
when the old chiefs made treaties with the Ogden Company, they alway! 
saw a commissioner from Massachusetts in behalf of the State. We have 
always thought they had power. He (the commissioner) reports th'e pro-
ceedings to the governor, who sanctions and makes them legal. We can~ 
reconc1le the two speeches. We understand, also, that there is a commis. 
sioner from New York. Our friend from Baltimore says he is our friend, 
but the commissioner has no power to protect the Indians. "V\r e are sorry 
these remarks are made on behalf of New York and Massachusetts. We 
think this State has a kind disposition towards the Indians." 
The commissioner from Massachusetts: " My .friends! I am sorry there 
should be a misunderstanding of any remarks I have made. If I under· 
stand my own remarks, there has been no change in th~ thvughts express-
ed to you. I bave taken back nothing that I have said before, and cannot 
now do it. When I first addressed you I said nothing about the tr~aty of 
1838. When the honorable commissioner on the part of the United States 
addressed you, and seemed to desire that I shonld have :!aid something 
ab&ut that treaty, I told you I had not done so because 1 wished to give no 
opinion whatever abont it. I said 1 hoped you would freely, fully, and 
without restraint, consider the whole subject; and if it was desirable for you 
to accept the proposition, you weuld do so, and Massachusetts would be 
satisfied. If, on the other hand, on consulting your friends here-who are 
your true friends-you should think best not to accept this treaty, then 
reject it. In saying this, I hope you will understand that I wish you not 
to keep out of the case the consideration of that treaty-you ought not to 
forget it. I hope yotl will not think it hard that I do not give an opinion 
on its validity. 
"The governor of ~lassachusetts did not send me here to expre5s such an 
opinion; I do not kno\V the facts in the case. Some have asserted that the 
treaty was obtained by improper means; others say differently. I do not 
know the facts, and therefore I cannot give any opinion upon the subject. 
It has been stated that in all the treaties Massachusetts has had a cornrnis· 
sioner here. Massachusetts had a pre-emption right. In the sale of it she 
reserved a right to see that the Indians were dealt with fairly and justly. 
If, in the present treaty, the commissioner from Massachusetts 5hould think 
you were dealt unfairly with, and should withhold his approval, everybody 
would consider it a nullity, because Massachusetts reserved a right to. have 
a voice in these transactions. Now, if understanding the facts, you thiHk 
it ~est to make this contract, I am ready to approve of it on the part of Mas-
sachusetts. What Mr. 'rhomas means by saying thnt Massachusetts has 
no power, is, that the power of Massachusetts extends only to the lands 
lying ·within the State of Massachusetts, and your ]ands lte not in that 
State. 
"The courts of Massachusetts have no more power here than those of any 
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t State or nation under heaven. You see that the agent for Massa-
eeus did give his assent to the treaty of 1838-whether right or wrong, 
did do it. That assent was submitted to the governor and council of 
ssnchusetts, and by that body was accepted and approved. It will there-
follow that, as respects the treaty of 1838, the gentleman who address-
you from Baltimore is correct in saying the Common wealth ef Massa-
setts is powerless here.'' 
~rhe commissioner on the part of the United States: 
"Brothers! I will explain one fact to which the gentleman has not 
adverted. All the lands lying between here and Herkimer were, at the 
time referred to, unsettled lands-not a soul livi-ng on them except Indians. 
There is one chief here (Governor Black Snake) who knows these f<'lcts: 
aH the lands from here to the German flats were inhabited only by Indians 
at the end of the revolutionary war in 1783. These lands were called 
'Crown lands,' ond were claimed to belong to ·the King of Great Britain, 
and were granted by him to th0se who had purchased, by license, from the 
Indian nations. When the American people proclaimed and maintained 
their independence, and a treaty was _made between us and the King, 
Georg-e Ill, these lands were relinquished to the United States, and the line 
run through the middle of lake Erie and Niagara river on the west. Mas-
sachusetts, who had a charter from the King for all the lands from the 
Atlantic to the Pacific ocean, maintained that by these grants all the lands 
west of the setlled part of 1\ew York belonged to that State . . It became a 
question between New York and Massachusetts. It was settled in 1786 by 
a treaty at Hartford, Connecticut, whereby New York agreed that Massa-
chnsetts' right should commence one mile west of Geneva or Seneca lake, 
and take in all west of that in the State, with the exception of one mile on 
Niagara river. Massachusetts ceded the right of jurisdiction to this terri-
~ry, retaining the right to buy of the Indians. In that contract, made at 
Hartford, between New York and Massachusetts, this very right is receg-
llised, in b .... half of which the commissioner from· Massachusetts appears, to 
tee that justice is done, and that every thing is done with your free consent. 
~nd ll(JW, my friends and brothers, with what I have said 1 take leave of 
'011 till lO o'clock to-morrow, with the ho19e that you will proceed, and 
hring the subject to a close as soon as possible, but with due deliberation. 
Your friend from Baltimore stated that this State could do nothing for you. 
He was nght; the State of New York, as he has told yon, is powerless. 
"The Ogden Company's right of pre-emplion comes from Massachusetts, 
'lhich has always done justly; but they can do nothing in this case, for 
they have no power at all." , 
(As the council was about to adjourn, a desire was expressed hy a major-
ity of the chiefs to extend the time mentioned for adjournment; the council 
was accordingly adjourned to fiflh day morning, at 10 o'clock.] 
FIFTH DA v-3 o'cLOCK, P. M. 
Since the adjournment on third d1.y, up to this time, the chiefs were in 
council to~etber; they now expressed their readiness to meet the commis-
sioners and contmne the business of the meeting. 
Griffith M. Cooper addressed the chiefs as follows: 
"Brothers! Jt has appeared to our minds that our services are about 
drawing to a close, though a fact attends the circumstances that, to me is 
I 
. , 
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personal, and in which my reputation as a man is involved. You recollect, 
my friends, that some two or three years since you sent a deputation to 
consult the Society of Friends, wishing us to interest ou:selves in your be. 
half; and you also recollect that at that time, and subsequently, you re • 
. quested us that after we should ha~e done all m our power in relation to 
this treaty matter, we would hone~tly and candidly so mform you. From 
that period to the present we have seen laboring for you indefatigably, ani 
we came here last month to inform you of the result of our labors. We 
told you candidly and honestly, then, that we had accomplished all we 
could fur you. The present compromise you are now deliberating upon is 
that result. At the time when the proposed treaty was laid before you, it 
was explained, I apprehend, to the understanding of every chief who heard 
it. It would be a reflection upon you for me to suppose you did not undel\o 
stand it; and after that instrument was read and expliiiined to your satisfac-
tion, a crpy was laid upon your table; and you also rec0llect that after yonr 
Friends left you I remained with you six days. Therefore you had suffi. 
cient time to deliberate upon every article of that instrument. The result 
was, that out of eighty-one chiefs seventy -nine signed the paper, saying to 
th~ Secretary of War that you would accept that treaty as ex!-,ibited to youj 
but, at the same time, you asked ofthe government of the United S[ates to 
make some alterations for you; but if the requ.est could not be complied with1 
you would take it as it was. I now hold in my hand a copy of that letter 
to the Secretary of \Var, to which seventy-nine attached their nat;nes. Yo·u 
reqnested I should be the bearer of the same, and deliver it to the Secretary 
of War, and that I should interest myself in order to accomplish the altera· 
tions you desired. ' 'rhe request I complied wi·th, l went accordingly and 
interceded, with all the influence I had, to efft> ct these alterations. Now, 
my friends, I am coming upon a subject in which I am personally interest. 
ed. I apprehend that my honor and integrity as a man are concerned. 
'I' he Secretary of W ur expre.ssed a regret tl-iat the time had not been fixed 
on at an ear her date ; I told the Secretary that this was a deliberate act of 
yours, without any compulsion, and that the chiefs of the Seneca nation 
had never deceived me; that I had confidence they never would, and that 
I would pledge my word for the faithful performance on your part of all 
that you had agreed to. I considered that I had sufficient reas®n to make 
this pledge. I had been. connected with you eight years, and you had never 
once deceived me, and this gave me confidence in you. Yon will also re· 
collect that at the time the contract was explained to you, you were informed 
that unless you c0mplied with the conditions, the government would not 
send a commissioner here; that it would be attended with great expense; 
but that if you di<;l accept it, the govemment would send a commiesioner on 
it~ p:Ht, and also Massachusetts. In this paper you requested the Secretary 
to send a commissioner on the 16th of May, or at its ettriiest convenience, 
to ratify this treaty. No\V, my friends, I appeal to every individual of you 
if you are not perwnall y impl 1cated with me. Inasmuch as I consider my 
word as sacred as my life, I shall hope you will constder your word as sacred 
as I do mine. I have said in the commencement it seemed as though our 
labors were drawing to a close; hecause, as we had understood thnt there is 
~ great division among those who had signed the contract, I was led to be· 
lieve you would not fulfil the word I had pledged for yon. Now, if you 
have altered your minds on this snhject, I don't want yon to involve me in 
the difficulty. I have felt, my friends, at many times willing, if permitted 
I • 
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gh kind Providence, to devote my life to your service. Now I wish 
k you, my friends, one question. Suppose you do not think proper to 
fil the, pledge you have made, and the pledge I have made for you ; can 
of yon reasonably sn ppose I can go hereafter to Washington on a mis· 
on your behnlf? What would the government say? Why, ; You 
ebeen here once before; you have put confidence in the Indians; they 
deceived yon, and you have deceiyed us, and therefore yon can retire t' 
t must be the reply. 1'hey would never negotiate with me as your 
nt, nor do I apprehend they would negotiate with you. I must confess, 
friends, that within a few days I have felt much anxiety on account of 
. character and reputation, and also on account of yours. l waut to take 
pas little time of the council as possible; but I thought proper to make 
a!Jese few remarks, and leave you to act according to your own counsel and 
discretion." ' 
John Black Smith "um1erstood that the compromise (the letter to t~e 
B cretary of War) was written by an individual heiie, (Mr. Uooper ;.) and 
e understood from our Friend that the Secretary of \Var was a great 
an, and the Indians were to f'ign that paper, when i~ was drawn, to ask 
.dle Secretary to appoint commissioners to come here and make a treaty." 
G. JVI. Cooper: "I call upon every 'chief to say if he did not under-
liand it as I have now exolained it.n 
Governor Black Snake' " wished to say a few words to the commission. 
ers and the Friends. Before you came in we understood you (the Friends) 
were about retiring. We have thought best to invite you in once ruore, 
and rear you speak. You have now explained the matter. You have re-
lated the circumstances, as they took place at the last council, all true; we 
~d sign the paper and all its contents-it was understood by those who 
gned it; perhaps his nephew (Black Smith) did not understand it. I 
llope the Friends will stay a while and have the matter explained. I hope 
at these misuJ:Jderstandings will all be made plain. There alie many who 
ish to abide by that paper they have signed. 1 hope you will stay awhile 
n~ be easy in y-our minds. These remarks · carne from the Allegany 
aluef.~ only. rrhe chiefs from Cattaraugus and Buffalo wiH speak for 
&bemsel ves." 
G. M. \.Jooper remark~d., c: that to correct an impression which may have 
ne abroad thnt Black Smith signed the letter ~o the Secretary of \Var, he 
rmuld say that Black Smith did not sign it." . 
Seneca White, on behalf of the Buffalo chiefs:: "Brothers, the Friends! 
You have finished the friendly remarks you have desired to make with re· 
~rd to the su bjt~ct of the com promise now u ndP.r consideration. You 
~sh an explanation of the understanding of that paper which we have 
gned, and of which yon were the b.earer. 'rhey (the chiefs) wish to. 
know who was to blame-yon or they. rrhey wish to explain their views 
ppouthe suh}-:~ct. It is true yon came here with the amended treaty. You 
l&d it in council, and made us understand all its d1fferent articles. Afrer 
1he explanation was made, some of the Friends returned home; but you, 
r. CllOper, remained. rrhe chiefs discussed that treaty, and came to a 
conclusion that they would accept it; but it was not exactly such a one as 
they would like to make. Therefore the statements made by our brother, 
r. Cooper, are in all parts trne, as understood by us. lt is alw true that 
he chiefs signed the paper. We then concluded we would make the com-
romise; it was so decided, and the statrmPnt of Mr. Cooper is true; the 
Indians approved of all the proceedings of the Friends, aud asked their as-
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sistance. They have full confidence in the Friends-they have assisted 
us much, and have not alienated our affections. WE do not wish to have 
our 1riends withdraw, but hope they will remain and assist us in making 
the compromise. We are now in council ; all the proper officers are here-
the commissioner on the part of the United States, and also for Massachu. 
setts and New York-and . we do not think our friends ought to withdraw, 
as we have now arrived at the proper time to make the treaty. 'Ve wisb 
to say the Society of Friends have done their best, and assisted us a great 
deal, and ought not to be censured. It is we that are to blame-we are 
tardy-we do not progress so fast as we wish. The difficulty does not lie 
with you-we have some difficulty among ourselves. What people say 
or do, does not influence us. \Ve wish the question may be settled, and 
no difficulty hereafter. vVe do not think that any obstacles or delays 
ou~ht to brenk up the treaty and compromise." 
Samuel Gordon, a chief: "About a month ago, the Friends came here 
with an amended treaty. They called a general council of the fonr reser· 
vations, and we met as we do now in this place. They read the paper, 
and we examined all its parts. They said we should have an opportunity 
to ask questions, and they would explain. It was so done. We asked a 
great many questions of different parts, and they explained. They con. 
tinued in council six days, until they supposed every one understood iL 
We then came to a conclusion, and wrote that letter, which was the Ian. 
guage of the council at that time. The remarks of Mr. Cooper, in regard 
to the proceedings of the last council, are true. All he has said is true; 
neither did he compel us to sign. The p{j per was read for the \nspection 
of the chiefs, and they discussed and decided on it. 
" The difficulty is among ourselves. We disagree in small matters. I 
will state some of those difficulties. The compromise says ti'le Indians 
shall give up two of their reservations. They, on the other hand, do not 
wish to give them up; they cannot consent; they wish the compromise to 
be in this way. They would take the same number of acres that comprise 
the AlleQ"any and Cattaraugus reservations, divided among all the reserva· 
tions. '!'hat is the desire of the people~ as well as the chiefs, 'rhey wish 
to stay on their own reservations. 'l'he great desire of the chiefs is to 
make a compromise so that the people will be satisfied. They fear, if all 
are concentrated on two reservations, there will be difficulties and jealousies 
among themselves. That is the main difficnlt~T, They want to make 
such an arrangement that all difficulty hereafter shall cease. 'rhey wish 
now to make a compromise with the Ogden Company. Cannot they com-
promise so as to keep the same number of acres contained in the Cattaraugus 
and Allegany reservations divided among all the different reservations 1 
They wish to satisfy the people of the Seneca nation. 'I'hey want to con-
sider and see if they can compromise so as to satisfy the people. It is not 
the wish of the Cattaraugus chiefs that the Friends withdraw from us; 
but we hope they will tak-e hold with us, and carry through the neg-otia. 
tion. \Ve have confidence in them; we believe they love us, and wi~l do 
all they can for our benefit. We should exceedingly regret if our Friends 
should conclude to leave us. vVe, the Cattaraug-us chiefs, beg them to 
remain, and not withdraw, b Llt go on and as ~ ist in the negotiat!'on. We 
hope tht-y will have patience. It is by no means uncommon, in matters of 
this kind, to meet Wlth obstacles and difficulties of various kinds. This is 
an important affair, and, to the Indians, of great moment. vVe are not far 
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; we cannot agree at once ; but we believe in a little while we shall 
me to a united conclusion.'' 
Jtmmy Johnson, a Tonawanda chief, observed: "I would say a few 
s to Mr. Cooper, on behalf ot the 1,onawanda chiefs. I understood the 
r was an invitation for a council; that it was written by Mr. Cooper. 
requested the chiefs to sign it, because the Secretary of War was a great 
n; therefore they signed, with the understanding that when the council 
onld meet they would have an opportunity to negotiate for a compro-
" 
The commissioner on the part of the United States: "Brothers! I came 
re under restricted power. I had not power to negotiate at large. The 
ecretary of vVar informed me that the basis or foundation of a treaty was 
ready agreed to by yon, at the advice of your friends, the Quakers, act-
ing in your behalf with the Ogden Company; and he told me, in a letter 
he wrote to me, that there had been a long negotiation between you and 
the Ogden Company; and by his efflnts in aid of your friends, the Qua-
ers, these were the very best terms they could possibly obtain for you. 
And he thought he had done great things for you by the new treaty, by 
preventing the necAssity of ali the Seneca nation emig-rating and leaving 
the Stute of New York. You are already informed, by the treaty of 1838, 
that yon are, in three years, to remove and go beyond the Missouri river. 
This he believed would be to many of you very hard and disagreeable. 
H'e therefore interested himself in your behalf to get the very best terms 
from the Ogden Company, with the aid and counsel of your friends, the 
Quakers. Now, as a private individual, I should be glad if yon could be 
accommodated exactly as Seueca White proposed; that is, that yon might 
remain on your old reservations. But remember that you have made a 
treaty; that treaty has been proclaimed to be the supreme Ia w of the land ; 
lnd the Secretary of War believes you can never get rid of that treaty but 
•ith the full assent of the Ogden Company. You seem to tbinl{, howev-
er, from what Seneca White has said, that the Ogden Company will give 
on better terms. Now, Messrs. Ogden and Fellows are here as trustees 
f the company to whom you sold- the right of the reservalions, and wIll 
ive you an answer for thernsel ves here publicly, or in any W£1y yoH see 
t. Let me say one word farther. Many of your best friends thtnk that 
stead of its being an injury to you to bP- concentrated on the Cattaraugus 
nd Alleg-any reservations, it will be much better for you. And your friends, 
eQuakers, as I understand them, intend to superintend and afford succor, 
tQ educate you, and make you a much greater peo~le than you now are. 
Messrs. Ogden and Fellows will answer for themselves; and if they will 
comply with your wishes, it will be satisfactory to me. The Quakers could 
get no better terms in your behalf." 
Seneca White "was very hapry to hear of the l1mited instructions of the 
C8mmissioner on the part of the United States. He understood, at the close 
bf his remarks, that the trustees of the Ogden Company were present, and 
euld answer for themselves. It.is the wish of the chief.~ that they would 
answer the questions. We put the question to them, \Vill they cemsent to 
tbis compromise, and grant the wish of the chiefs?" 
T. L Ogden. "Brothers! I am here with my associate, Mr. Fellows, to 
represent what is called the Ogden Company. In speaking to the appeal 
which you have made to us, it may he proper for me to review brirfly the 
history of the proposed compromise which has been offered to you. I 
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should commence with the fall of last year, shortly after the present Secre 
tar;r of War came into office. 
"I live in the city of New York; and about that time I received a letter 
from the Secretary of War iaforming me that he had' received a letter from 
some of the Friends in Baltimore proposing such a compromise as would 
satisfy you, anu ought to satisfy the pre-emp1ion company. The Secretary 
of War requested l-should proceed from New York to Baltimore, to see 
and converse with them. J did go to Baltimore, and had an interview witlt 
P. E. Thomas, who is now present. I aske<d that Friend what he had to 
propose. I stated that I would listen to what he had to say; that I had no 
right to compromise the rights of the company, but would hear any prop-
osition he wished to make. He answered he was not authorized to speak 
for you; but he was your friend, and had no doubt you would approve any 
thing he and the society should agree to with us. Mr. 1'homas then made 
a proposition to me on your behalf, which he desired me to lay before the 
pre-emption company. Bnt his proposals were: as I considered, so at va-
riance with the rights of the company, and so exclusiv~ly in your favor, I 
·told him it was improper for me to listen ; and if these were his final prop. 
ositions, the negotiation had better cease at once. He then desired me to 
go the next day, and. he would go, and see the Secretary of War, and ascer-
tain if we could not agree. We accordingly met at Washington, and had 
a long conversation with the Secretary of War, and some progress was 
made towards an adjustment. I asked the Secretary what the government 
would do 1 Whether it would carry out the treaty with those Indians who 
would emigrate 1 He proposed to satisfy those who wished to go west, 
and protect those who remained. Such propositions were therefore made 
between us, and discussed at large; and I returned to New York in order 
to learn the opinion of the company I represented. After that, a consulta. 
tion took place between the Secretary, acting for the Friends, and myself, 
acting for the company. The Friends were very tenacious of your rights, 
and made many proposals, some of which the company could not and 
would not accede to. Letter after letter passed between us in relation to 
this matter, and finally an arrangement was concluped. I then went back 
to Washington, and had it all reduced to writing, in the form 9f a treaty, 
which is now submitted to you. The whole matter was thus concluded 
by the Friends, acting for you, and the pre~emption company, acting for 
themselves. In the whole course of the transaction the Qnakers, who do 
not hold to fighting, halJe fought your battle most valiantly. They have 
advocated and argued your case with t1 pertinacity and zeal which alone 
has produced the result of the new treaty. The conditions of the compro: 
mise having been agreed upon, the next step was to ascertain whether you 
would agree to it. The Society of Friends undertook to lay the snhject 
before you. 'l~he trustees of the pre-emption company told you that when 
you gave your assent to it they would agree to it. A few days since Ire. 
ceived a letter from the Secretary informing me that a letter of assent had 
been signed by seventy.nine of your chiefs, aud the time had now arrived 
for the pre emption company to come and consummate the aweement. 
Mr. Fellows and myself M.ave accordingly come for that purpose. You now 
inquire whether we can enter into a negotiation, and alter the terms of the 
contract. My answer is, we co~e here not to enter into a new treaty, but 
to consummate the one already agreed upon. Mr. Fellows and I represent 
a great many persons who are interested, who have authorized us to con-
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this treaty, but have not authorized .us to make a new one. Yon 
•~ expressed a desire to remain on the different reservatiOns as you are 
situated. It is not for me to ad vise yon as to tbe wisdom of this ar-
gement. It would, perhaps, be more for the interest of the pre.emption 
any, as it would S"d.Ve us the expense of buying your improvements. 
t that would be a departure from the commission we hold. I believe it 
ld be much to your dis ad vantage; and I believe, also, that the govern-
t, which wishes. to concentrate you as much as possible, would never .e to it. It would afford me great pleasure to gratify your wishes on 
thiS point; but we do not feel authorized to deviate from the compromise 
which has been made. It is ' now for you to conclude wheth~r the agree-
aMtlt we have come here to execute will be executed or not. We have 
thought that the ·arrangement was highly beneficial .to you, inasmuch as \\'e 
bave, for the sake of peace, relinquished two. of the reservations, and have 
purchased the improvements of such as may wish to ~o. r need not say to 
you, bro1hers, if you reject the compromise you wiil stand on the rights 
JOU have under the treaty of 1838. vVhat your rights are, it is not for me 
tell you: what our rights are, I think we understand. I fervently hope 
llte Great Spirit may dispose your min.ds to come to a right decision m the 
llatters now under consideration." 
John Black Smith said "he understood the compromise occupied them 
several days, and they had found none better that could be made ; that if 
dle contract was altered, tl·le United States wonld not consent to it." 
'r. L. Ogden replied, that "he thought the government would not 
tonsent to the desired alteration, as it was its policy to concentrate the In-
dians, as much as possible, in one body." 
Philip K Thomas then addressed the council as follows: " Brothers ! It 
bas been stated to you that your Friends, who are attending this council as 
representatives from the four yearly meetings, believin2' their services to be 
BOW drawtng to a close, were preparing to withdraw from you; they were 
about to do this, but bad not come to the conclusion from any abatement of 
iendship for you, or of selicitude for your welfare. They supposed that 
ey had communicated to yon all the information and counsel that it would 
in their power to give, and being far distant from their homes, and de-
·ned much longer fcom their families than they had expected, they were 
irons to return as soon as they could safely leave you. Perceiving, bow-
ever: from what has been here expressed, that it is your wish they should 
tllmain longer with you, they have cow:~luded to do so." . 
Upon the expression of these remarks, a general feeling of satisfaction 
appeared to be diffused over the counciL 
The commissioner on the part of the 0 nited States : "Brothers ! We now 
))fopose to leave youl and will meet you again to-morrow, at 10 o'clock. 
You have heard from Mr. Ogden a full explanation of his power, and of 
the mode a11d manner im wl!ich the treaty that has been proposed to you 
has been brought about. You have heard that yon eau expect no alteration 
oethe treaty, in compliance with a wish expressed by several of the chiefs. 
'.Vherefore the question is reduced to a single point-whether you will remain 
the treaty of 1838, and abide its consequences, or accept this modified 
amendli!d treaty. The Secretary, as I told you before. expected there 
ld be no alteratiOn in the treaty which you agreed to at the meeting in 
, except in one particulu.r ; and that particular was this: you are to re. 
main upon your reservations, nnd keep your improvements, for two years 
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instead of one. 1 have vcntnred, in one other particular, to alter the treaty-
not in its spirit-with the ad vice and consent of your friends, the Quakers, 
in full belief that, if he were here, he would approve of it, viz: giving those 
who may wish to go west from Cattaraugus and Allegany, compensation fot 
the improvemenrs of their lands, the same as those who go fwm Buffilo 
and Tonawauda." 
Council adjo~rned. 
SrxTH DAY-10 o'«;:;LocK, A. M. 
'l'he council met pur~nant to adjournment. 
N. T. Strong rose and said, that he bad been instructed to say, on behalf 
of the emigration party, that they were :ready to vote upon the question. 
He also gave their views, at considerable length, of the treaty of lb38, and 
conC'luded by expressing their approbation of the present arrangement. 
'The commissioner on the part of tt1e United States: "Brothers! We 
hav~ heard the sentiments expressed by Mr. Strong, in relation to the emi· 
gration party. They have acted honorably. 'l'hey say they are still dis. 
posed to emigrate, and execute the treaty of l838; but are willing, by way 
of accommodation, to sign the treatr proposed. You have had s12veral daya 
to consider the treaty we have had under consideration. I am now ready 
to hear what you have to say. I meant to give you fnll time for delibera . 
. tion, that you should not hereafter complain t.hat you were precipitated into 
this new t~eaty. If you are now ready, I will hear what you have to say. 
'I'hose who are now ready to give an answer to the proposed treaty, yea or 
nay, please to rise." 
Black Smith "appealed to the commissioner from Massachusetts, and the 
delegate from the legislature of New York, to see that the business was done 
fairly; he believed the emigration party (that is, the portion of the Indians 
who were in favor of the treaty of 1838, whose views Mr. S trong had ex. 
pressed) had no right to vote on the question." · 
The commissioner on the part of Massachusr.tts: "I am requested IG 
state my VIews n pon this subject. It is contended that the emigration party 
have no right to vote upon the question, whether yon are ready to give 
your final decision upon tbe treaty. They have t he same right to vote as 
any other part of the council. They have the same interest on this, subject 
that the other memhers of the council have." 
Black Smith: "They expressed their opinion through their orator.; is il 
right for them to vote twice'!" 
The cDmmissioner on the part of Massachusetts: "They did l'10t vote; 
they only expressed an individual opinion. This is to be a vote of the 
whole. There is no difference as to the rights of the chiefs. All wiU have 
the right to withhold or to give their assent to the treaty." 
Black Smith : "Then the remarks made by them were not a decision?" 
'I'he commissioner on the part of Massachusetts: "By no means ." 
'I'he commissioner on the part of the United States: ''I will answer the 
remarks of Black Smith. He objects to the emigration chiefs voting: beeause 
they have given an opinion. l came to treat, and my commission is with 
the chiefs and headmen of the Seneca nation. I have no authority, nor 
would it be right or proper for me, to say that any of the chiefs had no right 
to vote upon this question. As well might they ohject to the Tonawanda e 
chiefs, or to Black Smith's voting, because he had expnssed an opinion 
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~~ainst the treaty. It is a fundamental principle with the whites that a 
'niajority shall govern. Every chief having the right to vote, it is not in my 
power to unmake them chiefs, and deprive them of that right." 
Black Smith replied: "That, being as old a man as the commissioner on 
the part of the United States, he wished to answer him. You stated that 
what they said was not their deeision, but that they might vote after giving 
that opinion. I do not say tbey ought not to vote. rrhe question was, 
after they had expressed their opinion, were they to vote again? You said, 
suppose the council should say Black Smith should not vote because he had. 
expressed an opinion. I think it is tery curious if I should not have a 
tight to vote." 
Before the question upon the acceptance of the treaty was finally taken, 
a motion was made by one of the Cattaraugus chiefs, that, in consid-
eration of the lo~ses and inconveniences to which those families would 
1 
be subjected that might, by the provisions of the treaty, be ,obliged to re-
move from the Buffalo and Tonawanda reservations, tbe nation would, for 
four years, release to such families so removing the whole of the annuities 
that might accrue for the sale of the lands now to be relinquished. 'This 
proposal was approved and ratified by the vote of the council, with but one 
dissenting voice, and it manifests a liberality and love of justice highly 
honorable to the Senaca natit)n. The question on the treaty being exe-
cuted was now taken, and decided in the affirmative: ayes 56. 
The delegate from the legislature of New York: ."As to the privilege of 
voting, 1 entirely agree with the commissioner from Massachusetts. \Vhat 
was said by Mr. Strong, in behalf of the emigration party, was only their 
opinion of the treaty, and not whether they were ready to dec ide. If any 
ehief had said he wanted further time to deliberate, he would have had a 
right to v0te upon the question put. This is precisely the way the whites 
transact business. 'I' he vote was a strong one. · J hope you will be ~atisfied 
with the decision, and acquiesce in the will of the majority." 
G. M. Cooper said: " Now, my friends, L want to say a few words to you. 
Notwithstanding there has been a majority in favor of the treaty, some 
tllink they are not obliged to sign tbe treaty. They say that yest8rday 
tertain questions were asked, and they have not had time to deliberate. 
They want till 3 o'clock to consider. This is reasonable, and the time de-
med should be allowed." 
'rhe commissioner on the part of the United States: ;, You have already 
'VOted, by a large majority, that you were ready to answer; bnt, not to pre-
cipitate matters, and to give yon full time, we will adjourn to 3 o'clock." 
3 o'cloc!~.-The council met pursuant to adjournment. 
The commissioner on the part of the United States said : 
''Brothers ! We have met you again according to adjournment. You 
have declared yourselves, at our last mf:'eting, ready to procP,ed with the, 
~usiness which has called us together. The treaty now to be laid before 
you has been carefully compared with the original, which has been read to 
you. The commissioner from Massac'-'tusetts, the Senator from New York 1 
our friends the Quakers, and myself, have all examined it, and found 
correct. If you have confidence in us, and in your friends, I suppose it 
ill not be necessary to reaq it agaia to you, and we shall proceed to the 
kecution of the treaty." 
The Allegany Indians expressed a wish that they should have the sam~ 
7 
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privileges extended to them as had been rxtended to the Cattaraugus Indians, 
which were that those who should emigrate should be paid for their in\· 
provements. The commissioner on the part of the United States inquired 
''if there was any ohjection on the part of the Buffttlo and Tonawanda 
Indians to this proposition?" Only 17 votes appeared against it, and the 
proposal was agreed to. 
Explanations were made showing that the Indians who may emigrate 
to the west are not to have any votce in the sale of the Cattaraugus and 
Allegany reservations when a sale shall be made, but that they will then 
recetve their proper proportion of the proceeds. 
The commissioner on the part of the United States : "Messrs. Ogden 
and Fellows have now executed a deed conveying to the Seneca nation the 
two reservations of Cattaraugus and Allegany. Will you now come fot· 
ward and sign the treaty?" 
A chief iuquired "if the company would permit the people on the Ton. 
awanda and Buffalo reservations to have fire-wood during the two years 
they might remain, and take away that which is already cut?" To which 
Ogden and Fellows replied in the affirmative. 
Daniel Twoguns, one of the chiefs, asked "whether a large quantity q( 
wood and lumber, which was already cut and sawed, might be removed'!" 
Ogden aud Fellows: "The Indians may take away and dispose of all 
that is cnt." 
Twoguns: " I am enclosing a field of 97 acres. Will this improvement 
be paid for ?" 
Ogden and Fellows : " That is provided for in the treaty. It will be 
paid for." 
Twoguns: "Amendments have now been made to the treaty, although 
the commissioner said, when the subject was fir~t opened, that he was re. 
stricted to the treaty as it was sent here from Washington, and not five 
minutes afterwards he himselfproposed an alteration." 
The commissioner on the part of the United States: "Brothers ! There 
has been no der>arture from the spirit of that treaty. The Indians, at their 
own request, have, by the alterations, been allowed to sell their improve-
ments on the Cattaraugus and Allegany reservations, in order to enable 
thGm to remove, if they should wish to emigrate." 
John Black Smith: "Brothers! We shall this day witness the con summa. 
tion of -the object of our visit. I have but to say I dissent in toto, and do 
not consent to the compromise. My opinion is, that it is the same in na. 
ture as the treaty of 1838. That treaty was made before it was brough' 
into council, and the present one was also made before it was brought here. 
"Brothers, the pre emptioners: I will not say nor admit that this is a 
compromise treaty. Heretofore, in negotiations for the sale of our lands, it 
was the custom of the chiefs to say what lands they would sell: here, others 
say for them. This is a forced treaty. I don't know what to call it. The 
Tonawanda Indians have never signed any p:=~per or deed for the sale of 
their lands. I did not approve of any sale, and do not now approve it. I 
shall not yield one inch in this matter." 
The commissioner on the part of the United States: "I hope Black Smith 
does not impute to me any thing dishonorable or unfair. If I know th~ 
feelings of my own heart, I was prompted to undertake this service by my 
regard for the Indians, firmly believin~ that the real friends of the Indians, 
the Quakers, had done every thing they could to obtain, and had obtained, 
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lhevery best terms 'for them that they could. And as to any fo-rce, it is out 
-of the question. No force has been used. The treaty has been submitted 
!auly, and ample time has been had to dellberate. In addition to myself, I 
~an add that the commissioner from Massachusetts has been actuated by 
the same friendly feelings, and has been careful to explain to you the terms 
'Of the treaty. In cases like the presetH, it is customary, it is necessary, to 
prepare the papers beforehand." 
A question having arisen whether the lndians could use the timber, the 
-commissioner from Massachusetts said : 
"You ought to understand that, by the present agreement, yon have no 
rirht to cut wood on the land you cede. It is agreed, however, by the Og-
1len Company, that all the wood and timber already cut and belonging to 
the Indians may be taken by them. The company also concede the right 
to take for two years wood for fue1J fencing, and repairs of buildings; be-
yond this the privilege does not extend. Messrs. Ogden and Fellows also 
say that whatever timber belongs to the Indians on the Cattaraugus and 
Allegany reservations, and has been seized, shall be restored to them." 
William Jones, a Senec-a chief~ "Some have cut saw logs for buildings; 
may they be take'n by the Indians, for sale?'' 
Ogden and Fellgws ·: "They may." 
The treaty was then signed by 55 chicfs-16 refusing. 
John Black Smith then rose and said, that in the cornmencementofthe pro-
ceedings the commissioner from Massuchusetts said that when all the chiefs 
should sign the treaty he would approve of it on the part 'Of Massachu-
setts; and as the chiefs to the number of 16 had refused to sign it, heap-
pealed to him to withhold his assent. The first part of his speech was not 
taken by the rep0rter. '1--,he -conclusion was as follows: 
''I wish to thank the honorable commissioner from Massachusetts, and 
also the honorable commissioner from the Senate of New York, tor what 
you have done for us. We believe you are all well disposed towards the 
Indian nation, and have protected them since the first treaty was made 
with them. You are sent here by your governments to see that justice is 
done to the Indians, and that they are not wrongfully deprived of their 
lands. One word to the commissioner on the part of the United States: 
None of the Tonawanda chiefs have signed the new treaty. We have 
unanimously rejected it. From the beginning of this negotiation we have 
bever signed any treaty. Two gentlemen who are now present can testify 
hat they have endeavored to induce us to sign papers; but they never could. 
~e have never received a cent from the Ogden-Company. We do not ex-
pect they will take our lands away from us; we have never consented that 
they should. We have 15 chiefs, none of whom have ever signed: and 615 
ll'lhabitants. rrhey love their children; they love their nc:..tion. Now, we 
say to yon, commissioners, we have the same mind, and shall continue so 
hereafter. We shall consider it a great injury, if at a tuture day any one 
should forcibly take away our rights." 
11he commissioner on th,e part of Massachusetts: " In one importcmt par-
ttcular Black Smith has misstated the remarks made by me at rhe opening 
()f the council. I did not say that the consent of Massachusetts would qot 
be yielded before tbe unanimous agreement of the council should be given 
tQ the treaty. My remark was in substance this: That Massachusetts had 
sent me here neither to persuade the Indians to sel1 their lands, nor to dis-
suade them from it, but to see that the Indians were made fully acquainted 
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with the nature of the contract proposed to them; that the operation and 
construction of that instrument should be made plain to their understand- , 
ings ; and that when they should have fully considered the offers made to 
them1 and all the circumstances under which they were placed, and should 
deliberately agree to the terms of a treaty, the consent and approbation of 
Massachusetts would be given to the con tract. rro me it seems that these 
conditions have been now fulfilled; the terms of the treaty before you have 
been fully explained, and appear to be perfectly understood by all of you. 
It has received the assent, freely given, of a large majority of the Seneca 
nation here, represented by its chiefs. I can now see no reason why the 
consent of M&ssachusetts should be withheld. 
The delegate from the senate of New York: "The time is so far spent, 
that I can say but a few words. It gives me great pleasure, representing 
the State of New York, to know that you are satisfied that the people of 
'New York are the fri~nds of the Indians. 'rhey have ever heretotore been 
their friends, and will, I trust, ever continue so. I have had great satisfac. 
tion in witnessing the proceedings of the council. Every thmg, as far as 
I can see, has been dollf~ fairly and honorably. The result has been a 
treaty. It has 1>een duly executed according to law, as we understand ir. 
'Ve understand that yon are a single nation, and every part is under the · 
control of the whole, and that all are bound by the acts of a majority, tile 
same as white people. We hope, therefore, the Tonawanda chiefs will ac· 
qniesce, and go on to the reservations which this treaty restores to them. 
And we hope and believe they will there enjoy more happiness and pros· 
perity than they can in their present state. 77 
Benjamin Ferris : ''Brothers! It was our concern for the happiness and 
welfare of your people that brought us here on the present occasion. It 
we had not thought that your best interests would be promoted by the treaty 
that bas been offered to your consideration, we should not have been here 
at this present time. But it appeared to ns, that if this compromise should 
not be accepted, yon must inevitably be driven from your present homes, 
into the wilderness beyond the Mississippi ; that sooner or later this calam· 
ity must overtake you. Under the pre5ent arrangement, the power tore· 
main on the lands, descended from your forefathers, will be placed in yonr 
own hands. The reservations restored to you are rich and fertile, and, 
with due culture, are amply sufficient for the comfortable sustenance of 
your families. We greatly desire your prosperity) and that you may live on 
them in peace and harmony together. 
"Brothers! We pray that the Great Spirit may so influence and direct 
y~u in all your movements, as to secure to you the benefits to be expected 
from a wise decision in this case, and we desire for you the blessings of hap· 
piness in this world, and in that which is to come. And now, brothers, be-
ing about to leave you, perhaps to see you no more, we bid you an affec· 
tionate farewell." 
After• some appropriate remarks from the aelegate from New York, in 
which he bore testimony to the fair and honorable manner which had char-
acterized the present negotiation, the commissioner on the part of the 
United States addressed the chiefs in conclusion. He spoke at considera-
ble length, advising them to cultivate a spirit of harmony among them. 
selves; and in conclusion, bade them farewell, invoking the Divine bless· 
ing upon them. When be had cqncluded, the council adjourned sine die. 
In concluding this narrative of the late proceedings of F,riend.s, for IC· 
f 
H. 
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ttoring to the Seneca Indians a ·portion of the lands owned by them in the 
western parts of the State of New York, it may be interesting to the young-
er portion of our members to be informed of the circumstances under which 
this concern originated in the Society of Friends. 
Very soon after the revolutionary war, the settlements of white people 
besran rapidly to extend, and in a few y~ars to encroach upon the Indian 
tribes bordering on our western frontier. Previous to this time, the Seneca 
Dation was separated from the white population by an extensive wilderness, 
and hitherw they had felt but little inconvenience from them. As these set-
tlements, however, a13proached the Indians, they found that the game on 
which they had been accustomed to deperid for food was fast leaving them ; 
and, becoming- g-reatly distressed, under the apprehension that their means of 
subsistence would soon fail, .they made an. earnest appeal to our Society, as 
their ancient and steadfast friends, for assistance under the difficult cir-
cumstances which now began to press upon them. 
Several of these applications are still preserved. Among them we find 
one fmm Corn Planter, a distinguished Seneca chief, dated in the year 
1791, in which he savs: 
"Rrot!-lers! 'I' he Seneca nation see that the Great Spirit intends they 
shonld not continue to live by hunting, and they look round on every side, 
and inqnire wh@ it ~s that shall teach them what is best for them to do. 
Your fathers dealt honest-ly by onr fathers. They have engaged us tore-
member it, and we wish our children to be taught the same principles by 
which our fathers were guided. 
"Brothers 1 We have too little wisdom among us. We cannot teach our 
ehildren what we perceive their situatioH requires them to 'know. We 
wish them to be instructAd to read and write, and such other things as you 
teach your children-especially the love of peace." 
1,here is also a speech from. Gayashuta, a very aged Seneca chief, ad-
dressed to Friends in the year 1790, which is deemed worthy of preserva-
tion. It f'Xhibits not 0n ly a striking evidence of the confidence of these 
people in Friends, but affords a be.autiful specimen of natural eloquence 
that has seldom been ~urpassed, viz: 
The speech of Gayashuta, an ancient chief of the Seneca nation, on the 
b0rders of Pennsylvania, as given in charge by him to one of the snch. 
ems of that natioH, in the year li90, te be delivered to Friends of Phil· 
ad.,lpltia; · 
''Brothers, the sons of my Iwioved brother ON As.* "\Vhen I was young 
and strong, our connrry was fnll of game, which the Good Spirit sent for 
us to live npon; the lands which l~ebnged to us were extended far beyond 
WhPre we hnnted. l and the people of my nation had enough to eat, and 
always something to give to our fri'ends when they entered our cabins; 
~nd we rejoiced when they received it from ns. Hunting was then no~ 
ttrP.some; it was a diversion-it was a pleasure. 
''Brothers! When your fathers asked land of my nation, we gave it to 
thPm, for we had more than enongh. Gayash tHa was amoJ:lg the first of 
the pPople to say: 'Give land to-our brother On as, for he wants it.,' and 
he has al1.vays heen a friend to Onas and to his children. 
"Brothers! Your fathers saw Gayashura when he was young; when he 
had not even thought of old age or weakness; but you are too far off to 
0N.&.s is the Indian name for a qztill, and by this name they ahvays 1'poke uf William Penn. 
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see him now he is grown old. He is very old and feeble, and he wonders 
at his own shadow-it has become so little. He has no children to take 
care of him, and the game is driven away by the white people, so that the 
young men must hnnt all day long to find game for themselves to eat-they 
have nothing left for Gayashula. And it is not Gayashuta only who is 
becoming old and feeble : there yet remain about thirty men of your old 
friends, "·bo, unable to provide for themselves, or to help one another, are 
become poor, and are hungry and naked. 
"Brothers ! Gayashuta sends you a belt, which he received long ago from 
your futlters, and a writing, which he received but as yesterday, from one 
of you. By these yon will remember him, and the old friends of your fathers 
in this nation. Look on this belt 'and this writitJg, and if you remt~mber 
the old friP-nds of your fathers, consider their former friendship and tbeir 
presfflt distress; and if the Good Spirit shall put it into your bea1t~ to 
comfort th~m in their old age, do not disregard his counsel. We are men, 
and therefore need ou ly tell you that we are old and feeble, and hungry and 
nakeel ; and that we have no other friends but you, the children of our be. 
loved brother Onas." 
The cor1cern from abodt this period continued increasingly to interest the 
minds of many Friends. Their sympathies and commisseration for the 
sufferings of our red brethren became deeply excited. They called to mind 
the many acts of mutual kindness and friendship that bad attended the 
early settlement of our forefa thers amongst them, aad they felt themselves 
religiously called upon to make an effort for the relief of the remnant thPn 
]eft of this greatly wjured people, whose utter extermination seemed to be 
inevitable, nf.lless some efficient means were adopted to arrest the progress 
of circumstances thi:lt WP.re now rapidly tending to their destruction. 
Committees, composed of some of our most mtelligent and active mem-
bers, were appointed to extend core to them. These committees have bet'n 
regul.~rly continued to the present time; they have been engaged ia unre· 
nntted efforts to promote the moral and social impro-wement of the Ind1an 
race, an~ their labors have been followed by great and lasting benefits to 
tbe~e people. 
When the Senecas, more than fifty years since, first found tbemsel ves in 
ditficnlty, they turned their attention to Friends, as their only resource. In 
li it:lr recent troubies, they again renewed their application to the Society 
f (>r a1d, and the re~ult, under the Divine blessing, has been, after a loug alld 
ardtWJ·:s stru£gle, the securing to them a home and the restoration of a por. 
tiou of their- Jnnd~, sufficient for all their present purpo5'es, with increased 
responsibilities on our part, and a firm confidence on theirs, that we "will 
never desert them while they continue to exist as a nation." 
'l,he condition in wbfch they are now about to be placed is altogether 
favorable fnr securing the benevolel>lt objects so long desired by l:<,riends-
their elHvation to the rank and enjoyment of the advantages of civJIIZPd 
life. Many of them, as regards their intellectual and moral condJt10n, 
already occnpy a position as respectable as their white neighbors. Beiug 
about to be concentrated into compact settlements, and surrouuded ou itll 
s1des by highly cultivated l'lgricnltural districts, they can have no snfficient 
resonrce 'to.r subsistence bnt the cllltivation of their lands, to which mauy 
o ; thPrn are now most anxious to npply themselves. AlrP.ady the men here 
have almost universally adopted the dress or costume of the white people; 
ttnd were it not for their color, they could not be di\:> tinguished fi·om thet-
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ey have become exceedingly desirous that their children should receive 
ool education, and many of them are beginniHg to turn their attention 
adivision of property, and are looking forward to the time when they 
be admitted to the rights and station of American citizens. 
rom there having been but little care extended to the Indian women, 
yare by no means so much improved as the men. They are still per-
ed to pt·rform the labors of the fiEld, and other drudgery, incompatible 
h their station as the female heads of families, and the duties that should 
upon them as the guardians and instructors of a rising ~eneration. 
:o this important paint it is hoped the effurts and cnre of our womea 
ends will hereafter be more especially directed. 
In conclusion, it may be added, that by the benevolent efftJrts which have 
tJeen exerted to improve the condition of these people, they have been led 
tb the very threshold of civilization. One step more, and the great object 
will be secured, and the question of the capacity of this race for elevation to 
the rank and condition of civilized life be forever settled. 
A result so important to the whole Indian race cannot fail to animate 
their friends to renewed and increased exertions. On the issue may de-
pend tbe existence not only of this remnant of a once powerful nation, but 
of the whole American aboriginal family. Should the fact become estab-
lished, that by a judicious course of instruction the red men of onr coun-
try may be reclaimed from barbarism, and become usefuL and good citizens, 
the whole policy of the government towards them may be changed, and our 
country saved the indehble disgrace which must inevitably follow their en· 
tire extermination. 
Synopsis of the supplemental treaty. 
Article 1st provides that the Ogden Company restore to the Senecas the 
two reservations of Cattaraugus and Allegany, with the same title to them 
in all things as they held them before the execution of the treaty of 1838, 
reservint:!," the right to purchase the same \Vhen the Senecas may incline to 
sell tbeni. 
Article 2d provides that the Seneca nation agrees to relinquish to the 
Ogden Land Company the two reservations of 'l'onawanda and Buffalo. 
Article 3d provides that the tw~o reservi:~tions to be ceded shall be paid for 
in proportion to the relative value of the lands within aU the four reserva-
tions. 
Article 4th provides tlutt this valuation shall be adjusted by arbitrators, 
one nf whom shall be appointed by the Secretary of War, and the other by 
the Ogden Land Company. 'rhe umpire, or third arbitrator, to be ap-
pointee! by the other two. The said valuation to be made as agreed up..Jn 
In the former treaty, both as to the lands and improvements. 
Article 5th provides that the forest or unimproved lands on the Tona-
wanda and Buffa~o reservations shall be surrendered to the Ogden Land. 
Company in one month after t 1e award of the arbitrators shall be filed in 
the office of the Secretary of War, it being agreed that the amount a warded 
to be paid therefor shall be paid, or secured to be paid, to the Secretary of 
War. And it also provides that the improved lands shall be surrendered 
within two years from the filing the said award as aforesaid, when the value 
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of the improvements shall be paid to the President of the United States, t~ 
be distributed among the owners thereof. 
Article 6th provides that such of the Seneca nation as may desire t() 
emigrate from the State of New York shall be entitled, in proportion to their 
relative numbers, to the funds and annuities of the nation, and that should 
the said nation remaining in the State of New York hereafter sell the~e 
two reservations, the emigrating Indians shall, in like manner, be entitled 
to their share in the proceeds thereof. 
Article 7th provides that the treaty of 1838 is annulled, so far as the 
same is inconsistent with the provisions of the present treaty. 
Article 8th provides that the expenses attending the execution of this 
treaty shall be paid by the Ogden Land Company. 
Article 9th stipulates that the parties to this treaty will solicit the influ-
ence of the United States to protect from taxes the lands of the Seneca 
nation while they may continue to own and occupy the same. 
Emigrants from the Cattamugus and Allegany reservations are to receive 
pay for their improvements when they shall choose to emigrate, out of any 
funds belonging to the Seneca nation in the hands of the general govern· 
ment; the property so improved to hecome the property of the nation. 
F.· 
Treaty of 1842, supplemental to treaty of 1838~ 
JOHN TYLER, 
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF A!llERICA. 
To all and singular to whom these presents shall come,greeting: 
\Yherer1s a treaty was made and concluded at Buffalo creek, in the State 
of New York, on the twentieth day of 1vlay, in the year one thonsand eight 
hundred and forty-two, between the United States of America, acting herein 
by Ambrose Spencer, their commissioner, thereto duly authorized on the 
one part, and the chiefs, headmen, and warriors of the Seneca nation of In. 
dians, duly a:'s8mbled in council, on the other part ; which treaty is word 
for word as follows, to wit : 
Articles of a treaty made and concluded at Buffalo creek, in the State of 
Ne\v York, on the twentieth day of Mav, in the ye:tr one thousand eight 
hundred ar:1d forty-two, between the United States of America, acting 
herein by Ambrose Spencer, their commissioner, thereto duly authorized 
on the one part, and the chiefs, headmen, and warriors of the Seneca a 
nation of Indians, duly assembled in council, on the other part. s 
c 
\Vhereas a treaty was heretofore concluded and made between the said 1 
United States and the chiefs, headmen, and warriors of the several tribes t 
of ew York Indians, dated the fifteenth day of January, in the year one 
thousand eight hundred and thirty-eight, which treaty, having been after-
wards amended, was proclaimed by the President of the United States, on 
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the fourth of April, one thousand eight hundred and forty, to have been 
duly ratified : 
And whereas, on the day of making this treaty, and bearing even date 
herewith, a certain indenture was made, executed, and concluded by and 
between the said Seneca nation of Indians and Thomas L. Ogden and ' 
Joseph Fellows, assignees under the State of Massachusetts, in the pre~ence 
and with the ap.l'robation of a commissioner appointed by the United States, 
and in the presence and with the approbation of SamuL Hoare, a superin-
tendent on the part of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, which .inden- ' 
ture is in the words and figures f0llowing, to wit : 
"This indenture, made and concluded between Thomas Ludlow Ogden, 
of the city of NEw York, and Joseph Fellows, of Geneva, in the county of 
Ontario, of the one part, and the chiefs and headmen of the Seneca nation 
of Indians on the other part, at a council duly assemblr.d and held at Buf-
falo creek, in the State of New York, on tht> twentieth day of May, in the 
year one thousand eight hundred and forty-two, in the presence of Samuel 
Hoan·, the superintendent ther~to authorized and appointed hy ar.d on the 
part of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and of Ambrose Spencer, a 
comrpissioner thereto duly appointed and authorized on the part of the 
United States : 
"Whereas, at a council held at Buffalo creek, on the fifteenth day of 
January, in the year one thousand eight hundred and thirty-eight, an in-
denture of that date was made and executed by and between the parties to 
this agreement, whereby the chiefs and headmen ~fthe Seneca nation of In-
dians, for the consideration of two hundred and two thonsand dollars, did 
grant, bargain, relea,Re, and confirm unto the said Thomas Ludlow Ogden ' 
and Joseph Fellows all those four several tracts of land situate within the 
State of New York then and yet occupied by the said nation, or the people 
thereof, severally described in the said indenture as the !Juffalo creek res-
ervation, containing, by estimation, forty-nine thousand nine hundred and 
twenty acres of land ; the Cc1ttaraugus reservation containing, by estimation, 
twenty.one thousand six hundred and eighty acres of land; the Allegany 
reservation containing, by estimation, thirty thou::;and four hundred and 
sixty-!line acres of land; and the Tonnewanda reservation containing, by 
estimation, twelve thousand eight hundred acres of land; a duplicate of 
which indenture was annexed to a treaty of the same date, made between 
the United States of America and the chiefs, headmen, and warriors of the 
several tribes of New York I~dians assembled in council; which treaty 
was amended and proclatmed by the President of the United States, on the 
fourth of April, one thousand eight hundred and forty, as having been duly 
ratified, as by the said indenture, treaty, and proclamation more fully ap-
pear: 
"And whereas divers questions and differences having arisen between 
the chiefs and head men ot the Seneca nation of I ndinn~ , or some of them, 
and the s tid Thomas Ludlow Ogden and Joseph Fellows, in relation to the 
said indenture, and the rights of the parties thereto, and the provisions 
contained in the said indentme being ~till unexecuted, tbe said parties have 
mutually a2"reed to settle, compromise, and finally terminate all such ques-
tions and differences on the terms and conditions hereinufter specified : 
"Now, therefore, it is hereby mutnally declared and agreed, by and b~ 
tween the said parties, as follows: 
"ARTICLE 1st. The said Thomas Ludlow Ogden and Joseph Fellows, in 
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consideration of the release and ;:~greemenfs hereinafter contained on the part 
of the said Seneca nation, do on their part consent, covenant, and agree that 
they the said nation (the said indenture notwithstanding) shall and may 
continue in the occupation and enjoyment of the whole of the said two 
several tracts of land, called the Cattaraugus reservation and the Allegany 
reservation, with the same right and title in all things as they had and pos. 
sessed therein immediately before the date of the said indenture, saving and 
reserving to the said Thomas Ludlow Ogden and Joseph Fellows the right 
of pre-eri1ption, and all other the right and title which they then had or held 
in or to the said tracts of land. 
" ART. 2d. The chiefs and headmen of the Seneca nation of Indians, in 
consideration of the foregoing, and of the agreement next hereinafter con· 
tained, do on their part grant, release, and confirm unto the said Thomas 
Ludlow Ogden and Joseph Fellows, and to their heirs and assigns, in joint 
tenantcy, the whole of the said two tracts of land severally called the 
Buffalo creek reservation and the Tonnewanda reservation, and all the right 
and interest therein of the said nation. 
"ART. 3d. It is mutually agreed between the parties hereto, that in lieu 
of the sum expressed in the said indenture as the consideration of the sale 
and relense of the said four tracts of land, there shall be paid to the said 
nation a just consideration sum for the release of the two tracts hereby 
confirmed to the said Ogden and Fellows, to be estimated and ascettained 
as follc,ws: 
''The present value of the Indian title to the whole of the said four tracts 
ofland, including the improvements thereon, shall, for all the purposes of this 
present compact, be deemed and taken to be two hundred and two thousand 
dollars, of which sum one hundred thousand dollars shall be deemed to be 
the value of such title in and to all the lands within the said four t racts, 
exclusive of the improvements thereon, and one hundred and two thousand 
dollars to be the value of all the improvements within the said four tracts; 
and of the said sum of one hundred thousand dollars the said Ogden and 
Fellows shall pay to the Seneca nation such proportion as the value of all 
the lands within the said two tracts, called the Buffalo creek and Tonne-
wanda reservations, shall bear to the value of all the lands within all the 
said four tracTs; and of the said snm of one hundred and two thousand 
dollars the said Ogden and .F'ellows shall pay such proporCion as the value 
ot the improvements on the same two tracts shall bear to the value of the 
improvements on all the said four tracts. 
'' ART. 4th. The amount of the consideration moneys to be paid if.l pur. 
suance of the last preceding article shall be determined by the judgment 
and award of arbitrators, one of whom shall be named by the Secretary of 
the \Var Department of tbe Uni~ed States, and one by the said Ogden and 
Fellows; which arbitrators, in order to such judgment and award, and to 
the performance of the other duties hereby imposed on them, muy employ 
suitable surveyors to explore, examine, and ff-lport on the value of the said 
lands and improvements ; and also to ascertain the contents of each of the 
said four tracts, which contents shall govern the arbitrators as to quantity 
in determining the amount of the said consideration money. 
''The same arbitrators shall also a ward and determin,e the amo·unt to be 
p id to each individual Indian out of the sum which, on the principles above 
stated, they shall ascertain and a ward to be the proportionate value of the 
improvements on the said two tracts called the Buffalo creek reservation 
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rna the 'ronnewanda reservation ; and in case the said arbitrators shall 
a agree as to any of the matters hereby submitted to them, they may clloose 
nmpire, wl10se decision thereon shall be final and conclusive ; and the 
aajd arbitrators shall make · a report in writing of their proceeding:;:, in du-
tate, such reports to be acknowledged or proved according to the laws 
the State of New York, in order to their being recorded; one of such 
~rts to be filed in the office_ of the Secretary of the Department (i)f War, 
mid the other thereof to be delivered to the said Thomas L. Ogden and 
Jb\leph Fellows. 
"ART. 5th. It is agreed that the possession of the two parts hereby con-
~rmed to the said (Jgden and Fellows shall be surrendered and delivered 
up to them, as follows, viz: The forest or unimproved lands on the said 
tracts within one month after the reDort of the said arbitrator~ shall be filed 
in the office of the Department of W'ar, and the improved lands within two 
tears after the said report shall have been so filed: Provided, always, that 
the amount to be so ascertained and awarded, as the proportionate value of 
the said improvements, shall, on the surrender thereof, be paid to the Presi-
dent of the United States, to be distributed among the owners of the said im-
provements, according to the determination and a ward of the said arbitrators, 
in th1s behalf; and provided, further, that the consideration for the release 
and conveyance of the said lands shall, at the time of the surrender thereof, 
be paid or secured to the satisfaction of the said Secretary of the 'War De-
partment, the income of which is to be paid to the said Seneca Indians 
annually. 
"But any Indian having improvements may surrender the same, and the 
land occupied by him and his family, at any time prior to the expiration of 
the said two years: upon the amount awarded to him for such improvements 
being paid to the President of the United States, or any agent designated· 
by him for that purpose by the said Ogden and Fellows; which amount 
shall be paid over to the Indian entitled to the same, under the directions of 
the War Department. 
"ART. 6th. lt is hereby agreed and declared to be the understanding 
~nd intent of the parties hereto, that such of the said Seneca nation as shall 
remove from the State of New York under the provisions of any treaty 
.ftlade, or to be made, between the United States and the said Indians, shall 
be entitled, in proportion to their relative numbers, to the funds of the Seneca 
nation: and that the interest and income of such their share and proportion 
of the said fnnds, including the consideration money to be paid to the said 
nation in pursuance of this indenture, and of all annuities belonging lO the 
said nation, shall be paid to the said Indians so removing at their new 
homes; and whenever the said tracts called the Allegany and the Catta-
raugus reservations, or any part thereof, shall be sold and conveyed by the 
Indians remaining in the State of New York, the Indians so removing shall 
be entitled to share in the proceeds of said sales in the like proportion. 
And it is further agreed and declared, that snch Inrlians owning improve-
ments in the Cnttarausrus and Allegany tracts as may so remove from the 
State of New York shall be en~itled, on such removal, ancl on surrendering 
their improvements to the Seneca natiou, for the benefit of the nation, to 
receive tbe like co mpensations for the same, according to their relative values, 
as in the third and fourth articles of this treaty are stipnlated to be paid to 
the ownPrs of improvements in the Buffalo creek and 'ronnewanda tracts, 
on surrendering their improvements; which compensations may be ad-
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vanced by the President of the' United States, out of any funds in the bands 
of the government of the United States belonging to the Seneca nation; 
and the value of these improvements shall be ascertainrd and reported by 
the arbitrators to be appointed in pursuance 0f the fourth article. 
" ART. 7th. This indenture is to be deemed to be in lieu of~ and as a sub. 
stitute for the above recited indenture made and dated the fifteenth day of 
January, one thousand eight hundred and thirty-eight, so far as the provi. 
sions of the two instruments may be inconsistent or contradictory; and the 
said indenture, so far as the same may be inconsistent with the provisions 
of this compact, is to be regarded, and is hereby declared to be rescinded 
and released. 
"ART. 8th. All the expense5 attending the execution of this indenture and 
compact, including those of the arbitration and surveys hereinbefore referred 
to, and also those of holding the treaty now in negotiation between tbe 
United States nnd the said Seneca nation, except so far as may be provided 
for by the United States, shall be advanced and paid by the said Ogden and 
Fellows. 
!• ART. 9th. The parties to this. compact mutually agree to solicit the in· 
fluence of the government of the United States to protect such of the lands 
of the Seneca Indians, within the State of New York, as may from time to 
time remain in their possession, from all taxes, and assessments for roads, 
highways, or any 0ther purpose, until such lands shall be sold and conveyed 
by the said Indians, and the possession thereof shall have been relinquished 
by them. 
"In witness whereof, the parties to these presents have hereunto, and to 
three other instruments of the same tenor and date-one to remain with the 
United States, one to remain with the State Qf Massachusetts, one to re-
main with the Seneca nation of IndiaiJs, and one to remain with the said 
Thomas Ludlow Ogden and Joseph Fellows-interchangably set their hands 
,and seals the day and year first above written." 
'l'herefore, taking into consideration the premises, it is agreed and stipu· 
lated by and between the United States of America and the Seneca nation 
of Indians as follows, to wit: 
First. The United States of America consent to t'he several articles and 
stipulations contained in the last recited indenture between the said nation 
' and the said Thomas Ludlow Ogden and Joseph Fellows, above set forth. 
Second. The United States further consent and agree that any number of 
the said nation who shall remove from the State of New York, under the 
provisions of tbe above-mentioned trr!aty, proclaimed as aforesaid, on the 
fourth day of April, one thousand eight hundred and forty, shall be entitled , 
in proporrion to their relative numbers, to all the benefits of the said treaty. 
'l'hird. 'rhe United States of America further consent and agree that the 
tenth article of said treaty, proclaimed as aforesaid, on the fourth day of 
April, one thousand eight hundred and forty, be deemed and considered as 
modified, in conformity with the provisions of the indenture hereinauove 
set forth, so far as that the United States will receive and pay the sum stip· 
ulated to be paid as the consideration money of the improvements therein 
specified, and will receive, hold, and apply the sum to be paid, or these. 
curities to be given for the lands therein mentioned, as provided for in such 
indenture. 
In testimony whereof, the undersigned: Ambrose Spencer, commis~iourr 
OG the part of the United_States of America, and the undersigned chiefs and 
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headmen of the Seneca nation of Indians, have to two parts of this treaty-
thereof to remain with the United States, and the other thereof with 
Seneca nation of Indians-set their hands and affixed their seals the day 
year first above mentioned. ' 
AMBROSE SPENCER. [L. s.] 
I 
t ho-yab, or William Jones, his· x mark [L. s.] 
nl Lagure, [L. s. I 
u-geh grnh-doh, or George Jamison,. his x mark [L. s.] 
. T. Strong, 
his x mark 
[L- s.J 
'J{au-neh-hoys-soh, or Blue Eyes, [L. s.] 
1abez Stevenson, [L. s.J 
William Krouse. 
S&muel Wilson, or Ni-ge-jos-a1 his x mark [L. s.] 
William Krouse, [L. s.J 
John Sl'!neca, or Jo-on-da-g-oh, l1is x mark (L. S) 
Ho.no-yea-os, or Jacob Beimett, his x mark [L. s.] 
George Turkey, [L. s.J 
Daniel Fan Guns, [L. s.] 
Goat-hau-oh, or Billy Shanks his x mark IL. s] 
Daniel Fau Guns, [ L. s.] 
Goat-hau-oh, or Billy Shanks, his x mark [L. s.] 
James Pierce, his x mark [L. s.j 
Gi-eut-twa geb, or Robert Watt, his x mark (L. S. 
Thompson S. Harris (L. S) 
Sah.go.en-toh, or Morris l"falfrown, his x mark [L. s.] 
Ten-wan-ne-us, or Governor Black Snake, his x mark [L. s.] 
Doa-ne-pho-gah, or Little Johnsc.m, . his x mark [L. S] 
Joh-nesh-ha-rlih, or James Stevenson, his x mark [L. s.] 
Ho-wah-tan-eh. gob, or John P1erce, hjs x mark [L. S} 
Da-gon-on de, or William Patterson, his x mark [L. s.] 
Samuel Gaudon, [L. s.~ 
Tunis Halftown, [L. S. 
Hau-sa-nea-nes, or White Seneca, his x mark [L. s.] 
Gah.nang-ga-eot, or Young Chief, his x mark [ L. s.] 
omas Jimeson, tL. s.] 
Moses Stevenson, L. s.J 
jonah Armstrong, his x mark [ L. s.] 
Joseph Silverheels, [ L. s.J 
Da-o-as-sah-an, or Jo. Hunlock, (L. s.] 
George Fox, IL. s] 
Yaw-s:m-ge, or Peter Johnson , his x mark [L. s.] 
Noh-sok-dah, or Jim Jonas, his x mark fL. s.] 
Dih-no-se-du, or J!cob Shongo, his x mark L. s.] 
Seneca White, [L. s.] 
Gosh-u-aw, or James Shongo, his x mark lL· s.] 
Jarvis Spraing, [L. s.] 
Ti·at.tah-co, or Adam Doxtader, his x mark [L. s.] 
~aris B. Pierce, [L. s.] 





John Kennedy, sr., 
Abram John, 
Job Pierce, 
Saw-da-ne, or George Deer, 
Ga -na-waw, or Johri Cook, 
Jaw-ne-es, or John Dickey, 
George Big Deer, 
Nah-joh.gau eh, or Tall Peter, 
John Kennedy, jr., 
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Signed, sealed, and delivered in the presence of-
(the words ''and Allegany," in the sixth page, 
being interlined]-
his x mark 
his x mark. 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x marl{ 




0. H. Marshall. 
Elam R. Jewett. 
Cortlandt B. Stebbins. 
Joseph S. Wa5son. 
[L. S 1 
jL. s.} 
[ L. s.] 
[L. s.] 
[L. s.] 
[L. s I 
l L. s.) 
jL. s.] 




Approved, August 25, 1842. 
JOHN rrYLER. 
Now, therefore, be it known that I, JoHN TYLER, President of the United 
States of America, having seen and considered said treaty, do, in pursuance 
of the advice nnd consent of the Senate, as expressed in their resolution of 
the twenty-fourth of August, one thousand eight hundred and forty-two, 
accept, ratify, and confirm the same, and every article and clause thereof. 
In testimony whereof, I have caused the seal of the United States to be 
hereunto affixed, having signed the same with my band. 
Done at the city of Washington the twenty-sixth day of August, in 
[ J the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and forty-two, and 
L s of the independence of the United States the sixty-seventh. 
JOHN TYLER. 
By the President: 
DANIEL \V EBSTER, Secretary of State. 
G. 
ToNAWANDA RESERVATION, March 30, 1844. 
To the Hon. JoHN TYLER, President of the United States: 
BROTHER: We communicate a few words to your excellency concerning 
the illegal course pursued by the Ogden Company to obtain possession of 
our lands. The appraisers of the Indian lands have, without informing us, 
and obtaining our cbnsent, valued our improvem~nts while they were seat· 
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ed in Buffalo, and filled out a report to the general government. When the 
~port has been received by the President of the United States, we want 
BP.d we demand that it be rejected. And when the Ogden Company shall 
feel disposed to pay money into the hands of the government for our lands, 
we strictly charge the government and the President not to receive it. The 
Ogden Company has often, since 1838, deceived both the general govern-
ment. and the Indians, and now we say let no more deception be used. 
e department have said that the United States had no legal power to en-
ibree the treaty, and have accordingly sent the matter of difficulty to be 
adjusted in the judicial courts of the State of New York. We are deter-
mined never to sell our share of the Seneca lands, which consist of fifty 
acres to an individual. We believe that the treaty of peace made between 
the Six Nations of Indians and the United States is yet good. In that 
treaty peace and friend£hip are permanently established, and it provides to 
each of the Indians severally the entire control of their share of the Indian 
Jands, and the free enjoyment of their rights and privileges. We are de-
termined to keep the faith of that treaty. We shall also intorm the governor 
of Massachusetts of the fraudulent course taken by the Ogden Company 
to secure to themselves the entire possession of our lands. 
Brother, we desire that the Great Spirit might shine upon you in your 
deliberations to do justice to a helpless people. We rely upon the justice 
of a Supreme God, and upon the integrity and faith of the United States 
for jnsrice and the proper protectiem of our people. 
We are your obedient servants, 















his x mark. 
his x mark. 
his x mark. 
his x mark. 
his x mark. 
his x mark . 
his x mark. 
his x mark. 
his x mark. 
his x mark. 
his x mark. 
his x mark. 
his x mark. 
ToNAWANDA, April21, 1844. 
We, the undersigned, Seneca chiefs residing on the Tonawanda reser· 
vation, under a sense of dnty to ourselves and nation, do once more com-
municate our feelings and determination to our great father, the President, 
relative to our difficulty with the Ogden Company, as it regards our land, 
nod the course still persisted in by them to unjustly and unlawfully wrest 
them from us. We are informed that they have or are about to pay the gov· 
ernment the money for our improvements, which have never been surveyed 
or valued, although the appraisers came to Tonawanda for that purpose, but 
were forbid to prosecute their design by the unanimous voice of the chiefs 
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of said reservation, and immediately left Without surveying or appraisin 
any of our lands. 
We would request the go"Vernment not to 1·eceive any money from tlte 
Ogden Company for our improvements or land, in any ·way, as we are still 
determined to remain on the small reservation left us ; and shall not rect:ive 
the money from the general government, if paid them by said company. 
We feel very thankful to the Great Spirit for the pre~ervation of our liVj.S, 
and the numerous blessings he is bestowing on us; and also to our fathe~ 
the President, for his kindness in listeninJY to our cries in this time of trou-
ble ; and we trust he is willing to do all i~ his power to relieve us. 
'N e are about to send a delegation to Washington very soon, and request 
that nothing further be done relative to ou·r affairs till they arrive. 
John Blacksmith, lzead chief, his x mark. 
Jimmy Johnson, his x mark. 
Blue Sky, his x mark. 
John Sky, his x mark. 
William Bigfire, his x marie 
Jesl)e Spring, his x mark. 
Daniel Spring, his x mark. 
Samnel Parker, his x mark. 
Lewis Poudry, his x mark. 
Lewis Kennedy, his x mark. 
Wing Washington, his x mark. 
Jesse Tiffany. his x mark. 
J. A. SANDFORD, Interpreter. 
His hxcellency JoHN 'rYLER, 
President of the United States. 
I. 
BATAVIA, August 20, 1844. 
BRoTHER: You are well aware of the troubles, difficulties, and perplex-
ities with which we have been beset by the Ogden Company, who have 
long been endeavoring to get possession of the few acres of land that have 
been guarantied to us by our great father, the President of the United States, 
and his counciL 
Yon know that against these encroachments we have steadily and per-
severingly erdtred our solemn protest, but it has been the protest of the 
weak against the strong; and this company have at last (uBder the color ot 
a treaty, to whose provtsiems we never have assented) sought to take actual 
possession of our lands. 
On the 19th and 20th instant, they have offered our lands for sale in the 
village of B:1tavia. We attended on both of those days, and publicly pro· · 
tested against the right of the company to our lands, and 11Jarned the peo-
ple present against purchasing them. But notwithsta~ding all this, they still 
persevere in their attempt, and some of the lands have been sold. 
For fear that we should be misrepresen!ed to you, and that you should be 
told that we had acquiesced in the sale, we iRform you that this is not the fact. 
We have been depnwd by the men and chiefs of our nation to take the course 
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we have; and we are desirous of informing you of the 
will stntJd by us in these our difficulties. 
[ 15 
Your brothers, 
JOHN BLACKS Yll11 H, his x mark. 
JAMES JOHNSON, his x marie 
J. A. SANFOltD, (a Seneca Indian,) Interpreter . 
• Bon. WILLIAM WrLKINS, 
Secretary of War. 
J. 
An tslimate of the number of acres of improved land to be owned, occu-
pied, and cultivated by the Senecas of the Cattaraugus, Tonawanda, 
and Buffalo bands, if condensed on the Cattaraugus reservation, show· 
ing it to be entirely inadequate for their support. 
'l'otal population of the three bands, 1,980 souls; 
Number of acres of wild land, 21,767; 
Giving to each soul eleven acres, or thereabouts-entirely inadequate for 
their support. 
The number of acres of cleared land is 2,123, which would be but a little 
over- an acre and a half to each ; an allotment that would not be sutficient 
to support comfortably more than a tenth of the population thAt will be 
crowded on that reservation, upon a fair estimate. 
Present allotment is 50 ncres to each, on their own reservation. 
L. 
MEMORIAL OF TONA W ANDAS. 
Tp !tis Excellency the President and to t!te honorable t!te Senate of the· 
United States: 
•rhe petition of the Seneca Indians, residing upon the Tonawanda reser~ 
vation, in the county of Genesee, and State of New York, respectfully 
represents : 
That we did unanimously oppose the treaty of January 15, 1838, and 
prevented its adoption in open counciL That we did, also, unanimously 
oppose the tteaty of May 20, 1842, and to the last. From the beginning 
to the end of these movements to take away our lands, we have unitedly 
and unanimously resisted. 
We therefore believe that these treaties shonld not be executed upon us, 
if the principles of justice are to be followed. We believe there is no moral · 
obligation upon us to adhere to them ; and for denying their force, and re-
sisting their execution, we set forth the following reasons : 
1st. The Senate and President of the United States assumed to treat 
with the Ser.1eca nation as an independent people, having power to form a· 
treaty, and bind themselves thereby ; and then, by the resolution of June· 
8 
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11, 1838, took away our independence by prescribing the manner in which 
our assent should be given-namely, by the signatures of a mnjority of our 
chiefs in open council ; when, in fact, by our national laws it was, and still 
is, necessary th(!t all of the chiefs should be of one mind ; that they must 
unanimously agree to make a treaty-·otherwise it cannot be made. In this 
fundamental law of the Iroquois, and of our nation, we at Tonawanda 
would have found protection. If the United States treat with us according 
to the laws recognised among nations, and upon thrl principles of justice, 
here is a valid objection to the execution of these treaties, and a sufficient 
reason why they should be unmade. We never before were required, in 
our treaties with the United States, to depart from our national forms of as· 
senting to treaties which were to bind us. 
2d. If it is insisted by the Umted States government (which has all the 
power to carry them into execution) that these treaties are valid notwith· 
standing this objection, we present, as another reason why these treaties 
should be broken up, that no equivalent is to be given to ~s for our lands. 
The peaceful possession of these lands has been guarantied to us by the 
United States government. The ownership and the titlt were in us. rrhe 
Ogden Company, to whom the government right to purchase has been 
transferred. has a mere naked right to purchase when we are ready to sell, 
end nothing more. They cannot compel us to sell. Now, we believe thatl 
by the principles of justice and equity recognised among white people, we 
are entitled to the full value of our lands. \Ve bl.illieve, further, that this 
reservation, if put in market, would bring $14 per acre on an average, in. 
eluding improvements, while these treaties pay us for the land and Improve· 
ments about $2 50 per acre on an avNage. By these treaties, then, we are 
about to be deJpoiled of property which was undeniably ours, at the rate of 
$11 50 per acre, even if we had been willing to sell it at its market value. 
In a wordJ over eleven-fourteenths of all we possess has been taken from us 
by these treaties, and given to the Ogden Company. The same estimate 
:will hold with reference to the Buffalo reser-vation. How unholy this ~pee· 
.ulation ! Th!'Se facts alone must show that treaties so obviously Ut 1jnst 
.were never made by our nation willingly and fairly; and lead ro the in-
·ference that oar lands have been wrested from us so pointedly as to dem;wd 
of the government of the United States, from a sense of jnsrice ro itf;fdf1 
that the circumstancas under which these treaties were ohtained should be 
·reexamined, and, if found as represented in this petition, that thP treaties 
~themselves should be unmade by the parties thereto. 
·3J. In the third place, as further reasons why the United States should 
·break up these treaties, at least so far as we at Tonawanda are concernHd, 
we urge the follewing: If we leave 1.,onawanda we have no homes to ~o 
to. 1'he Cattaraugus reservation is now full to overtlowini, by the <td-
dition of 450 Senecas from the Buffalo reserve; so much so, that ~50 s1ill 
remain at Buffalo from necessity. The Cattaraugus reservation is small, 
.and much of the land is hilly, and not capabl!:' 'of sustaining 11ny farniliP-s; 
.and we believe that thoEe already there can scarcely live. The Allegany 
reserve has also about as many as it can contain and s1:1pport, aud has more 
poor and hilly lamd in proportion than the Cattaraugus. Ir is absolutely 
impossible that we on this reservation, 5! 10 in number, co11ld live npon the 
Allegany with those already there. Starvation and mi..;ery wonld be the 
inevitable result. We cannot go there, and do not intend to, at all Nazards. 
The truth and force of these facts will be reaiized when it is remembered 
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\bat our two best reserves, the Tonawanda and Buffalo, are to be taken 
from us; and if wear~ all collected upon the remaining two, the number 
of people will thus be more than doubled at ence. It is ho'rrible to believe 
that the United States government wilt bl'ing famine and death upon us by 
executing these treaties. We cannot believe it. It may be said we ought to 
emigrate to the western wilderness. vVe answer, that there are less than 
one hundred at this time, and never have been more than 150, out of 
1,600 Senecas, willing to emigrate. We cling to the land of our birth. We 
are linked together hy the ties of brother·hood and consanguinity; and we 
must share a common destiny. We prefer to progress, as we do now, to-
wards the customs of the whites, rather than to go into the wilderness 
again, atJd fall back to our natural or the hunter state. 
4th. It is not necessary for us to detail the circumstances by which the 
treaty of 1838 was carried through. The fact that a majority of the chiefs 
of our nation did not sign the treaty in "open council," as the resolution 
of the Senate of June 1 1, 1838, directed; that some of those who did sign 
were bribed by money and promises of land ; that others were made drunk ; 
that others were made chiefs illegally, for the express purpose of signing, 
are well known and now admitted. And further, as to the treaty of 1842, 
altheugh a majority was then obtained, (without the votes of any of the 
chiefs on this reservation, who all refused either to vote or to sign,) yet the 
oomprornise was made by the Senecas under a mistaken knowledge of their 
rights. The only question settled by that treaty was, whether they would 
unconditionally [:sign, orl whether they would lose all their reservations, or 
save t\\·o of them. It was a mere sacrifice of tw6>, to save two, believing 
that the four were otherwise lost. r:rhe fact that a majority signed under 
such circumstances, gives no moral force to the treaty. 
5th. It may b.e said that under these treaties 'the rights of the Ogden 
I.:and Company have attached; and, if the United States and the Senecas 
ahould abrogate these treaties by a new council, the company' could recover 
damages of the govern rnenr. We answer, that we are not to blame. We 
1lid not ask the United States to make a treaty with us. We did not ask 
Ule Ogden Company to buy our lands. The first treaty was absolutely 
thrust upon us, and the last extorted from us, when it was well known that 
twenty-three hundred and fifty out of twentyjive hundred Senecas were 
decidedly and unequivocally unwilling to sell any lands. 
6th. We may be told that we must look for redress to the courts of New 
York, or the courts of the United States, and that taey will do us justice 
if we are entitled to any. We answer, that we are also informed that the 
legal tribunals cannot look behind or below the outward face of treaties 
which have been ratified, and inquire into the manner or means whereby 
they were obtained. 'The courts of law, therefore, cannot reach the evil 
or do us justice. If we look away from the President and Senate, our 
tights, our lands, and our hopes are gone. 1..,he United States government, 
which authorized a commissioner to make these treaties, can authorize an-
other commissioner to um.nake them, and we von our par~, as a nation, will 
most glad I y assent. 
Your petitioners, in view of all the circumstances, most humbly and 
earnestly pray that before April, 184.6, the Senate of the United States will 
pass a resolution recommending to the President that the case of the Seneca 
Indians demands a new and full investigation; and if the facts are found 
to be as represented in relation to these treaties, that the commissioner who 
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investigates the facts shall then be authorized to make a new treaty, whici. 
shall abregate aU past treaties, and restore the Se·neca nation once more to 
its rights, place each reservation for the future under the control of its sep· 
arate chiefs, and thus give, in effect, to the Seneca nation that redress which 
jt1stice, equity, and humanity demapd. 











































Number in family, 
his x mark 6 
his x mark 2 
his x mark 19 
his x mark 3 
his x mark 9 
his x murk 
his x mark 2 
his x mark 7 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
.his x mark 7 
lais x mark 3 
his x mark 5 
his x mark 12 
his x mark 6 
his x mark 7 
his x mark 4 
his x mark 4 
his x mark 
his x mark 14 
his x mark 8 
his x mark 4 
his x mark () 
his x mark 12 
his x mark 5 
his x mark 6 
his x mark 4 
his x mark 4 
his x mark 5 
his x mark 6 
his x mark 5 
his x mark 5 
his x mark 9 
his x mark 6 
kis x mark 7 
his x mark 6 
his x mark 7 
















J a-ga -sa-gass. ta, 
John Bigbay, 
Henry Moses, 
James Gar-nos -crog, 
James Joshua, 








Levi Parkel', esq., 
John P. Poodry, 
Henry Parker, 
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Number in farr.: i·.r. 
his x mark 7 
his x mark 7 
his x mark 7 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
hts x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 
his x mark 























George Moses, his x mark 6 
VVilliam Jimmy, 5 
I hereby certffy that all persons who signed this paper are men of tJ:·~e 
Seneca nation, and they did severally . and personally sign and make thej r 
marks in my presence. 
ELY S. PARK8R, Interpreter. 
lt1ass rneeting for the Indians. 
A large convention of the citizeHs of Gene-see county assembled at tiie 
court honse in .B:1tavia on tb-e 21st day of March, 1846, at ll o'c'lock, a.m., 
to take into consideration t~1e situation of the Tonawanda Indians restdi:Jg 
m said county. . 
Mr. Samuel Richmond called the convention to order, and read the !'f.:!· 
, 
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ommendation of the grand jury of said county, and other citizen~, for such 
convention, which was as follow:S: 
At a court ef oyer and terminer and general jail deli very, held in and 
for the county of Genesee, at the court house in Batavia, on the fourth Tues. 
day of February, A. D. 1846, the attention of the undersigned members of 
the grand jury, organized ftt said court, has been called to the condition of 
the 'fonawanda Jndians, a clan of the Seneca nation of Indians, occupying 
and residing nn the Tonawanda reserve, in the county of Genesee. 
Their inquiries have led them to the knowledge of fucts showing that 
these Indians are continually molested by the intrusion of whites upon their 
Jands,. who claim them by purchase from, and contracts with, the Ogden 
Company. The undersigned deeply sympathise with these desce.ndants of 
a once powerful race in the misfortunes to which they are subjected by the 
terms of the treaty nnder which the Ogden Company clttim title to these 
Indian lands. 
The grand jlury, as such, can take no immediate action to redress and 
repair these misfortunes, but they unanimously recommend to the people 
of the county of Genesee a general convention, at some early day, to take 
into consideration the unhappy condition of the 1'~onawanda Indians, and 
to devise, if practicable, some effectual means ior their rehet: 
J. E. TOMPKINS, 
JAMES LA'l..,HROP, 
NELSON PARKER, 
A. H. GREEN, 






JAMES G. TIFFANY, 
R. S. KINNE, 
R. N. CLEMEN1\ 
LUTHER CROSBY, 
IRA E. PHILIPS, 
GEORGE MARCH, 
E. S. HUDSON, 
E. PRINGLE, 
JOHN TONE, 
GUY B. SHEPAHD. 
1n accordance with the foregoing recommendation, the undersigned, cit-
izens of the county of Genesee, have called n mass meeting of their fellow. 
citizens, to be held at the court-house in Batavia on the 21st day of March, 
A. D. 1846, at 10 o'clocli in the forenoon of that day. 
A great public wrong is about to be consummated before our eyes, by 
the removal of the 'ronawanda Indians from their lands. Men, women, 
and children, who have done us no injury-who are guilty of no violation 
of law-no disturbance of the public peace-who have conducted them-
selves in a manner at once orderly and unob usive-are to be torn from 
their homes, without the consent of a single individual among them, and to 
be driven away from an inheritance which has been guarantied to them by 
• 
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treaties, and t<:> which they are attached by every consideration which can 
endPar to men the place where they were born and have lived. 
We know that the public feeling of the people of this county is greatly 
shocl\ed at the threatened perpetration of this wrong, a11d we invite you to 
pemble en masse, that this feeling may obtain concentrated expression 
and force. There are means by which this pnblic calamity may oe averted, 
consistently with the interests of all who claim these lands, and we propose 
Q&t those me<;ms shall be submitted to you for your consideration at the 
..convention to assemble on the 21st of March. 
SAMUEL WILLETT, 
ANDREvV H. GREEN, 
FREDER'K FOLLETT, 
K J. PE'rTIBONE, 
J. R. JACKMAN, 
SAMUEL RICHMOND, 




Ou motion of Mr. Richmond, Samuel Willett, esq., was chosen pre~ident 
oftbe convention, and Isaac T\ Gifford, Jumes R. Jackman, and Trumbull 
Cary were chosen vice presidents. 
On moti_on of M. 'T'aggart, esq, Benajah Benedict, and, on subsequent 
motion, Samuel J. Todd, were chosen secretaries of the convention. 
The convention being thus organized, Frederick Follett, esq., moved the 
appointment of a committee of five, to prepare and report to the convention 
resolutions for their adoption. '1-,he motion was carried, and the president 
appointed as such committee Frederick Follett, Isaac A. Verplanck, Sam-
uel Richmond, Leverett Seward, and Seth W ukeman. 
J. H. Martindale, esq, then moved the appointrnent of a · committee of 
three to prepare and report to the convention a memorial for their cou-
sideration. 
The motion was carried, and the president appointed as such committee 
John H. Martindale, Daniel H. Chandler, and Levi E. Rtigg. 
And thereupon the convention adjourned, to meet again at l o'clock, 
p.m. . 
At 1 o'clock the convmHion assembled, pursuant to adjournment; and, 
having been called to order, Mr. Martindale, from .the committee to pile-
pare a memorial, made the following report:. 
A convention of a large number of the people of the eounty of Genesee, 
h1the State of New York, assembled, on ·the recommendation of the grand 
j•ny recently organized in sa.id county, to consider the condition of the 
Tonawanda Indians in said county, and to devise, if practicable, some ef-
fectual measures for their relief, respectfully represent to the Senate of the 
United Slates and to the legislature of the State of New Yorl-
'l'hat the ,..rona wanda Indians are a clan of the Seneca nation of Indians, 
residing on a reserve of twelve thousand and eight hundred acres, situated 
in the counties of Genesee and Erie, but maiqly in the county of Genesee. 
There are three other reservations in the State of New York, occupied hy 
clans of the Seneca uation : one of abont fifty-three thousand acres, called 
the Buffalo reservation, lying on the Buffalo creek, near the city of Buffalo; 
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anothr.r containing about twenty-two thousand acres, called the Catt 
gus reservation, lying in the counties of Erie, Chautauque, and Cattaraugus, 
on Cattaraugus creek, near the eastErn extremity of lake Erie; arjd the 
third, containing about thirty one thousand acres, called the Allegany res. 
ervation, and lying on the Allegany river, in the counties of Allegany and 
Cattaraugus. 
All these reservations form a part of an extensive territory, which, pre. 
vious to the year 1787, was claimed by the State of .Massachusetts. Jn that 
year a treaty ensued between that State and the State of New York, by 
which the sovereignty of the disputed territory was conceded to New York, 
and the pre-emptive right tG the soil occupied by the Indians was conceded 
to Massachusetts and her grantees. 
By this pre emptive right is meant the exclusive light to purchase the 
lands of the Indians. 
In 1837 the Ogden Company (so called) were the grantees of this pre. 
eruptive right to the four r~servations occupied, as already stated, by clans 
of the Seneca nation of Indians. 
In that year a €0mmissioner was appointed by the government of the 
United States, ostensibly to treat with these Indians for the reconveyance 
by them of five hundred thGusand acres of land in the Territory of Wis. 
consin to the United States, and which land, although not claimed by 
these Indians, nor in fact ever possessed or acquired by them, had never-
theless been offered to them by the gov0rnment in the year 1832, on 
condition that they would -remove there and occupy it. rrhis they had 
not cloue, and refused to do. The ostensible object of this commission 
was to acquire these \Visconsin lands. The real purpose of the Ogden 
Land Company, through whose agency and soliciiation tbe treaty had 
been projected, was to secure th& removal of the New York Indiam: at 
the expP.nse of the United States, and thus to obtain for themselves u 
clear title to the reservations which, on the consummation of this project, 
would be left vacant. -
In 1838, in furtherance of .the design just stated, the TTnited States 
commissioner and the agents of the Ogden Land Company proceeded to 
the accomplishment of thtJir purpose; and they procnred, first, a con-
veyance to the Ogden Company of the four reservations. already de. 
scribed, for the consideration of . two hundred and two thousand dollars, 
which purports to have been signed by forty-two of the chiefs of t~e 
Seneca nation ; and, second, a treaty by which the Indians ceded to the 
lJnited States the five hnndred thousand aeres of land in Wisconsin; and 
the United States agreed to secnre . to the New York Indians one mil-
linn eight hundreEl thousand acres of land immediately west of ~.Jissouri, 
and to pay to them the sum of four hundred thousand dollars-on the con-
dition, however, that the Indians should remove to ana settle on such 
lands wiLhin five years thereafter, or within such other time as the Presi-
dent might from time to time appoint. 
By the customs and usages of the Seneca nation of ~ndians, their lands 
can only be alienated by the consent of a majority of their chiefs in cowtcil; 
tile chiefs having first received authority from the nation to treat on the 
1 subject of alieuation at all. By treaty with the United States, made in 
1794, as well as by the most obvious dictates of justice and propriety, they 
· ~n only be dt>prived of their lands with their own vulu.iltary consent. 
'Neither the deed to the Ogden Company nor the treaty with the commis· 
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of the United States received the sanction of a majority of the chiefs 
eonncil. On the contrary, only sixteen out of eighty-one chiefs ever 
such assent. 
assent and signatures of the remaining chiefs were procured by 
bribes to many of them individually, secured in eight known in-
wilh in'3truments signed by the authorized agents of the Ogden 
Company, and in which the agents contracted, besiJes other valua-
·derations, to pay to eight chiefs alone, for their assent to the treaty 
the promise of their influenee and efforts to induce other chiefs to us-
in like mnnuer, the sum of twenty-one thousand s;tt-· hundred dollars in 
promises and agreements were made, and a portion of the bribe-
paid, and the bignatures obtained, after urgent solic:tations, by the 
ngnnts of the company, in rooms in the city of Buffalo, where the 
fs had ueen separately inveigled, remote from the tribes, out of council, 
for ~uch reasons, when they had no authority to do aay act having of-
sanctbn, or in the slightest degree obligatory upon the tribes. 
Ana when these means failed of gaining for the company the requisite 
· 'ty, new chiefs were elected by a small fraction of the tribe, contrary 
. r customs and usages, for the very purpose of securing the requind 
Indians allege that, in addition to such means, chiefs \\-'tre made 
with spirituous liquors, and while they were utterly unconscious of 
they were doing, were permitted to sign , and did sign, their assent to • 
trraty. 
These facts, and many others equally revolting, reprehensible, and bar-
us: irJto the details of which we cannot now go, are susceptible of the 
est proof. Indeed, such proof hns already been furnished to and now 
sin the custody of tbe Senate of the United States. 
To the treaty thus made, after some immaterial amendments, the Senat.e 
its assent by the casting vote of the presiding offlcer of that body. ln 
of these facts, we respectfully submit and insist on the following points: 
irst. The Indians in the State of New York can only be deprived of 
r lauds with their own free and voluntary consentj which consent can 
be expressed in the mode sanctioned by the customs and us<~ges which 
the common law of their r~spective tribes. 
d. The Senate of the United States has no power or authority to 
the cnst~ms or laws of the Indians, nor to prescribe the mode in 
thei r asser1t to treaties shall be expressed. If the contrary wete 
then would it be out of the power of the Indians, as it was put beyond 
power in 1838, to express their free and voluntary assent or dissent to 
ty or p;oject which the Senate might propose for their adoption. 
ird. In the treaties of 1838, by which the Ogden Company acquired 
title to \he four Indian reservations, the Senate only acted as the guar-
s of the rights of the I ndians, and simply to ratify the free and volun-
alienution of their lands, executed according to their customs and 
Snch free and voluntary al·ienation was a condition precedent, 
which the Senate could not act at all, except to declare that the 
of the proposed treaty were such as they would approve; but such 
a\ could not and did not bind the Indians any farther than they had 
and voluntarily consented to be bound. 
th<:se positions are true, then we believe it foUows that the treaties in 
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question, procured by bribery, and in a manner clandestine, and cant 
to the laws of the Indians, are utterly withoat force or validity. 
In 1842, the pressure of public opinion induced the Ogden Cornprmy 
consent, or at least to interpose no objection, that the government sho 
·treat anew on the subject of their title; and another commissioner on t 
part of the United States attended at Buffalo to watch over the proceedings 
in a connell of the Indians w bich immediately assembled. The proceed 
ings of this council were conducted on the basis that the conveyance made 
in H338 had fully and legally divested the Indians of their title to all o( 
their four reservations. 'I' he Ogden Company did not agree that the ,o. 
dians had any power to act freely and voluntarily on the question of retaio. 
ing or surrendering their lands. The commissioner of tho United States 
did not submit to them any such choice. They were called ta decide sim-
ply whether they would be content with such favor as the Ogden Com-
pany might think it advisable, out of deference to public opinion, to con. 
cede to them; and the commissioner did submit a treaty, providing, as the 
bes t terms which that company would offer, that the Indians might re 
two of their reservations, the Cattanwgus and Alleg<w y, in consideration 
of their surrender of and removal from the Tonawanda and Buffalo reser. 
vat ions, and the release of a proportion ate share of the purchase. money 
$202;0UO. It is worthy of remark that the Ogden Company cla·m title to 
the fonr reservations by the deed of conveyance exeeuteti to them by name 
in 1838. The treaty of 1842 is b::tween the Indians and the United Stale$1 
• and does not purport in any manner to have received the sanction of or to 
he obligatory upon the Ogden Company. The Indians, with great reluc. 
tance and hesitation, but without the concurrence of a single individual of 
the Tonawanda clan, accepted this propo~ition of the commissioner. Had 
tltese Indians been permitted to decide, or even to deliberate on the ques. 
tion, whether they would surrender or retain all their lands, there would 
have been no doubt, no hesitation, no reluct3nce, in the prompt and de. 
eisive rejection of the terms which were proposed to them. 
It is the height of folly and dishonesty to pretend that the treaty of 1842 
was the free and volnntary assent of the Indians to the surrender of the 
'fonawanda and Buffalo reservations. 'Vithout power to choose, denied 
even the right to deliberate, assured that the rejection of the terms proposed 
would only compel their removal from ·all of their reservations instead of 
·. two, it is in vain to say that the Indians executed that treaty freely and vol· 
untarily. 
W P. believe, and we have the conviction of our consciences to confirm us 
in our belief, that a contrary conclusion conflicts with every just, moral, or 
Christian principle. It would substitute brute force for right. It has all 
of its validity in our power and in the weakness and ignorance of the poor 
remnant of that race on whom wroogs have been perpetrated as often and 
as long as they have held possessions to temp~ the insatiate avarice of their 
oppressors. 
By the terms of the treaty of 1842 the Indians are required to abandon 
the Tonawanda and B~ffalo reservations on the 1st day of April, 1846. 
Already are they subjected to continual molestation by the whites, who 
bave purchased some portion of their lands of the Ogden Company,.in an· 
tic ipation of their speedy removal. We are informed that many ot the In· 
dians who reside on the Butfalo reservation have gone to Cutt1:lraugus and 
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tinual qnarrels amnng thrmselves embitter theh lives, already made pain-
• fully burdensome by their strug-gle for a scanty snhsis tence. 
'rhe 'ronawanda Indians have unifonllly and unanimonsly opposed the 
treaty in every form in which it has been presented to them, and have at 
all times refused to receive any portion of the consideration money to bA-
paid hy the Ogden Company for their lands. They are firmly attached to 
the place where they live. Far enough removed from the populous vil-
lages and cities to be protectPd from the contogion of the vices which there 
prevail, they are not placed beyond the manifold actvantages and comforts 
which the proximity of a civilized and enterprising. community extends to 
them. Between thern and us the kindest feelings and intercourse prevail. 
We do not perceive in their case any necessity for their removal growing 
out of considerations of policy and expediency. Could they· be lelt to feel 
and profit by the happy influences which surround them, unmolested by 
the intrigues and avarice of a band of speculators, who are anxious to tear 
them from their homes, and seize upon and appropriate their inheritance, 
we believe that they would soon furnish us with an example of the benefi. 
cent results which education can accomplish in the elevation of their social, 
moral, and intellectual condi tion. 
We respectfully ask the S enate of the United States to review the evi-
dence which has been furnished to them, or, if expedient, to examine the 
additional testimony which can be pwcnnd of the frands practised ou the 
Indians; and if agreeable to the laws of the land, to revoke the assent which 
thPy have given to the sale of the Tonawanda reservution to the Ogden . 
Company. 
We submit that such action will be legr.l as well as just, because it never 
could have been the design of the United S tates Senate to give their sanc-
tion to a contract procured from the India!lS by gross and palpable fraud. 
Clearly such a contract is void, so far as it imposes by its terms any obliga-
tion on the Indians; and if void, we cannot see how its ratific!ltion by the 
Senate can restore validity to it unless that body shall assume the power to 
alienate the lands of the New York Indians, not only without their consent, 
but even in spite of their protest and supplications, a.D_d in plain violation 
of the faith and honor of the United States government, pledged to them by 
treaties, the protection of which they have continually invoked. 
And we further respectfully submit that if the faith of the government is 
indeed pledged to this Ogden Company, so that the revocation of the assent 
given by the Senate to the treaties in ·qnestion cannot be made without 
remuneration to that company, then it is nnbecomi"ng a great, and powerful, 
and just nation, to withhold such remuneration. If the action of thA gov-
flrnment has been productive of wrong to the poor and ddenceless tribes of 
red men which that government has promised to protect, then the plainest 
dictates of equity and honor require us to repair that wrong, and to purchase 
and restore the lands of which we have been made the nnintentional instru-
ments to defraud them. If there be no other remedy, we ask the govern· 
ment to purchase the 12,800 acres of land constituting the Tonawanda 
reservation, and to reconvey it to the clan of Indians w!t-:o now hold it in 
possession. 
And, inasmuch as doubts have arisen as to the effect of the ratification by 
the Sennte of the treaty of 1842, and claims have ~een put forth by the 
O~den Cllmpany that such assent debnrs the Indians of their right to plead 
or prove the frauds practi~ed upon thern1 whenever that treaty may be called 
,. 
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in question by the legal tribunals of the country, we ask that the Se 
by resolution or otherwise, may avow the extent and ~ffect of their "::s~:~,t:m,1• 
nnd deny their purpose or power to legalize and sanction any fraud, wh 
.may be susceptible of proof, to impair and invalidate that treaty. 
And inasmuch as threats have been made by the agentg of the v.:::u\>u:-
Company, that, should the Indians refuse or neglect to remove from 
Tonawanda reservation, agreeably to the provisions of the treaty of 1812, 
the government of the United States would employ the military force of the 
country to compel sn9h removal., we respectfully but most earnestly ask 
that Congress shall interpose, by resolution of that body, to prevent $UCh 
proceeding, as subversive of all the legal rights yet remaining to these 
Indians, and revolting to the feelings of the citizens of this county. 
And we respt;ctfully ask the consideration of the legislature of the State of 
New York to the condition of these Indians, and the legal difficulties which 
they must encounter, under the present statutes and laws of this State, in 
contestirog the right of the Ogden Company, derived from the treaties of 
1838 and 184.2, to the Tonawanda reservation. In one instance a judge of 
the courts of this county has deemed it his duty to refuse an application 
for a warrant for the removal of intruders from that reservation, under the 
statute passed March 31, 1821, upon the sole and only grounds that by the 
treaty it has lost its character of Indian lands, and therefore he would be a 
trespasser in allowing and issuing such warrant. 
We ask for such an amend meat or addition to that statute, or other ade· 
quate legislation, as will enable the Indians to contest the validity of the 
treaty, and the rights which the intrnders upon their binds have acquired 
under it. And we trust that speedy action may be taken in relation to this 
suhject, so that these Indians may find in the laws of our State certain pro· 
tection against the frauds and avarice of \v·hich they have too long been the 
unhappy victims. 
The memorial having been re:1d, .Mr. Follett, from the committee on res· 
olutions, reported the following: 
Resolved, That we deeply sympathise with the remnant of tbe on 
powerful tribes of Indians who now inhabit the western part of our State, 
<llld that we have witnessed with feelings of mortified pride the attempts 
that have been made, and are now making, to deprive them of their scanty 
possessions; that we feel oursehres called upon by every principle of justice, 
and by all the dictates of philanthropy, to do all we can to arrest thu great 
wrong that is about to be committed upon them. 
Resolved, That while we cheerfully bear our united testimony to the 
morality, good order, industry, and agricultural progress of our neighbors 
at Tonawanda, we deeply sympathise with them in the difficulties into 
which they have been brought by the arts of the Ogden Company. 'Ve 
know they have never consented to sell a foot of land, nor have been a party 
to any treaty for that purpose. \Ve can never approbate the oppressive 
treaties by which, if not annulled, they are to be forced from the land o 
their birth. We believe they are unjust: we believe, with them, that they 
should be abrogated, and we will aid them in their call for justice. 
Resol'ved, That as the people of New York have never demanded the 
removal of these Indians, and would not, if called upon to express their 
opinion, wish their removal against their free consent, we \\·ould regard it 
as much more worthy the dignity and enlighte~ed justice of onr S[ate t\J 
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elevate and educate the remnant of our Indians, than to suffer them to be 
uprooted as a nation, and be made the victims of a mere private specul ation. 
Resolved, 'rhat we view the government of this country as standing in 
the light of guardia'ils to the Indians within its territory ; and that as the 
treaty of 1838, and the so-called compromise of 1842, was never asked for 
or demanded by the Indians, but was brought about by the unwearied 
eforts and at the solicitation of the Ogden Land Company, we are there -
fare led to question its justice, and to doubt its binding force upon those 
wh• have all the time protested against its consummation. 
Resolved, That the Congress of the United States, if the same sh!lll be 
deemed practicable, be requested to arrest the final consummation of this 
treaty, that time may be afforded for a full, fair, and unprejudiced exami-
nation of the means and appliances used to bring about the same; and that 
the ~ena~ be requested to review the treaties, and the means by which they 
were consummated; and that if it shall be satisfied that fraud and corruption 
were the basis upon which they were reared, that it then be called upon , 
as the guardians of th~ Indians, to abrogate and annul the same. 
1/.esolved, 'r~at copies of these resolutions, signed by the president, vice 
presidents, and secretaries, be sent to the President and Senate of the United 
States, to the legislature of the State of New Ymk, and to the chiefs upon 
the 'l,onawanda, Buffalo, Allegany, and Ci::lttaraugus reservations; be pub-
lished in the papers of western New York, and also that they be published 
in the Washington Union and the New York Tribune. 
'l,he memorial and resolutions were then, on motion of M. Wells Hewitt, 
., received for the consideration of the convention. 
hey were then discussed at length by Messrs. L. H. Morgan, Samue} 
IUclnm<>nd, M. Wells Hewitt, Leverett Seward, Isaac A. VerplaBck, D. H . 
• vullLIIUlt:J, J. H. Martindale, and Harry Wilber. 
lanations relative to the treaty of 1842 were made by Mr. Aldrich, 
another member of the Society of Friends, who were in attendance. 
Jimmy Johnson, head chief of the Six Nations, then address~d the con-
tention, through an interpreter. 
The discussion of the memorial and resolutions exhibited in full the cir-
ewnstances under which the treaties of 1838 and 1842 had been effected, 
iad the difficulties in the way of relievi-ng the Indians from their operation. 
And, although some of the speakers stated their fears of the impracticability 
o(restoring the title to the Tonawanda reservation te its present occupants, 
all concurred in expressing their warm sympathies for the heavy misfor-
tunes of the Indians. 
The memorial and resolutions were then adopted, by acclamation. 
L. H. Morgan, esq., was then appointed a special messenger to bear the 
proceedings of the convention to the President and Senate at Washington. ' 
And thereupon the convention adjourned. 
SAMUEL WILLE1,T, President. 
IsAAc T. GIFFORD, } 
JAMES R. JACKl\lAN, Vice Presidents. 
T. CARY, 
BENAJAH BENEDICT,} .C'f t . 
S J T JJecre anes. , , ODD, 
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N. 
Petition of the Tonawa·nda delegates, accompanying the President~s ntes· 
sage. 
'ro the SENA',l'E oF THE UNITED STATEs: 
The petition of the undersigned, a delegation of the 'rona wanda band of 
Senecas residing upon the 'ronawanda reservatior;, in the county of Gan· 
esee, and Srate of New York, respectfully represents: 
'That, in addition to the facts set forth in a petition presented to the 
President of the Unitetil States, our Great Father~ the guardian of his 
wards the petitioners, and to your most honorable body, and sent to your 
honorable body, accompanied bra message relating thereto from our Great 
Father the President, are the followiug: 
That the Tonawandas hold their reserved lands separately and in sev. 
eralty as a distinct band of the Senecas; that as such they have unani· 
rnously protested against the sale of their reservation to the Ogden Land Com. 
pany, or other persons; and more particularly did they protest, solemnly 
protest, against the treatiPs of January 15, 1838, and of May 20, 1842, in 
which the United Sr.ates, other portions of the Senecas, and the Ogden 
Land Company, were parties. 
That said treaties were made witliout any participation of the Tonawan· 
das whatever, they being their conf'tant and strenuous opposers; and that 
no single chief or indi v1duaJ of said band ever approved of them, or exe· 
• cuted them, or entered into c~ntract, or agreement, or sale, under them. 
That no chief, warrior, or iudivtduai of the Tonawanda band of Senecas 
ever, at any time or place, or U!lder any circumstances, sold to the Ogden 
Land Company, or their agents, an acre of their land, or ever received a 
cent for the same from them, or evet made an agreement or treaty of any 
ldnd with them. 
That the said treaties were made in pursuance of a resolution of your 
honorable body of June 11 18:1~, in which the Tonawandas, as a distinct 
band, were to be assenting parties to make them valid; which provision has 
not been complied With, they havmg never assented to or acquiesced in them. 
That at the time the said treaties were before your honorable boGly for con-
firmation, the Tonawaudus !Jrotested against their confirmation; but which 
protest of your petitiouers wa~ not pre~euted before you or your committee; 
which if done, it is firmly believed would never have been confirmed; 
and) in fact, were never confirmed by a constltunona!maj<uity of two-timds 
of the Senate, as the Journal will show. 
Notwithstanding all thP.se facts, the said treaties purport to sell and ·con· 
vey to the said Ogden Land Company the reserved lands of the Tonawa,n· 
das, without adequate consideration: cruelly unjn..,t; compelling their 
removal from their lauds, trom their farms, homes, and from the graves of 
their fathers. 
Therefore, your petitioners most earnestly and humbly pray that your 
honorable body, taking into full and solemn consideration the facts herein 
set forth, will exercise your power of revJsJOn and con~truction to the above 
treaties, being as you are a part of the treaty~making power of the United 
States-the guardian of the sacred rights of the lndwns, and protectors of 
their interests; and so revise and act upon :hose treaties as you may think -
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and as the immutable principles of justice and equity require, relieving 
petitioners from their most unjust and ruinous operation. 
And yonr petitioners will ever pray. 
{Original signed by the delegation, and on file in the Senate.] 
•' 
